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Abstract 

The work described in this thesis merges two traditionally unrelated engineering disciplines, high voltage 

dielectrics and artificial neural networks (ANN) applied as a condition-monitoring paradigm. 

High-voltage dielectric materials represent the very backbone of electrical power transmission, 

insulation. Owing to the maturing of the current electrical grid networks and the heavy reliance 

demanded a large span of equipment and equally of insulating materials remain in service [see chapter I]. 

It remains vital therefore to identify any faltering conditions indicative of a potential failure. But indebted 

to the spectrum of materials and equipment used [see chapter2] there are few common methods that may 

be applied. 

Partial discharge (Pd) is a phenomena intermittently displayed by all insulating materials, determined by 

the remaining intrinsic strength when exposed to high level electrical stresses. Monitoring rising and 

adjusting trends reveals a great deal of information indicative of condition and potentially to remaining 

service life. Aims are therefore focused at assessing condition whilst repairs or address may still be 

remedied. But with Pd magnitudes of the order of Pico-coulombs superimposed amongst Mega-Volts, 

early identification demands considerable user skill. 

Neural networks are proficient classifiers applied to hosts of successful monitoring and assessment 

applications. Working on a generalisation of previously unseen data, neural networks work effectively in 

the presence of minor natural trend variations. This provided an instinctive choice for a condition 

assessment technique [see chapter3]. The hostile environment of high-voltage and the variable 

behaviours indicative of often parallel-conditions was seen to compromise some aspects of differing 

neural network paradigms applied. Rather than devise innovative architectures or to reassert superior 

methodologies, the empirical approach undertaken by the author was to optimise merits of the two more 

common paradigms RBF/MLP. 

Based on the literature review, a number of scenarios to emulate typical conditions were assessed finding 

that superior correlation aided the AI approach using frequency components of Pd. An evaluation of the 

combined areas described above is presented in chapters 4 & 5.  Finally conclusions are drawn [see 

chapter6] finding that the experimental techniques applied are capable of identifying innocuous stages of 

Pd. 
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Chapter 1 

Aims and objectives 

Electrical energy occurs in many natural forms but seldom is this in a form that may be put to 

practical use. The most noted example is that of lightning see [Hart-davis 01] whereupon energy 

levels dissipated far exceed the demand requirements but unpredictability and location currently rule 

such enhancements beyond reach. Generally speaking therefore 'useable' electrical power comes 

from the mechanical to electrical conversion forms not altogether without faltering efficiencies. 

Current methods (aside of alternative sources) bare considerable similarities to the very early 

pioneering efforts partway influenced by the pioneers Faraday, Eddison, Ferranti. Hence although 

efficiency and stability have been very much improved 200W to every kilowatt produced (at very 

best) is lost from energy transformation be it mechanical, heat or otherwise. The vast majority of 

efficiency is fixed by turbines and optimum control monitoring, both areas having received 

considerable attention. Ranging from optimising variable pressure blade configurations to elaborate 

demand controlled mechanisms, considerable benefits have been attained. Demand for power has 

naturally increased over the past decades. Equally escalating in proportion, levels of transmission 

voltage have likewise seen considerable increases (threefold in the UK) within 80 years whereas 

other continents have witnessed fivefold+ increases with yet further plans to raise these levels in the 

next few years. 

Increasing transmission levels has been a long staying approach (initially undertaken by Ferranti) to 

alleviate regulation losses by addressing the sending-end voltage. In lieu of this approach hence 

power companies concentrated on improving quality and integrity of conductors. Higher 

transmission levels naturally demanded more contemporary transformers equally capable of handling 

increased energy breaking capacities therefore more reliable dielectric materials were sought. Rather 

than lessening the problems of demand however increased transmission levels were quickly noted at 

introducing stress levels of which conventional insulating materials were woefully inadequate. Tower 

supports and string spacings had to be increased (not technically difficult but costly) but more so the 

environmental lobbies objected to the aesthetic invasion of more and bigger lattice supports. Equally 

of concern were 'rumours' of low frequency EM (electro-magnetic) effects, an issue not entirely 

dismissed by the high voltage and power communities [Tarao, H. et al 01]. Equally with site 

limitations, overhead cables being undesirable in built-up & residential areas, the use of more 

malleable dielectric materials suitable to produce insulated underground cables rather than the 

suspended alternatives. 

Although not currently considered a problem so much in Europe, demand is closing in against 

production, an area that the more production orientated areas of the US are experiencing at present. 

1 
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Similarly the UK experienced power shortages during the early l 970's an era to which the author can 

relate only as a child. Whilst still a nationalised commodity poor funding equally during these 

periods in the UK saw a significant decline in improving transmission research. Equally since 

deregulation and amass of shareholders added to the control of non-technically minded personnel has 

enforced already over subscribed power equipment even further. Capital equipment has been 

increased 'slightly' although not in-line with demand, but more importantly aged transmission 

equipment is now well beyond designed serviceable lifetime. Engineers regardless of discipline 

employ electrical and electronic systems and the effective application of components and concepts 

depends on the mastery of the fundamental basis of electrical engineering, power. Representing 

'establishment' of technology, power has always been a mainstay. Regardless of use, electrical power 

finds its involvement to a greater or lesser form often overlooked but ever essential for effective 

production, development and design for a whole host of multi-disciplinary fields. However all too 

often overlooked is the very backbone of power transmission itself, insulation or more correctly 

dielectric materials. 

Power losses other than the recognised core and resistive aided attenuation have been considered in 

the past. However the significance of these and methods of monitoring have only more recently been 

taken as serious factors. Shared with this, many of the alternative materials of the 1960's have since 

been restrained due to EU directives due to their influences on the environment. All of these matters 

present compounded problems of losses; mechanical effects, age related wear and tear, maintenance 

requirements and equally as important, efficiency. Equally these combined present a further 

dichotomy for all groups in what specifically to 'target' and monitor. Newly manufactured 

equipment (albeit limited) is habitually fitted with monitoring telemetry to aid condition monitoring. 

Equally hosts of off-line methodologies exist for periodic assessments. However as previously 

implied considerable numbers of aged equipment remain in service, most of which stems from major 

installations undertaken post-war. The extension of high voltage technology from transmission to 

encompass the growing requirements has to date involved multi-disciplinary research areas of 

sciences from basic circuit analysis, measurement techniques and transient suppression. Therefore it 

comes as no surprise the involvement of physics and chemistry governing the electrical properties of 

dielectric materials are of fundamental significance to dielectric physicists and HV engineers. 

Suffering attenutative growth, HV technology took a back seat in recent decades against integrated 

circuit developments [Smith RJ. 84] and more recently software controlling techniques becoming 

more prevalent amongst the 'traditional' electrical disciplines. Since this period high voltage research 

has come full-circle and is now again amongst the fastest growing research areas. Demand for 

electrical energy is forecast to grow progressively to an estimated 19 trillion kilowatt-hours by the 

year 2015 [based on US dept of energy sources 1 997] almost double the current consumption. 

2 
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Equally this would infer in terms of fuel Billion tons oil equivalent (BTOE) at a projected increase of 

1.4% Pa, a rise from 9.5 to 13.6 BTOE [Hammons TJ et al 99]. In meeting these projected demands, 

larger power stations are being built utilising conventional fossil fuels, water and nuclear alternatives 

with average outputs per plant approaching 1 GW levels. Hence this infers that in order for the 

maximum 'source to sink' transfer it is vital to utilise as best as is practicable less parasitic dielectric 

media. 

Although some of the earliest transmission systems utilised DC, the advent of the transformer 

quickiy replaced much of the DC grid as high voltage ac was economically more attractive. Not 

presently in use within the UK, HVDC is gaining popularity attributed to the fact that DC has 

effectively no transmission distance limitation, no stability or reactive problems in addition that 

existing lattice supports can be utilised at higher transmission levels (Russia currently at ±750kV & 

Brazil ± 600kV). Partially therefore alleviating some of the losses incurred the approaches towards 

efficiency and more power generation at elevated transmission levels has met the needs (currently) 

towards increased demands, but in itself has equally created other uncertainties. See table 1.1 below 

Table 1.1 Transmission voltage levels 

/lo/rage class 

Low(LV) 

Medium (MV) 

High (HV) 

Extra High 
(EHV) 

Ultra High 
(UHV) 

Europe 
(50Hz) 
220/240 
380/415 
650 (DC) 
1000 
KV 

5 
11 
22 
33 
66 
110 
132 
156 
220 
275 
380 
400 
800 

USA 
(60Hz) 
120(1-ph) 
208 
600 (DC) 
KV 
2.4 
6.9 
12.47 
23 
34.5 
69 
115 
138 
161 
230 
287 
345 
500 
765 

Described by Malik et al the weak link within the chain remains not so the transmission sources, the 

mechanical to electrical conversion or to a lesser extent the fuel reserves, but this remains the 

oversubscribed distribution infrastructure. The science of materials has contributed considerably to 

the development of improved insulation methods. High voltage dielectrics are subjected to 

considerable stress levels of both continuous magnitudes and impulse levels, many of these 

influences having inspired testing methodologies. However despite the introduction in the last 
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decades spanning the spectrum of materials for insulating media, unpredictability and impending 

failures still hamper transmission networks. 

With intentions to retain a larger proportion of aged equipment it remains ever vital to monitor and 

assess the condition for amongst other reasons evaluate remaining life. Equally it remains vital to 

identify at an early stage levels of behavioural fluctuations indicative of fault conditions. The 

problem this presents however is compounded by the age of equipment (i.e. the dielectric materials 

used) and the design, many differing and hence permitting no 'universally applied' approach in 

monitoring [Bish, NB et al 01). In lieu of this many approaches have in the past concentrated on off

line methods, which for specific equipment has provided excellent details of condition. A well

respected approach more universally adaptive remains that of Partial discharge monitoring (Pd). A 

tried and tested method for many decades Pd presents a signal that occurs in high-voltage cables, 

transformers, etc. indicating a state of incipient breakdown in the insulating dielectric. Partial 

discharge gives rise to characteristic high-frequency variations superimposed on the fundamental 

mains frequency, hence is applied as a non-invasive, non-destructive monitoring technique. 

Detection of these high-frequency oscillations presents an indicative representation of dielectric state 

and can lead to diagnosis of pending fault conditions permitting early address in many cases. Hence 

this approach has been used successfully, combined with trained operatives to monitor conditions 

developing families of behavioural conditions to specific dielectric's. Although work has been 

carried out into PD diagnosis for some years, the analysis and accurate interpretation of the data has 

proved problematic. 

Despite high voltage and dielectric research having taken a 'back seat' for at least the previous two 

decades, more contemporary areas of instrumentation, computing power and processing telemetry 

have grown considerably. Hence although seen by many to have attenuated growth in HV research, 

more accurate and probing techniques developed are now finding use providing thorough 

understanding and appreciation of behaviour previously unattainable. Being of considerable benefit, 

signatures previously of immeasurable magnitudes (now detectable) provide an early indication of 

premature demise within a time-scale whereby an early repair or address can be made. Equally such 

techniques can be applied to planned maintenance thereby aiding not only efficiency but reducing 

likelihood of unplanned downtime, any faults having already been diagnosed. The advent therefore 

of high speed ADC (analogue to digital converter) has revolutionised dielectric condition monitoring 

providing a much welcome opening to digital methods involving both hardware and software 

techniques. 

Engineering disciplines both light and industrious rely heavily on automated techniques. Not 

essentially to harness manpower or reducing overheads, but typically due to machine control and 

4 
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proficiency, particularly in more mundane long-winded tasks. Many of these are now sufficiently 

advanced undertaking machining and production extending to control and systems management. Not 

too surprisingly therefore of the contemporary disciplines receiving renewed interest, artificial neural 

networks or simply ANN are predominantly applied to a growing number of control monitoring 

applications. The development of intelligent systems techniques has provided new tools, which have 

been used for the automated analysis of complex signals. ANN's derive computing 'power' from large 

parallel-distributed structures their ability to learn and hence generalise. Producing good response 

levels of recognition, neural networks can solve large-scale complex problems that by other analysis 

means are "intractable" [Haykin S 99]. The complex signals produced by intermittent partial 

discharge particularly from more probing techniques are of more measurable levels applied with 

advances in monitoring instruments. However this more in-depth 'fly on the wall' approach requires 

more rigorous analysis beyond simple visual assessment techniques, the signals most likely to 

become swamped within system noise and telemetry influences. 

Applying these principles to the analysis of existing systems in the creation of new and improved 

designs, techniques may be applied in an ever-increasing diversity of products that monitor the 

condition of power. Hence, correctly applied, neural-network analysis software, in association with 

hardware for the capture of partial-discharge signatures, may lead to a technique for the detection of 

flaws and faults in dielectric materials to detect the onset of failure before it becomes significant. The 

combination of fundamental principles, general methods and applications will constitute the 

investigation of this technique. 

* * * 
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Chapter 2 
Dielectrics and breakdown mechanisms. 

Electrical Engineering is less than 150 years old however base concepts of electrical science 

concerning magnetism and electricity are aged research curiosities of thousands of year's age. 

Applications of lodestones and magnetised needles are detailed in use by the ancient Chinese dating 

back to approximately the year 2000 BC. Equally so electricity as a phenomenon is detailed with 

early recordings of the mysterious dancing light known as St Elmo's fire, the Aurora borealis 

[Penning 57] and of course lightning. With little comprehension of the concepts or the understanding 

of nature's 'curiosities', this is what these subsequently remained for many years. Amongst the 

earliest records, William Gilberts 1600's publication "De magnete, magnetisque corporbius, et de 

magno magnete tellure, physiologia nova, (translated as: The magnet, magnetic bodies, and the great 

magnet the earth, a new physiology). Considered to be a great contribution to electrical science, 

Gilbert's published research detailed the main concerns of the time, amongst them navigation. 

Although making many notable steps forward in magnetism, Gilbert was the first to coin the word 

'electrics' indicating the difference between magnetic and electrical attraction [Kingsford 69]. 

It was not until some two centuries later that the connection between magnetism ai-id electricity was 

made investigated further by the works of Luigi Galvani (173 7-1798) and Alessandro Volta ( 1745-

1827). Not readily accustomed to the concepts of electric current being confined to metallic circuits 

surrounded by non-metallic 'non-conductive' materials, it is difficult therefore to appreciate the 

significant experimental work made in 1729 by Stephen Gray when he discovered electrical 

conductors and early concept of 'dielectric'. Grays discovery provided the key to the remarkable 

progress which electrical science made in the following 100 years, to be crowned by Faradays 

discovery of electromagnetic induction in August 1831. This fundamental discovery remains to this 

day, one with which the name Michael Faraday (1791-1867) will be long associated [Black83]. Many 

of the earliest recordings detail man's struggle with the darkness of night and the ways in which he 

has tried to combat this visual loss by fire and in more recent centuries by the use of gas. Seen as 

unreliable expensive and more importantly dangerous, the driving force in the development of what 

we now consider an electrical power system was this basic need for efficient affordable and safe 

lighting. The first example of electrical power development was made by Thomas Edison (1847-

1931) in 1882 becoming known as Edison's illuminating company creating public lighting of 

incandescent lamps in Manhattan USA. Considerable debate existed in the latter part of the l 9th 

century concerning the merits of both DC and ac transmission and to some extent certain of the 

academic divisions of transmission remain to date. 

Installed throughout the industrialised world, HV power systems were introduced to the UK in what 

we now refer to as a grid format firstly at 132 kV during the 1920's increasing to 275 kV during the 

50's and increasing again to the current super-grid level of 400 kV in the 1960's [Allen, DJ 01]. 
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Many higher voltage transmission levels were equally applied in neighbouring continents, however 

many of these systems were implemented prior to sufficient understanding of the principles and 

material constraints concerned. Problems were encountered due to what was seen as ' under-load

failure' of the dielectric during operation, and thus principles and mechanisms of breakdown were 

pursued. 

This chapter describes varying dielectric compounds and the development and usage of insulating 

materials thereof, discussing factors of consideration and noted observations towards their 

development. 

U Development of insulated cables 

Early attempts to mechanically and electrically protect cables prompted applications of many bizarre 

methods. Under the watchful eyes of the academics, students at Cornell University produced a 

lighting system incorporating their own arc lamps and improvised insulation as early as 1875 

[Black83, Loeb65]. Lapped with two layers of muslin, the copper cored cable was drawn through an 

iron pipe and impregnated with 'beef dripping' poured directly into the encircling pipe. Moisture 

ingress having been identified as a significant problem and equally so, the growing market of 

electrical applications and thus demand was expanding rapidly. As part of the Paris distribution 

system the Berthoud-Borel Company installed a 3000Vsingle phase concentric ac cable in 1891. The 

cable was Jute insulated, lead sheathed and mechanically protected by iron overlaps (armoured) later 

to be patented by Sir Charles Bright. 

2.2 lmpregna1ed insulation 

An early attempt to combat moisture ingress was made by the power company Johnson & Phillips 

towards the tum of the century in the form of their 2400V cable installation at Charlton. The copper 

core was insulated with Jute enwrapped with hessian ribbons and a final Jute braid richly impregnated 

with a hot resin oil. Whether inspired by Cornell University's early attempt remains to be seen, 

however the Jute wrapped and braided cores were drawn into an iron pipe filled with viscous oil, 

providing both mechanical protection and means by which moisture ingress was reduced. 

After being appointed Chief Engineer of the Grosvenor Gallery Company of London, Sebastian Ziani 

de Ferranti (1864-1930) introduced many radical changes such that by increasing public confidence 

with a modernistic alternative for heat light and power, inadvertently increased demand for 

electricity. Experimenting with rubber and Jute, Ferranti intuitively anticipated early on that greater 

demand would dictate market trend for a higher voltage level distribution network. Experimenting 

with different outer conductors of both circular design and flat copper, these became the first flexible 

high voltage cables to be manufactured. The latter of these designs developed in 1896 by Ferranti 
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following his 1892 patented design, became the forerunner of modern high voltage cables. [Black83, 

Morris85, Starr73] Despite the initial reluctance of many manufacturers to accept impregnated paper 

insulation, even to the extent of applying penalty clauses for maintenance of installations, Ferranti's 

patented design ultimately won widespread approval from the high voltage networks. 

2.3 Paper insulation 

Most common of the impregnated cables were compositions of wood pulp or rag, although in time the 

use of Manila derived from leaves of the Philippine Abaca plant Musa textilis provided the source of 

further improved insulation, Manila hemp. Fibres within the compound have a reduced dielectric 

strength relative to the remainder composite, thus the shorter the fibres, the better the dielectric 

strength. Wood or rag fibres tend to compose of far larger fibres than Manila, hence the preference of 

Manila use in insulating cables. Isolated, Manila has a dielectric strength of 7 kV Pk/mm, once 

impregnated with mineral oil, this increases in magnitude to 60 kV Pk/mm with a relative permittivity 

in the order of 3. Methods of increasing the viscosity of the impregnating oil and thus limit the 

impregnation draining from the upper regions of the paper, hence a resin was added that would 

reduce the problem noted to occur at or around the working temperature [Starr73, Freeman79]. A 

further embodiment of the 1892 patent by Ferranti also covered the concept of multi-core power 

cables, later labelled by Callendar, the 'D' type sectional conductor. See Fig 2.1 

Copper'D' 
conductors 

Resin ..-
impregnated 

Mon ii• 
dielectric 

�on lops (ormour) 

I 

/ 
Insulating Manila wrap 

Fig 2.1 Ferranti's 1892 

Patented 'D' type sectional 

conductor. [Will iams9 3 J 

Inevitably, the demand for electrical power grew in harmony with developments in cable manufacture 

forcing further increases in transmission voltages. Unfortunately numerous failures and a 

questionable level of stability arose when used at distribution levels of 33kV and above. Although not 

immediately apparent, the cables actually broke down, indebted to deterioration caused by the 

tangential stresses between the cores and dielectric, this noted to change from instant to instant from 

interacting phases see Freeman [Freeman PJ 79]. As it was respected that the dielectric strength in the 

tangential direction were lower than the properties of the radial direction by almost tenfold, 
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suggestions were that this was not entirely compounded to excessive voltage, but current overloading 

and the subsequent mechanical damage arising from thermal expansion. 

Combined with the introduced voids of manufacturing techniques, movement during installation and 

defective impregnation, would result in localised ionisation with a progressive upsurge in base loss 

tangent. Marking the introduction of research and analysis into insulation, Hochstadter introduced his 

'H' type cable revolutionising manufacture of multi-core high voltage cables. Hochstadter found that 

by encircling each core individually with a perforated paper and metallic base wrap, coupled to the 

earth potential of the outer sheath, eliminated the tangential stresses between cores and within the 

wormings. [Clayton51 Williams93] So much so the effectiveness of this was, that the rotating field of 

the belt design stresses experienced during operation, were eliminated, being reduced equally to those 

of the single core manufactured cables. [Freeman 79, Hughes67] Further benefits from the 'H' type 

cable were greater mechanical protection, reduced deformity during storage and installation in 

addition to increased heat dissipation under load conditions. See fig 2.5. This era saw the dawning of 

more concerted efforts to understanding the breakdown mechanisms, harvesting some quite unique 

resolves. 

2.4 Oval Cored Conductors 

Experimental work had concluded that the compound must be encouraged by some force to return to 

the lapping and avoid vacuous fissures forming during cyclic heating, or alternatively, inhibit the 

formation of voids and associated discharge activity by applying a mechanical pressure. An early and 

most innovative attempt to combat the problem of expansive movement was undertaken by 

Callender' s in introducing an Oval Cored Cable. Whilst the outer protective sheath of the cable 

remained circular, the inner core and associated lapping was elliptical yielding a minor and major 

axis. See fig 2.2 Due to the lateral forces applied, expansive movement would effectively increase the 

minor axis whilst reducing the major axis and thus create a near circular cross sectional conductor. 

Upon cooling the conductor would return to the former elliptical shape, and as the outer sheath had 

not experienced any undue expansive stresses, the formation of voids was systematically reduced. 
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Fig 2.2 oval cored cab1es. [Domun92, Wilfiams93] 

2.5 Oil-filled cables 
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/ 
thermally stressed cores under high load 
and mechanically stressed conditions 

A parallel approach undertaken by Luigi Emanueli (1883-195 9) concerned a slightly less empiricaJ 

but equally innovative methodology. Emanueli had experimented as early as 19 1 7  with mineral oils 

flowing through a hollowed inner core duct of dual sheathed power cables. As the cable became 

thermally stressed due to applied load and subsequently expanded, compensating volumes of oil 

would be driven from installed reservoirs (accumulators) and thus inhibit the level of void formation 

within the dielectric. 

A refinement that was attempted, and with relative success, was made by the Nordiske cable 

company of Denmark who desired to eliminate the need for oil reservoirs positioned adjacent to the 

cable routes. Devising a method of a self-compensating cable, Nordiske dispensed with the traditional 

3 -core podium arrangement, opting for the quite irregular idea of three parallel cores in a flat 

grouping. Surrounded by an oil-filled inner channel to the sheath, the cables bore much a similarity to 

the more traditional dielectric wrap style, with an outer sheath reinforced by longitudinally applied 

spring tapes. Permitting certain expansion to an almost elliptical shape under heavy load, the 

externally applied mechanicaJ force would ensure a contour return when oil pressure again decreased 

under lower cyclic temperature conditions. see jig 2. 3 
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Fig 2.3 Oil filled self

compensating cable. 

With a higher oil pressure 30lb/sq.in compared to conventional oil insul ated cables at only 1 . 5lb/sq.in. 

flat section cable provided an increased dielectric stress level to the order of 12.SkV/mm for an 

equivalent insulation. Responding quickly to volumetric changes, the thin mineral oil combined with 

the externally applied mechanical compensating force, would accommodate the expansion and 

contraction within predetermined levels. Despite a rather unwieldy shape, particularly regarding 

storage and installation, the flat cable proved sufficiently durable in both axial planes compared to 

more conventional circular section systems. 

2.6 Caores istive dielectrics and Superconductors 

As a common problem with all dielectrics, particularly regarding cables is that of dissipation or 

controlling of heat transfer, hence direction was to control heat transfer and thus operate cables at low 

temperatures. Two initial schemes were suggested whereby a refrigerant provided a cryoresistive 

layer within the cable wrap. Liquid Nitrogen at a temperature of 77°K was initially considered 

attractive being one of the safest and plentiful cryogenic liquids. However with an overzealous desire 

to produce super-conducting cables, with very little or negligible losses, liquid Helium at 4 °K albeit 

expensive and scarce, provided an alternative field of interest. Methods of both super-conducting and 

cryoresistive cables have been explored over the last thirty years using inner conductor designs of 

both Niobium and Aluminium respectively. 
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Described as 'macroscopic quantum phenomena ', superconductivity was first observed as early as 

1 9 1 1  by the Dutch physicist Heike Kamerlingh who later went on to receive the Nobel Prize of 1 9 1 3  

fo r  research i n  this area [Daugherty 98]. Whilst experimenting with cooling mercury to the 

temperature of liquid Helium (4°K) he observed that its resistance seemed to apparently disappear. 

By 1 933 related experimentation by Meissner and Ochsenfield also identified that Super-conductive 

materials were seen to exhibit a repulsion to magnetic fields. This contrary to other known materials 

are of course known to induce magnetic currents, whereas superconductors were seen to 'mirror' the 

field rather than permit penetration. Referred to as the ' Meissner effect' a phenomenon of 

diamagnetism the effect may be so strong as to cause a ferrous magnetic material to be levitated 

above superconductors. Objectives to using more realistically obtainable temperatures, opposed to 

Kamerlingh' s  within 4° of absolute zero, were attempted with the use of Niobium Nitride at 1 6°K, 

Vanadium Silicone at 1 7  .5°K and later with alloys of Niobium and Titanium becoming the first 

commercially available super-conducting wire in 1 962. 

Experimentation of cables centred around three main areas essentially (i) Vacuum insulation 

incorporating solid insulating supports for the conductor. (ii) As previous with cryogen insulation. 

(iii) Cryogen impregnated wrap of applied tape insulation. Variations of these were investigated as 

early as the l 970's yielding impressive results. Hitachi of Japan claimed to have transmitted 3 8MV A 

using a cryoresistive technique of liquid Nitrogen at 77"K through a single-phase 32kV cable. Shortly 

afterwards, the US reported a successful demonstration of 400MW power transmission through a 

short loop of cryoresistive cable. Both experiments were further mirrored in success after having 

endured dielectric ageing tests without detectable forms of damage. The main discovery of High 

Temperature superconductors (HTSC) encouraged renewed interest in the latter period of the 1980's 

no doubt inspired by the experimentation of ceramics and other typically considered normally non

conducting materials. 

Cryostat 
rigid or 
flexible 

Liquid N2 

HT'S conducto." 

Skid wires 

Central LN2 duct 

Fig 2.4 Sectional view of Cryoresistive Dielectric 

(CD) high-tension cable [Hammond 03] 
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2. 7 Polymeric insulation. 

Polyethylene further found usage as a dielectric for electrical power cables, initially in the lower 

ranges of l l -3 3kV and more recently indebted to advances, functioning in the upper ranges of up to 

400kV. Despite versatility as a material, it remains the most elementary of commercial polymers with 

a simple structure that being a chain of Carbon atoms with two Hydrogen atoms attached 

respectively. Being impervious to corrosion (naturally) inspired many applications for polymer 

dielectric's where previously lead and lapped paper composites (already described) had proved costly 

choices. An early example of polyethylene installation for commercial purposes was undertaken in 

Venezuela connecting power supplies to oil wells on lake Maracaibo. With widespread deposits of oil 

below the lake, power was required to operate equipment pumping the extracted oil up to block 

stations mounted on derricks. Due to the nature of the waters of lake Maracaibo, corrosion posed a 

serious threat rendering a more conventional power cable prone to imminent damage. Combined with 

a substantial need for flexibility and thus lightweight composition, Polyethylene provided an ideal 

solution successfully remaining in service for many years. 

I 7 6 5 

2 . 8  Sulphurbexafluoride SF2:. 

Fig 2.5 Paper insulated 3-core 

belted lead-sheathed cable [king 

SY. Halfter NA 82]_ 
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3. Filler 

4. Belt insulation 

5. Lead sheath 

6. Bedding 

7. Double layer steel tape 
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8.  Jute serving 

Preliminary experimental work saw the use of Hydrogen in rotating machinery, this being chosen for 

reasons mainly of effective heat transfer and reduced windage losses. However further groups of 

gases with much higher dielectric strength were equally investigated for power transformers and 

surprisingly electrical apparatus such as X-ray, these gases can be classified in general as 

electronegative gases containing one or more electronegative elements such as fluorine or chlorine in 

their molecular composition. Examples of these are the Freons F- 1 2  (CF2CL2) Dichlorofluoromethane 

F-22 (CHCLF2) Monochlorodifluoromethane and the fluorocarbons C3F8 C4F10 and various forms of 

fluorides SF6 SeF6 the latter two being most prevalent. Indebted to an ability of forming negative ions 
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in an electrical field, this gives rise to a high dielectric strength, primarily in usage desired for their 

insulating properties. Furthermore these gases have in general higher molecular weights than air, thus 

the heat transfer characteristics are also superior. 

Recognised as a greenhouse gas Sulphurhexafluoride has an estimated residence of some 3200 years, 

emissions based on both this and economic grounds limit uncontrolled releases. However the 

effectiveness of electrical usage, far out-way these controlled concerns. Advantages of SF6 use 

against oil or air equivalents are: 

(i) Reduced risks to localised land or water contamination. 

(ii) Reduced visual impact due to the compactness of equipment and hermetically sealed design. 

(iii) Arcing residues can be removed during routine maintenance prolonging serviceable life. 

(iv) Chemically inert and stable, non-toxic and non-inflammable. 

(v) Quieter operation due to absence of air blast interrupters. 

(vi) Short arc duration (due to quenching) contact burning is limited again prolonging life. 

For voltage levels of 66kV and above, use of Sulphurhexafluoride is prolific, particularly in the 

Americas with operating and breaking capacities in the order of 5000MV A. Larger units (clearly less 

prolific) have operated successfully since 1961 with breaking capacities of up to 15 OOO MV A at 

operating voltages of 230kV, these further being developed to operating levels of 112 Million Volts at 

breaking capacities of 35 OOOMV A [Freeman79] . 

2.9 Hvdrocarbon based insulating oils. 

Finding widespread usage as an insulating media in both transformers and high voltage arc quenching 

applications, Naphthenic base oils have been deployed for many years, however an impending 

reduction in the availability of these base oils appears to be in the balance as Naphthenic crude 

supplies are depleted. A hydrocarbon distilled from petroleum, Paraffinic crude has seen considerable 

research and is regarded as a substitute. A well known factor remains that in a crude form, partly de

waxed Paraffinic crude generally is considered inferior to the Naphthenic oils regarding terms of pour 

point gassing tendency and oxidation stability, but is superior in impulse breakdown voltage. With an 

addition however of pour point depressants, many of the demerits of partly de-waxed paraffinic oil 

may be improved and become as effective as Naphthenic transformer oils [Yasafuku et al 80]. 

Generally speaking the most predominant use of insulating oils is now almost entirely associated to 

the grid network transformers and breakers, introduction of cast and extruded polymers replacing 

much of the ancillary networks of cables previously described. However with a network extending 

across England and Wales, the NGC (formerly National grid) may still boast the use of some 600 oil 

filled air-breathing transformers. With many of these remaining in service over and above life 
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expectancy periods, mineral oils have been successfully adapted and used to date for more than a 

century [Domun M. 92, Esp D. 98). Despite a reduction in usage regarding cable pressure support, 

many of these now replaced by cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) mineral oil still provides an 

efficient cooling and insulating media, this being an effective ' two functions for the price of one '. 

However with increasing environmental pressure, it must also be noted that oil has disadvantages 

regarding by-products and creation of colloidal gases (hydrocarbons and methane within suspension) 

these being equally of concern. 

Not intended as a comprehensive account of all dielectric materials this overview serves merely to 

introduce the most common spectrum of dielectric materials currently in use. Describing the 

pioneering development emphasises the differing materials applied to overcome operational 

constraints. However as the list of materials differ, deteriorating natures indigenous to each grow in 

parallel. 

2. 1 0  Breakdown Mechanisms 

High voltage equipment extensively utilises a wide span of materials. The operating constraints of 

which are constrained by softening, or reversible phases of conduction mechanisms, dielectric 

losses and strengths, dangers of thermally stimulated fracture from non-uniform heating, or cyclic 

changes on occasion influenced by surrounding media. The ' spectrum' therefore of material 

application used is broadly divided into three classes. (i). Conductors generally being of copper 

aluminium and/or iron composition. (ii). In either a gaseous or liquid form, a media instilled to 

moderate and remove generated heat from the inner regions of the associated equipment. (iii). 

Finally insulating properties of varying constitution. Thus although the efficiency of any equipment 

is essentially determined by the first two classes, the reliability of equipment is almost totally 

governed by the latter. In order to write authoritatively on all facets of high voltage dielectric's with 

due consideration to all constraints aspects and influences would prove prohibitive if only merely 

' scratching the surface' . This chapter therefore sets to cover the structures and customary 

mechanisms of partial dielectric breakdown (Pd) experienced with more commonly applicable and 

recognisable apparatus 

The measure of an impeding capacity with which a current may be established within a dielectric, is 

determined by resistivity and the electric strength of the material. An extensive range exists for 

differing compounds, with varying permittivity levels (note unit-less) from unity -1 200. However, 

as the listing does not prove exhaustive, in so much as other factors of heat dissipation and 

mechanical strength are precluded, it may be wrongly assumed that the higher permittivity ratings 

dictate a suiting for all applications. It remains all too common that a material with which a good 

electrically insulating property is associated may by the same token directly defy other equally 
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desirable attributes. It must therefore be concluded that selection of an insulating media, is deduced 

by satisfying extensive criteria of electrical, mechanical, chemical, thermal, physical and equally so 

since de-regulation, environmental and economic properties. Thus it remains that the three states of, 

solid, liquid and gaseous compounds, are used extensively within dielectric applications. 

Materials conduct to a greater or lesser extent, differentiating between the respective classes and all 

of which suffer some form of breakdown in the presence of a sufficiently strong electrical field. 

Many of these may be commercialised enhancing such effects of modified and intended 

conductivity enabling them to act as switching or suppressing mechanisms [Howson 92]. Whereas 

gases may undergo glow or spark discharges [Harrop J this being pressure dependant, liquids suffer 

at least a temporary loss of their insulating properties, these often considered to be ' self healing' . 

Due to the nature of liquid and gaseous materials, no apparent permanent damage or discharge track 

seems to remain in either of these cases, however this has been dispensed as purely myth evidenced 

by particulate residue of colloidal natures. On the other hand solid dielectric's maintain a tendency 

to exhibit a permanently damaged discharge track regardless of the nature of a breakdown. 

Industrialist and technologists use materials with particular characteristics to satisfy the 

performance and specifications desired by their design, metals for their higi'l thermal and electrical 

conductivities, insulators for the 'reverse' and semi-conductors for their ability to behave to all 

'intent and purpose' as either groups. In order therefore to understand properties of materials one 

has to look at the structure that allow different materials to behave during intermittent breakdown 

according to state matter groupings. 

2 .  1 1  Origins of research 

Considerable investigations have been undertaken in this research area of dielectric physics; 

Froelich, Von-Rippel, Whitehead, Nelson and Mason, demonstrating not only inadequacies of 

(then) theories but existences of numerous secondary processes interacting and on occasion 

superseding more distinct and recognisable breakdowns. Finding and concluding that the same 

materials exhibited wide ranges of dielectric strength, further links identified dependencies upon 

mode of use, stress conditions and environment. Therefore it was seen as vital when deducing the 

electric strength of materials used for specific applications that: 'the test method was designed to 

match the working conditions '. The extensive research undertaken within the last 80-90 years has 

concluded three main mechanisms of dielectric breakdown. These are: 

(i.) Intrinsic or electronic breakdown. 

(ii.) Thermal breakdown. 

(iii.) Failure and breakdown by gaseous discharge (erosion). 

The type of measured breakdown voltage is dependant on the time of application of voltage Fig 2.6 

shows a typical voltage breakdown mechanism characteristic for dielectrics. In general breakdown 
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is recognised as indicating a very sudden and disruptive avalanche of current whence the applied 

voltage exceeds a predetermined value (governed by the material and parameters) of breakdown 

voltage. The measuring of breakdown voltage allows one to determine the weakest link that will 

cause failure of an electrical insulator, the intrinsic strength of the material and the resistance of 

materials to different types of stress. 

Ua 

Electrical Thermal 

Period of stress 

Fig 2.6 Dielectric 

Voltageffime 

breakdown 

characteristic. 

Dielectric' s particularly containing foreign embodiments of gaseous nature will always contain a 

certain number of free electrons indebted to ever-present terrestrial activity and cosmic rays. When 

subjected to an extrinsic electrical field the free electrons will gain a kinetic energy from the 

externally applied field whilst continuing through a mean free path, however much of this is lost 

upon collision with molecules or atoms of the gas. Known as inelastic collisions these provide a 

barrier preventing the free electrons of creating impact energies of sufficient magnitude to cause 

ionisation of the gas (indebted to the molecules or atoms of composition) this being a process that if 

cumulative will lead to a breakdown known as a Townsend Avalanche. The presence of an 

extraneous electrical field clearly has significant bearing on the conductivity of a dielectric, this 

forming the basis of research undertaken by [Von Hippel A 37] And [Frohlich H 58]. In the event 

of a lattice of a dielectric material being perfectly periodic, any 'free' electrons would transverse 

avoiding collision or interaction with lattice ions. But in the presence of extraneous energy sources, 

particularly thermal in nature creates vibration of the lattice ions and therefore promotes likelihood 

of interaction. 

Impurities and radiation will promote interactions thereby attracting electrons from the valence 

band of a subject dielectric. As a result of this traverse a hole will be left behind but this equally has 

potential to move described by [Harrop 72] as 'rather like a bubble in a liquid'. The net charge left 

behind is clearly positive i.e. the mirror image to that of an electron. Conduction between the bands 

is namely of two basic types, this being by electrons through the conduction band as briefly 

described or alternatively as suggested above by holes through the valence band 
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[Hanup 72] 

Energy carrying electrons will carry out ionising collisions, thereby producing negatively charged 

electrons and equally leave positive charges possibly in the lattice. Newly created electrons in the 

presence of an applied field of limited energies generally lose energy to the lattice above and 

beyond the levels which they may gain energies from the field and hence these will recombine thus 

there will remain no gain in numbers of electrons produced from an ionisation process. This is 

recognised as Von Hippel's low energy breakdown criteria, the pioneer of this discovery which 

involved electrons with thermal energy values of� 0.025eV taken at room temperature 20°C. In the 

presence of an increased field electrons that have gained energy prior to a recombination, in as 

much as relinquishing energies falls well below that continually gained, will by impact ionisation, 

liberate further electrons from collision and whilst the density of liberated electrons grows, so too 

does the likelihood of breakdown. 

Therefore it is clear that specific dimensions and styles of dielectric are determined by failure 

mechanisms that may not be related to withstanding high stress alone, but other mechanisms that 

may manifest over time and become deleterious to the insulation. Clearly it is therefore quite wrong 

to assume that breakdown levels of materials increase in proportion to furthering insulation density. 

A clear oversight with this methodology is the undue account of the influencing factors listed 

below: 

(i.) Temperature. 

(ii.) Humidity 

(iv. )  Time duration (test period) 
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(v.) Direct or alternating voltage 

(vi.) Frequency (according to above criteria) 

(vii.) Electrode test areas and contours or otherwise 

(viii.) Surrounding media (oil, air, gas etc) 

(ix.) Pressure 

(x.) Age of sample (thus history of specimen) 

(xi.) Homogeneity of sample structure 

(xii.) Dimensions of sample (breadth, Shape etc). 

Chapter 2 Dielectrics & breakdown mechanisms 

In short the 'test methods must match the working conditions' .  In the absence of phenomenon as 

yet undiscovered there remain three main types of 'breakdown' tests conducted on dielectric 

samples. The first of these determines the maximum electrical stress a sample can realistically 

survive prior to evidenced breakdown usually these monitor emissions of small intermittent 

discharges (Pd). This is a laboratory based experiment and thus efforts are in place to minimise 

extraneous effects, or more so account with due consideration on subsequent tests using correction 

factors (these will be described in more detail later). More of an emulation of field conditions 

testing methods similar to above are applied but at reduced stress levels, these range from 1 .5 - 2 

normal operating voltage levels many of which equally include accelerated aging of increased 

frequency typically at 20kHz i.e. an ageing factor of 400 multiples 

2. 1 2  Intrinsic breakdown 

As an experimental concept intrinsic electrical strength is defined as the measured electric strength 

once all the theoretical extraneous influences have been removed. This is defined as the instance of 

instability when produced from conduction electrons gaining energy from the field at a rate over 

and above that at which they may lose it to the lattice during electron-lattice interaction. Although 

many explanations have attempted to address the mechanism a complete analysis is still not clearly 

understood and agreements have not been reached. Evidence of intrinsic conduction near to the 

breakdown strength of a material is still difficult to interpret in as much as this involves the 

identification of small currents within the presence of high voltages and furthermore this being 

somewhat indistinguishable from thermal instability poses further problems. 

Of the many theories postulated, Garton amongst them [see Garton 41 ]  this involved extending 

more simplified theories to the more malleable materials, due consideration paid to the electro

mechanical form of failure at higher temperatures above that of transition, this previously 

overlooked prior to the 1960's. This was seen due to an increase in the electrostatic compression of 

a specimen and increasing beyond that of the compressive (mechanical) strength of the material. 

Garton therefore combined mechanical equations of Young' s Modulus for a material of breadth 
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(metres) d with a Young's modulus Y and applied voltage V deducing electrically developed 

compressive stress in equilibrium if 

( 1 )  

Where 

e = &oer 
Thus 

(2) 

This when differentiated WRT d see [Baker 65, Stark & Garton 55] establishes the maximum value 

of V2 at which equilibrium is maintained yields 

(3) 

And 

(%)2 = %  (4) 

For convenience abbreviated to: 

(5) 

As: 

exp(h) = 0.6 

Again where 

2 . 1 3 Conduction process 

The mechanisms of dielectric breakdown albeit; thermal, chemical, or electrochemical are not 

entirely detracted despite there being considered separate mechanistic processes [Church 68]. 

During applied stress operation, be it deleterious or otherwise, owing to the homogeneity of the 

materials structure, thermal energy generated cause temperature rises and thus an unstable 

condition may result. These losses may also accelerate chemical deterioration such that a thermal 

breakdown which may well occur, will thus be the result of a combined thermal I chemical 

mechanistic breakdown process. The homogeneity of a dielectric determines to a greater degree the 

level oflosses due to conduction current and the like, each of which continuously generate levels of 

heat. Under cases of balance as described, the heat generated is generally dissipated to the 
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surrounding ambient maintaining stability within the dielectric. The heat energy (W) generated per 

cm3 in a dielectric under a DC stress is given by: 

Where E = DC stress (V/cm) and p = resistivity of the insulation (Qcm) 

Similarly for an ac stress given by: 

W == ( E_%,)tano(Watts I cm3) 

Where x = reactance and o = loss angle. 

(6) 

(7) 

In general the dielectric loss is a function of temperature, although as depicted, may initially 

manifest itself as a mechanistic source of the natures described. 

Energy losses attributable to the mobility of ions, assuming a non-varying constant applied stress, 

will increase rapidly with temperature in accordance with an exponential Jaw: 

W oc e-fr (8) 
Where T represents absolute temperature 

It may be deduced therefore that if the heat dissipation proves inadequate, an unstable state will 

occur upon which the temperature will increase indefinitely such that a dielectric will effectively 

'bum-out' . Such properties of a material are more typically described by two grouping quantities; 

the heat capacity or specific heat and the thermal conductivity respectively. As described the first of 

these represents the measure of a material in absorbing and conveying intrinsic generated heat and 

thus the second: the ability to transfer or dissipate the heat [Church 68, Zaky et al 70]. This is 

illustrated in the graphical response below of thermal stability and heat dissipation. 
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Fig 2.8 Thennal instability in 

insulation [Church 68]. 
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Noting Fig 2.8 the level of generated (intrinsic) heat will always exceed the rate of conveyance by 

external cooling and under applied stress, instability will occur. Levels maintaining equilibrium 

may occur, providing the temperature does not exceed the determined breakdown level T 8. These 

levels may not be increased indefinitely, this approach overruled by Hochstadter [Hochstadter M 

41] making simple additions to the outer dieiectric walls. As a result of the thermal effects, this 

being very much a two-way trade-off, there is an upper ceiling to voltage independent to dielectric 

wall, known as the maximum thermal voltage (VT) beyond which thermal instability is experienced. 

2. 1 4  Discharge initiation 

Under an applied electric field, small conduction currents will always flow within a solid dielectric, 

and due to electron collisions, subsequent I2R losses create localised areas of heating. As already 

discussed the concept of a 'perfect insulator' remains purely a myth outside of the preliminary texts 

that describe such ' ideal' conditions. Thus a more realistic representation of an unsullied insulator, 

is provided by the parallel RC combination illustrated in fig 2.9 

.Fig 2.9 Equivalent circuit of alternating field dielectric. 

The power generated within the solid dielectric under a constant voltage is I21R, however, replacing 

E as the stress in terms of V/cm and p for resistivity expressed in O/cm, the expression becomes: 

(9) 

Applying an alternating voltage Vm cos rot will create a current out of phase with the applied 

voltage, approaching 90°, thus a difference between the actual out of phase current and 90° 

represents a loss angle o (a common measure of loss typically referenced by manufacturers of 

commercial dielectric's. [Baker 65, Kreuger 89, Loeb Zeigler 01] .  
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Although the dielectric loss angle (tan 8) is a recognised methodology to test the electrical 

properties of electrical insulation in as much as less complex and hence a cheaper alternative, it 

equally has many disadvantages. Fault location is not possible with such a method (although alone 

this is not a severe disability) but as this requires very precise component values (these known to 

stray under operation) it becomes less accurate. For completeness alone the method of operation is 

summarised in Appendix A. 

2. 1 5  Electromechanical breakdown 

Due to attracting forces between electrodes, solid or pliable dielectrics are continually subjected to 

an electrostatic compressive stress. Under more desirable conditions, the material remains in 

equilibrium, the stresses being effectively in balance by an elastic restoring force of the dielectric. 

Variations however to the restoring compressive stress, may occur due to material fatigue, only to 

become exasperated by induced thermal actions from hysteresis. The radial heat flow, particularly 

when the surrounding media is inhibitory, may draw a dielectric considerably closer to its softening 

point, reducing not only the dielectric strength, but the lateral forces between mechanically stressed 

conductors. Exceeding this critical level, it was found that the dielectric would endure irreversible 

damage, having totally suppressed the restoring elastic strength of the material. See fig 2. 1 0  below 
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2. 1 6  Liquid gaseous & vacuous breakdown 

• 

Failed 
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Fig 2.10 electromechanical stress effect 

When a high voltage field is applied to a displacement (typically electrodes) immersed in a liquid a 

small level of conduction current is evidenced. By raising the applied voltage a level will eventually 

be attained at which a discharge will pass between the electrodes, this mechanism involving: 

(i.) The intermittent flow of electrical current determined by the characteristic parameters of the 

circuit. 

(ii.) A visible discharge path between the electrodes 
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(iii.) Propagation of bubbles (or gas formation) creating colloidal natures (products of solid 

decomposition) 

(iv.) Levels of Cathodic 'sputtering' creating pits in the electrodes [see fig 2. 1 1 ]  

(v.) Variable pressures within the liquid accompanying an audible hiss. 

Generally speaking the physical phenomenon of the breakdown spark is generally understood, 

however it is somewhat more complex to outline the nature of the processes that are tantamount to 

the onset of discharge and those which determine the breakdown voltage. A number of theories 

have been postulated towards that of explaining the theories of breakdown these balancing between 

the arguments of the liquid mechanism being attributable to its homogenous composition and those 

associating such activity to the presence of numerous impurities [Church 68, Harrop 72, Krasucki 

66]. However despite these disparities of opinion more recently agreement exists in ideals that 

disregarding presence of impurities in a homogeneous dielectric must be inaccurate and thus of 

limited use. Equally fighting the opposing comer many arguments further suggest limits to those 

that rely entirely upon that of impurity presence and disregard the predominance that it is the liquid 

after all that breaks down thus thwarting ideals of a single theorem. 

The main groups of liquid that have received extensive study are the insulating oils, the Napthenics 

and Silicone based. Under such tests, preparatory work is often undertaken in as much as electrode 

pre-treatment to remove any surface oxide layers is conducted, equally consideration to de-gassing 

of the oils under test is undertaken to remove any air entrapments such attention having achieved 

breakdown levels as high as 1 MV/cm. These tests concluded that the breakdown strength of oil 

was equally influenced by electrode materials and electrode displacement, but somewhat 

surprisingly remaining independent of hydrostatic pressure providing the oils had been de-gassed, 

as this was noted to have considerable baring when presence of Nitrogen or Oxygen was traced 
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Fig2. I I Breakdown creating electron stream [Hawley 

68] 
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The breakdown levels yielded are more appropriately linked to the presence and nature of 

impurities rather than on the liquid itself. Such impurity presences are listed into three categories of 

effect/nature. 

(i). Those that have a lower withstand stress than that of the surrounding liquid, this all too often 

triggering breakdown events within the surrounding fluid. 

(ii). The presence of unstable impurities (particularly highly polar substances) creating low 

resistive paths between electrodes with inevitable breakdown. 

(iii). Conducting particles of colloidal natures resulting in localised field enhancement which in the 

event of exceeding a critical level localised breakdown will occur and further trigger the event as 

described in (i). 

Garton undertook large-scale experimentation assessing the loss angle of composite liquid-solid 

dielectric's attributing variations to the presence of ions within the stressed samples taken. This was 

due to ions liberated from the electrodes to which the levels of damage depended upon the chemical 

reactions with the composite dielectric and the nature of the ions transported. As the 'liberation' 

was indebted to purely electrical stresses alone, the deterioration process (although the initiation 

mechanism may vary slightly) runs true for both Direct and alternating voltages. 

Garton deduced the loss angle with the inclusion of ions tan ( & ) in a dielectric film sample: 

tan & = Be µN ( mr - sin OJr cos OJr) 
£(j) 

Where ( md) {J)r = 1 - µE 

E = electric field (pk) 

m = Applied field frequency 

d = Breadth of liquid film used b�tween solid layers 

c = Permittivity of liquid dielectric 

µ = Ionic mobility of liquid dielectric 

e = Ionic charge 

N = Concentration of ions of equal sign within the liquid dielectric 

(10) 

(1 1 )  

The loss angle was found to increase progressively i n  harmony with the applied voltage beginning 

from zero upwards until a maximum was achieved beyond which a progressive deterioration was 

noted with increased applied voltage levels. This was noted to be the result of restricted mobility of 
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the ion presence beyond a set stress level within the samples used. As additional discussions 

regarding the intricacies of such an analysis remain outside of the scope of this thesis further in

depth analysis may be sort by referencing Gartons work [Garton CG 41) .  

In summary therefore a proportion of breakdown mechanisms are the net effect of contaminants 

(the varying natures of which have been described). Attempts have been made in effort to isolate 

and identify individual components, a base level of acceptance (in as much as no liquids are 

available in a 'pure' form) must always be considered prior to use. 

2. 1 7  Gaseous dielectrics 

Many benefits have been attained utilising gases as insulants or dielectric's providing a number of 

advantages over their material counterparts. However when significant quantities of gas are 

concerned, cost additionally becomes an important item and other characteristics, such as 

recoverability and chemical inertness, also instigate significance. 

Desired properties in a gas are: 

(i) High dielectric strength 

(ii) Thermal stability 

(iii) Non-flammability 

(iv) Physiological inertness 

(v) Low temperature of condensation 

(vi) Good heat transfer 

(vii) Ready availability at moderate cost. 

Although these represent the majority of desirable characteristics of a practicable gas, only the 

above order of listing after (i) clearly of primary importance, are not essentially placed according to 

relative importance. Other properties for special uses (low viscosity, availability of high purity, or 

adequate recovery and additions) may perhaps be of significant interest. 

Electrically ionised gas production is as old as nature itself, man's  use of fire unknowingly involved 

the production of these charged gases. The earliest referenced report on Sulphurhexafluoride 

appeared when Berthelot [Berthelot, M. 1900] having procured some 30cc of Perfluoride of Sulphur 

(sic) from Moissan, discovered no detectable volumetrie changes or chemical reactivity toward 

bromine, acidic cuprous chloride, or thiopene after 4 hours of discharge experimentation. Although 
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the test vessel interior indicated evidence of a limited reaction, Berthelot hesitantly identified the 

culprit of impurities present within the gas. Considered the Father perhaps of the mechanistic 

interest in electrical breakdown, Paschen, most essentially today for his Doctoral thesis, published 

his work in the same year as Berthelot's experimentation. Using 3 base gases (Hydrogen, Carbon 

dioxide and air) he demonstrated an interdependence of the characteristic breakdown voltage, to gas 

pressure and distance. See fig 2. 1 2  below 
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Fig 2.12. Paschen's plot for base gases 

[Paschen N 89] 

The relationship between V and pd where p represents gas pressure and d the electrode traverse is 

implied so that in general V = f(pd). Based on the findings of Paschen it was seen that a voltage 

minimum of 300V occurs when the function (f) pd of 5 mm Hg so on and so forth this may be 

deduced again for different base gases and products of pd. Taking a traverse of fixed displacement 

with a decreasing pressure i.e. moving right form the minimum the density thus decreases thereby a 

liberated electron will make fewer collisions with the gas molecules as it travels towards the anode. 

In the event of collisions there is a loss of energy therefore it follows that lower electrical stress 

transmits to electrons the energy (kinetic) required to ionise. At the minimum point density is low 

and hence few collisions, but equally as important it must be noted that upon collision ionisation is 

not always achieved regardless of state. This was termed by Church [Church HF 68] as being of a 

'finite chance ' of ionising although increasing in likelihood in proportion to energy levels is 

achievable illustrated by an increase in voltage towards the left of the minima [see fig 2. 12). 

By experimentation the authenticity of Paschen' s  law has been established at temperatures of up to 

1 1 00°C. However beyond this range stability becomes questionable from severe heat related 

distortion of electrodes creating non-uniform field distribution, the postulate at this point no longer 

runs true. 
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As described the most common of the insulating gases is SF6 the swaying benefit being that it 

maintains its high electrical strength even upon being diluted with other gases (this typical for 

economic reasons and desired E.U. reductions). An illustrative plot of dilution and withstand 

strength is illustrated in fig 2. 1 3 .  
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Generalising on the breakdown of gaseous dielectric' s  this may be described as a transition from 

insulating to a conducting state (sic). In an insulating state, gaseous dielectrics have very low 

conductivity levels, a net result of relatively few positive and negative ions and electrons. Air as an 

example has only hundreds rather than thousands or more, positive and negative ions per cc. This 

may be increased to many multiples by simply heating the gas, or alternatively from irradiation by a 

radioactive source. In order to reach this conducting state however, the ion pairs must be multiplied 

to at least 1015, produced only by an ionisation process, in which free-electrons accelerated by an 

electrical field to energies that are sufficient to produce ion pairs from nearby gas molecules. A 

chain-reaction of production this ' ionisation-by-collision' process, was experimentally determined 

by [Townsend, J.S. 1 0]. 

2. 1 8  Discharge inception 

Corona discharges due to the pai-tial breakdown of surrounding air, are J.r.nown to concentrate 

around the more defined protrusions [Baker65, Loeb65, Craggs & Meek54]. Removing potential 

sources of localised Pd or corona has long proved problematic, as many sources can initiate low

level discharges, merely from their presence within a field. Poorly defined or floating parts all too 
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often prove culprits, and thus at an early stage, designers within high-voltage systems looked 

towards reducing these erroneous sources. From experimental research undertaken by Paschen, 

sharp contours were modelled as spherical (see fig 2. 1 4) albeit rather small, thereby deducing the 

optimum radius of any sharp edges localised to a high-voltage source. 

v Fig 2.14 Corona inception at air gap 6. 
[Kreuger89] 

Modelling this scenario based on the illustration above the earth plane is replaced by a 

hemispherical plane given as radius R. The air about the edge contour will break over at a distance 

(t..) if the voltage over t.. satisfies the breakdown voltage from Paschen' s curve. The voltage (V) 

over distance R is given as: 
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Fig 2.15 Inception of 

breakdown level of air 

at STP vs gap width 

[Sillars 73] 
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The inception voltage of a sharp contour can be as low as up to 50% of the expected breakdown 

voltage for a surface discharge. Thus owing to the stress across a gap being of an air dielectric 

subsequently produces an abundance of Pd activity. In the event of the field within the 

displacement becoming divergent a differing mechanistic phenomenon occurs at voltage levels 

below breakdown, particularly if ionisation (due to high-stress) occurs locally. This form of 

localised ionisation emanating on the surface of test electrodes is termed 'Corona' . Deduced from 

experimentation undertaken by Peek [See Alston 68] the stress levels were calculated using 

cylindrical electrodes { See appendix B } .  

Fig 2.16 Uniform field discharge electrodes 

E 800 
face elevation 

Plan view 

A significant drawback with many discharging planes remains that of the non-uniform field 

between opposing electrodes. Although electrode gaps are frequently used for calibration methods, 

these provide a field that is uniform along the central axis, and thus provide only a limited region 

over a displacement. Despite this limitation however, the 'active area' bestows a larger target than 

may be expected or attained from a point-plane discharge rig offering potential alternatives. 

Rogowski exhibited designs of uniform field electrodes, suitable for operation at high voltages and 

found that the field between two electrodes remains uniform for a spacing : radius of up to a 

maximum of l/ lOth see fig 2. 1 6. [Rogowski, W., Steinhaus, W. 12) 

The spark-over voltage is defined with A and B remaining constant within the experiment thus V 
(the discharge voltage) may be instigated at desired levels by varying the displacement S (gap 

length in cm) developing the equation form: 

V = AS + B.JS ( 13) 

The spacing S must be less than or equal to the diameter of the sectional radius A C, radii AB and 

CD being greater than I 0 S. With an additional attention to avoidance of sharp contours, the 

curvatures BE and DF are required to be continuous symmetrical magnitudes. A maximum 
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displacement of 1 6cm and with proportioned dimensions relating to the above equation, it was 

found that discharging always occurred within the uniform field under NTP (normal temperature & 
pressure). [Kuffel and Abdullah78] . 

Research conducted by Bruce, initially with liquid and gaseous dielectrics, indicated that sphere 

gaps provided an effective method for studying characteristics of pd from power frequency 

alternating voltages. However, although used extensively for high voltage measurements, the gaps 

provided a field which was unifonn only over a limited region of the gap, namely along the 

spherical axis. This clear limitation led to the development of the uniform field gap and somewhat 

later, progressively evolved the Bruce's electrodes [Bruce47]. See fig 2. 1 6. Introducing this 

arrangement, it was found experimentally that sparking always occurred in the uniform field region 

of the gap for increased displacements at NTP, a considerable improvement on previous methods. It 

was also further shown that sparking potential remained a function of both gap spacing S and the 

gas density p (unity at normal atmospheric conditions) thereby postulating a correction factor at a 

given density varies with the spacing. Thus: 

! 

V = 24.4pS + 7.5.fps(kVpk) (14) 

I 
r 

mr� 8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

Fig 2. 1 7  Half contour of uniform-field 

electrode used by Bruce 

The flat surface area of the electrode AB is of a diameter not less than the maximum electrode axis 

length desired. The sine curve BC is based on the axes OB & OC in order that: 

(1 5) 

Thus CD forms the arc of the circle centered at 0. Therefore in order to maintain the uniformity of 

the field when desiring greater axis displacement, requires a match obeying the above rule. 
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Deduced from this, Bruce found that the breakdown voltage of a gap displacement ' S '  at 25 °C & 
760mmHg remained within boundaries of 0.2% given by the relationship: 

V = 24.228 + 6.08,/S(kVpk) ( 1 6) 

Introducing p as a coefficient of S further accounts for air/gas density at non-unity levels. 

[Craggs54, Kuffel et al78] 

2. 1 9  Solid insulation 

The increasing use of cast and extruded materials as electrical insulation for high voltage, high 

power applications in the past decades has resulted in renewed interest into the study and 

assessment of how these materials behave under prescribed conditions of multiple stresses and 

partial discharge. Such research helps in (i) Assisting the design of insulating systems (ii) 

Determine progression of dielectric degradation (iii) Compare the newly developed materials with 

proven serviced endured insulating systems (iv) Ensure contemporary systems have the projected 

life times that economics demand (typically 40-50 years). Partial discharges are both a symptom of 

insulation failure mechanisms and a serious degradation stress mechanism. Thus reliable 

measurements of partial discharges enables detection allowing recognition of changes in physical 

and electrical properties with stress change, particularly when this leads to a change of state or an 

irreversible change in the structure of insulation. 

2.20 Internal voi d  discharge 

In what may otherwise be an exceptional dielectric, a boundary will form having a lower dielectric 

stress level than the surrounding annulus. In general Pd (partial discharge) describes the intermittent 

discharge process within which a displacement or traverse becomes partially bridged indebted to 

the localised electrical stress [IEC 60270]. Such an occurrence may be created by in-homogeneities 

i.e. a material flaw, a detractment in dielectric detail, a colloidal contaminant or a poorly contoured 

and hence non-linear field distribution {these influences already described}.  Generally the source is 

a inevitability from manufacture or a service prompted condition but in all cases a severe 

degradation mechanism leading to progressive decay. Such is the energy level that Pd creates, 

localised temperature gradients which become cumulative if the repetition rate of the discharges 

becomes significant are unable to dissipate the heat energy against increasing levels of heat 

generation. Inevitable changes within the structure of the void cause actual physical distortions and 

the deposit of charged particulates, these being a by-product of the discharge mechanism. 
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Subjecting any of the aforementioned instances of flaws imperfections etc. to an applied voltage 

{under these circumstances below the order of an equivalent air breakdown} a balance exists 

between the number of free electrons produced due to ionisation and those lost to positive ions in 

recombination. As this applied voltage increases however the enveloped material reaches a 

breakdown level at which an intensified production of electrons become rapidly removed by the 

field leaving behind a distorted field of non-equilibrium. As these become separated across the 

traverse of the void creating a negative space charge due to electron affinity and a facing positive 

space charge due to an opposing predominance of ions, the space charge layers expand until the gap 

becomes sufficiently navigational to accelerate a bombardment or discharge between the anode and 

cathode. Once a discharge has extinguished the opposing charged space layers hold a charge 

residue as a result of the prior activity, this never completely neutralised. Equally the mechanism 

will continue unless the applied field becomes sufficiently low and unable to support further 

ionisation creating an interruption or extinction condition. 

The location and configuration of such a void, determines not only effect, but activity relating to 

any surrounding influence. Throughout the remainder of an insulator, a stress level will be 

experienced that can be sustained due to a higher permittivity than the surrounding media, in most 

cases this being air at unity. Whilst a void creates a break of continuity within a dielectric, surface 

charges tend to form across the lining of the inner wall of the said void. Although small in origin, 

these gradually build, having no direct path to discharge through, creating an overall net charge 

causing the progressive deterioration 'partial discharge' (Pd). See figs 2 . 1 8-2.22 [Harrop72 

Kreuger89] 

Partial discharge 

streamers 
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Dielectric 
material 

Air filled Voids 

Fig 2. I 8 Internal discharge 

Partial discharges fall into four groups of classification; internal discharges, surface and corona 

discharges, and finally treeing discharges. Variations due to composition, dimensions and 

manufacturing techniques, may influence the behaviour of Pd activity. A key factor in determining 

Pd aggression is attributed to the location of a colloid or adventitious fissure. A horizontal void 
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situated perpendicular to the field, fig 2. 1 8  remains at approximate harmony with i::, whereupon i:: is 

the properties constant of the surrounding dielectric material. Spherical voids tend toward 1 .5 times 

i:: in high dielectric strength materials, due to the combining effects of both the parallel and 

perpendicular fields. Elliptical voids running parallel to the field however although tending to 

remain at or around the stress of the dielectric. After a breakdown period these are noted to cause 

considerable field concentrations, a net effect of which thermally stresses, prematurely and 

irreversibly ageing the surrounding material. 

An inner void within a solid insulating material will continuously discharge whilst subjected to a 

highly-stressed field, these taking place at favoured sites as described and at a frequency of activity 

influenced by applied voltage frequency, void dimension, to some extent by the encapsulated gas 

and the inner surface condition. The breakdown voltage of an air gap depends on the magnitude, 

shape and polarity of the applied voltage. Modelling the behaviour of encapsulated voids has been 

conducted for many years utilising the well-documented 'A-B-C' circuit representing the 

capacitance of the void and the remaining ' sound' material of the surrounding dielectric in series 

[see fig 2.22] 
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Surface discharges 

Surface tracking (one of the least understood mechanisms of premature demise) is the combined 

result of many related, but different physical effects. Certain solid dielectric materials tend to decay 

under short cyclic thermal stresses, resulting in small deposits of carbonised tracks appearing on a 

surface. Surface contamination additionally serves to accelerate the breakdown process, due to dust 

particles and carbon deposits combining to entrap airborne moisture creating conductive tracks. 

Standard discharges in air have been investigated for many years, however with more complex 
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fields assuming a homogenous dielectric and uniform field based on Paschen's curve, this is 

simplified by Kreuger [see fig 2. 1 2] where the inception voltage Vi is: 

Ei 
Vi =  Mi + d- (17) 

& 

Ei representing the breakdown stress of the gapA. Hence if the breakdown voltage of the air-gap Ui 

is introduced this becomes: 

Or 

Electrode 

Vi 

E 
Vi =  Ui + - Ui di 

Surface air-gap 

'Homogenous ' 
dielectric sample 

(18) 

(1 9) 

Fig 2.20 Air-gap discharge 

Surface conditions prevail with 'outdoor' applications of dielectrics thus are renowned for 

modifying electric stress patterns, which if particularly extreme, adjust the dielectric profile. 

Moisture being of main concern and typically in the form of
.
droplets, may be contaminated creating 

remarkable changes to an otherwise resistive surface reducing the withstand stress by several orders 

of magnitude. Working stresses resulting from a redistribution of charge patterns, can lead to an 

undesired current flow between planes, creating undue damage to the dielectric surface. The 

Hydrophilicity of a substrate will determine the ability to resist 'wetting' of a substance [Babadi, 97] 

and the inverse effect of Hydrophobicity. When polluted and wetted polymeric insulators and 

bushings are able to withstand higher voltages than their ceramic counterparts this superior 

performance is attributed to their hydrophobicity. 

Polymers demonstrate significant advantages over their ceramic counterparts due to their 

hydrophobic behaviour whilst equally lightweight and durable. Despite limited field experience 

however, use of dry pollutants and clean fog environments noting three fold increases in conduction 

levels using controlled pollutants and moisture flows remains an area of considerable research 
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interest [Young H., Spellman C., Haddad A. 01] .  Although almost essentially a problem with the 

more porous compounds, severe localised damage of less malleable dielectric materials can result if 

periods of surface discharge activity become prolonged. 

2.22 Discharge treeing 

Treeing remains one of the most volatile and rapid forms of dielectric inner decay. Forming initially 

from a small vacuous fissure, a cylindrical void or stem evolves, extending further boundaries by 

decaying and forming hollow branches towards lower potential stresses. As elongated hollows are 

formed within the dielectric, considerable discharge activity exasperated further by thermal 

stressing, rapidly destroys the solid material. 

Stem of tree progressing 
From inner void Dielectric 

sample 
earthed 

Fig 2.21 Tree discharging 

Described as almost incubation periods, no detectable discharge may be noted for considerable 

periods, extending on occasion to many years. Although little is known as to the triggering cause of 

'treeing', onset is typically supervened by a rapid and devastating failure in a time order of minutes 

or seconds, rather than years, concluding that discharge inception is more a function of absolute 

voltage rather than of field strength alone. Generally, the discharge behaviour may be 

comparatively described utilising the 'model' a-b-c diagram illustrated in fig 2.22 [Domun 92 

Kreuger89,Perrot92,] 
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HV inner cavity 
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Fig 2.22 a-b-c 
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Treeing of a void (represented by a capacitance 'c') is shunted by the capacitance of the solid 

dielectric material 'b' with a parallel path representing the more substantial and sound dielectric 

insulation 'a'. As treeing discharges, being of somewhat similar origin and deleterious behaviour, 

may also be represented by models of the breakdown behaviour including additional parallel paths. 

Depicting the outer stems of the series breakdown path branching from the main cavernous trunk, 

an example of this is illustrated in fig 2.2 1 ,  During the cyclic changes of an alternating supply, 

discharges repeatedly energise the inner cavity 'c' extending beyond a breakdown level of the 

cavity, initiating a spark or discharge between the respective planes. At this condition, the voltage 

across the divide will effectively fall to zero, extinguish the arc, and thereby upon return to the 

former condition, further recurrent charging and breakdown periods are endured throughout 

ensuing cycles. In lieu of this, and as a direct result of the time period associated with the voltage 

across the gap falling, to the order of lxl0"7s compared to the applied voltage time-base at 20ms, 

several charging and discharging periods will occur for each cycle (a simplified illustration and 

analysis is depicted in appendix D). 

A further discussion of testing applications of base definitions are listed describing the parameters 

of assessment and those that will be adhered to in the following chapters. {See appendix C} 

2.23Detection methods 

The number of differing approaches of measurement widen, almost the parallel span of approaches 

that may be used chosen as best suited to the task at hand. A number of these have concentrated on 

the more recognisable 'Bridge' methods {see Appendix A} that require actual physical insertion to 

the high voltage circuit and ancillaries under analysis. Although effective in their own right and to 

some extent their survival to date reflects such, many applications require more adaptive and 

generalised approaches of less intrusive natures. 
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2.24 Coupling methods 

Within high-voltage systems hosts of coupling approaches are invariably used with differing levels 

of sensitivity. The coupling methods therefore, particularly of non-physical or intrusive insertion 

are receiving considerable renewed interest particularly with increased data acquisition techniques 

now at hand. More common constructions of multi-tum air or oil-insulated current transformers 

have been used extensively to address the shortcomings of 'alternative' approaches. Varying 

methods of construction and formers (including 'former-less') have been investigated and applied to 

differing monitoring concerns, [See Gregory B 90] . Standard approaches typically return end 

windings un-joined see fig below, adjustments to sensitivity applied by the materials utilised in the 

windings and (or) number of windings applied equally complimented by output components 

normally RC dividers optimising filtering of required bandwidths. 

As discharges create impulses conveyed to the monitoring telemetry, varieties of circuits may be 

used to detect these effects, the components of which are detailed below. Generally: 

(i). A high voltage supply (typically discharge-free within the operating constraints of the sample) 

(ii). A dielectric sample the approaches of insertion and or containment already described. 

(iii). An impedance across which the aforementioned discharges from the sample are measured. 

(iv). Most importantly a coupling capacitance passing the higher frequency impulses (typically 

matching an order of magnitude of the dielectric sample under scrutiny. 

(v). An amplifier (optional and dictated by the monitoring instrumentation). 

(vi). Oscilloscope, Pd detector (Pdx) or pulse discrimination unit (PDU) hence necessitating or 

otherwise (v) above See fig 2.23 below. 

High voltage 
supply 
(discharge-free) 

,. •• ''"""!' ; I I 
I 

,__J 

Coupling capacitor 

Amplifier 
optional see (v). 
& (vi). 

Fig 2.23 Basic 

discharge 

detector circuit 

[Kreuger] . 

The illustrated impedance (Z) can be applied electrically in two ways, either in series as illustrated 

or in series with the sample matching coupling capacitor (hatched line). Both of these approaches 

are electrically equal as (assuming a high impedance of the supply) the same voltage is seen across 

the impedance. If the sample is large however then Z is often placed in series with the coupling 
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capacitor in order that excessive charging currents do not pass through the measuring impedance. 

As described by Kreuger [see ref] two of the more commonly used impedances are resistor shunted 

by a described 'parasitic' (sic) capacitor or an oscillatory LCR circuit. More details of the applied 

methods and monitoring approaches may be sort form the listed references above. 

2.25 Rogowski coil 

Understandably, there remain many difficulties with testing high-voltage apparatus, due to the 

intense nature of such an austere environment. By scaling down the entire monitoring theme 

permits proportionately reduced applied fields, that not only reduce spurious effects from 

neighbouring sources, but return more sensitive equipment to a previously prohibitive area. There 

remains to date many methods of monitoring high voltage behaviour, either remotely or indirectly, 

each of which has its attributes to a particular suiting. Numerous authors have described varying 

applications of Rogowski coils in HV measurement circuitry, where typically conventional 

measurement techniques were deemed unsuitable. Developed most essentially in recent dates for 

producing high accuracy and reliable test methodologies, Rogowski coils are becoming the 

preferred method for non-intrusive monitoring of both aged and contemporary plant. The theory 

surrounding the Rogowski coil is described as a materialization of Amperes law. Sensing a 

magnetic field surrounding a conductor, Amperes law describes the relationship between the circuit 

current and the attributable magnetic field. Both flexible in design thus idyllic transducer usage, the 

coils are ideal interfaces for monitoring of sinusoidal currents, responding only to the localised 

currents (enveloped by the non-ferrous air coil) whilst remaining impervious to currents and fields 

of extraneous sources see [Rogowski, Steinhous 12, Ward et al 93, Ryan 94). 

This chapter has summarised the spectrum of materials providing a dielectric property, the 

behavioural patterns under electrically stressed conditions, and the tendency for these to vary 

considerably. Of the mechanisms described these (in many cases) remain individual to the material. 

Localised effects, extraneous influences and self-healing all appertain to the material and confines 

of each individual application. Hence therefore monitoring any one of these conditions best suited 

to one application and that which represents a faltering mechanism may be wholly inappropriate to 

another. Equally many of these 'conditions' may co-exist creating an altercation of 'information' 

types presented. Compiicating this further, the approach in which the different conditions may be 

monitored often requires extensive and complicated telemetry I instrumentation requiring intrusive 

and impractical non-universal methods. 

Consequently presenting a dichotomy therefore, it remains vital to respect and account for these 

influences, a number of which have been detailed. As described therefore, the only close 
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commonality and non-intrusive method is to monitor the behavioural partial discharge signatures 

(Pd) produced. The relative methods of this approach have been listed briefly, putting the 

favourable arguments forward whilst listing some of the minor influences and adverse affects that 

may be encountered. Hereon in, these methods and the interpretation of the signatures assessed 

remain the objective of this research thesis. Hence whilst influences may be approached regarding 

the effects of an environment, only those more influential encountered during experimentation 

partisan to adjusting Pd will be considered: 

* * * 
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Chapter 3 

Neural networks 

Image processing and visual recognition still presents one of the most complex and time-consuming 

undertakings within a simulated environment. Yet in contrast to this however, adolescents have little 

difficulty in recognition, circumnavigating spaces, although not without exceptions, locating 

inanimate objects, recognising people and a whole host of multiple operations, out performing the 

most advanced and powerful computers of date. Many behavioural and 'taken for granted' tasks are 

conducted concurrently, clearly by comparison, an enviable system to computational and 

technological manufacturing. Take for instance the daily routines undertaken, the very consumption 

of a meal encountering taste, aroma, the action of dissecting and consuming the food, the idle chat 

between are all conducted in parallel. Of course this overlooks the very essential automatic cardio

vascular activity of our very existence, thus the extent and ease to which the biologically stimulated 

and controlled environment (the brain) executes the most complex of tasks at speed, not too 

surprisingly inspired ideas for artificial neural (human-like) behaviour. 

The shear complexity of the brain becomes more clear when accepting the numbers of basic 

processing units involved (approximately 1 00 Billion) each of which is connected to an estimated 1 0  

OOO others neurons. Attempts at modelling the brain have been made by numerous mathematicians, 

physicists and engineers in an effort to emulate brain functions. These models vary between 

describing the ability to process sensory information and pro viding outputs to nerves or muscle tissue, 

whereas others have diverted efforts towards understanding the reasoning processes. Steady progress 

has been made in these fields most essentially over the last 25 years, toward the ultimate goal of 

emulating the very operation of the brain itself [Smye et al 02). Equal contributions have been made 

by all scientific communities designing artificial sensory inputs, ranging from replicating the retina 

for vision to Cochlear implants benefiting the hard of hearing. Further advances equally made, 

indebted to increased awareness of the electrical stimulation of muscles, has benefited the mobility of 

sufferers of dysfunction and muscular paralysis. 

3 . 1  Neurons 

A neuron receives inputs from many other cell body neurons at a centralised point (Axon hillock) all 

of which are added and the sum of which compared against a stored threshold value. Provided the 

Axon is sufficiently recharged after a prior impulse, and further if the summation exceeds the stored 

threshold, again the neuron will send input to successive neurons. Different patterns and multiple 

routes leading to many neurons are caused by dissimilar emotions, thoughts and stimulus, thus the 

multiplicity of events from such large numbers, impresses the potential of the human brain. Although 

already discussed, the neurons perform only simple tasks and comparable to computing power, 
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executed at relative length. However, unlike the von Neumann principle, this considering the brain to 

be sequential, it was concluded that the multiple events carried out must be concurrent in order to co

ordinate the multi-tasking as already described. The considerable neurological research already 

conducted has shown beyond all doubt, that it is this ability to simultaneously function, holds the key 

to the brains aptness to solve intricate perception and language problems in fractions of seconds. This 

very method of concurrent undertakings in response to a given problem is referred to as parallelism 

[Barwise89]. 

Although a great deal is known of the behaviour and manner in which the neurons function at both 

cellular and molecular levels, relationships between perceptions and neuron behaviour presents a 

more perplexing problem. Unlike inanimate objects that may be disassembled into individual 

components, operation or purpose identified and then reassembled with empowered knowledge, 

thorough understandings of the brain clearly cannot be conducted this way. As described by Hebb, 

inner thought and stimuli cannot be found by looking into the physical workings at cellular level, but 

instead by referring to the different modules of the brains composure [Carling92]. Varying degrees of 

understanding exist as far as how the neuron cells communicate, and to some extent, the structures 

involved. However, as regards what is communicated and how this represents differing stimuli, still 

presents a major stumbling block. 

Considerable research and devotion has been spent in looking into the storage of information from 

learning experiences, and the recall modes of memory. It has been deduced that no specific areas of 

the brain could be essential reserves for memory alone, as individuals lose neurons on a daily basis 

and no enormity of memory is lost in one fell swoop. Moreover if the former was not true, how could 

one explain the replenishment of a memory from condensed reminders or memory jogs? Unlike 

simulated memory storage within computer based equipment, an analogy falls down on this point as it 

well known how and where data representation is stored in preparation for recall and use. Although it 

has been discovered that past previously forgotten memories could be replenished, by the apparent 

'simple! '  touching of electrodes on certain brain cellular areas, little is known as to where and how, 

or indeed if, particular cellular areas are specifically reserved and used for memory. As the brain 

exists to our current knowledge of very large, and yet diminishing number of neurons, this remains a 

puzzling mystery. Of course having such a poor understanding of the most complicated structure does 

not bestow the most promising of foundations to base an artificial model upon, but beginning with a 

simplistic model, leaves room for increased complexity to compensate for inadequacies [Carling92). 

3 .2 Arti£cial neural networks 

Aside of early fictional apocalyptic dramatisations, emulating neural behaviour was long considered 

an unobtainable goal. Thus it was not until the publication in 1943 of the paper by McCulloch and 
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Pitts, "Logical calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity" [McCulloch et al 43] that a formal 

structure for the processing and receiving of neural impulses was postulated within an artificial 

structure. As early pioneers no doubt inspired by published work, John Von Neuman developed 

possibly the first digital electronic brain, shortly succeeded by Minsky's neural computer, capable of 

circumnavigating simple mazes, using rule based logic. By the mid 50's, the neuro-biologist 

Rosenblatt developed models of neurons to mimic visual recognition, setting precedence now 

recognised as a basic structure to layered neural networks. Despite a well-evidenced decline in neural 

network developments during the 60's, owing to a described 'missing link', small numbers of 

dedicated disciples continued with research, reawakening interest in the late 1 970's with Kohonen's  

adaptive self-learning networks. Thus although it  could be seen how artificial neural networks could 

be useful in very real applications, particularly allied to the very activities of the human body, 

techniques for training such a network proved elusive. However by 1 9 86 and by way of approaching 

the problem from a different angle, Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams established a perplexing 

methodology of making artificial neural networks undertake useful tasks, rather than trying to find 

out how this was performed [Barwise89, Carling93]. 

Recalling an everyday activity we may again consider the described function ofrecognition, this time 

in slightly more detail. A young adolescent has little difficulty in recognition, particularly when 

requiring attention, however this is not always as straight forward as one may think when considering 

the variations. Distance clearly must be considered as impairing a judgement of recognition, thus 

likewise shadows cast, not to mention obstructions that again may encroach upon a full view or at 

least obstruct partially, remain weighting factors. We must thus deduce weighting factors are used to 

adjust, update, and possibly even refresh a stored memory. 

The concepts of human activity are extremely difficult to describe intuitively, this forming the base 

algorithms of a software program. Consider the example of a single numerical figure, the number '9' .  

To ask an individual of 'nine-ness' would prompt many variations, influenced by profession, 

education, in as much as an artist would be more likely to describe a more embellished figure rather 

than an engineers digital font, or a financiers rather dreary and fatuous numeral. But conversely 

identification would not present a problem to any persons, who clearly would recognise without 

knowledge of fonts, the figure 9 .  see fig 3 . 1  [Barwise 89) 
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Fig 3.1  variations of theme 
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3.3 Layered networks 

Initially developed to recognise only simple patterns, the single layer perceptron generated 

considerable interest upon its introduction. In base terms this was a perceptron that deduced the class 

(given two) to which a presented input most likely belonged. The single node, as the name implies, 

generated a weighted sum from the input, based on error correction learning, subtracting a threshold 

and passing the resultant through a modified threshold producing an output of either + 1 or -1 against 

the given classes. [Aggarwal, Song (i) 98] However, if the training data is not linearly separable, the 

network would experience great difficulty becoming less likely to produce correct solutions. 

Extending on this base idea however, the introduction of the multi-layered perceptron (MLP) 

described by some as ' the missing link ', contributed greatly to addressing this shortfall. Based on a 

learning rule known as the back-propagation or generalised delta rule, this was a contemporary to the 

previously listed single layer perceptron, error correction learning. The aim of this approach was to 

minimise the error between the target and the actual output nodes, by implementing an adjusting 

weight factor, back propagating the error between the target and the hidden levels. This is described 

in stages below. 

I. Weighting factors and thresholds of nodes are set to small random values, this is known as 

initialising. 

II. Input data and target nodes (the identifier) loaded, as this is supervised it thus remains crucial 

to the successful training. 

III. An actual output (against target node) is calculated. 

IV. Weighting factors are adjusted, working backwards from the output. 

V. Aforementioned steps II - IV are repeated. 
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A major feature with artificial neural networks, particularly with MLP is an ability to generalise, 

hence the large number of pattern classification and recognition applications of their use. Ideally, this 

should equally treat test and training data alike, i.e. should respond with equal levels of error and 

certitude to both seen and previously unseen data. Should the error attained from test data exceed that 

achieved from the training data, the system is said to be over determined with too high a degree of 

classifier freedom [ Aggarwai, et ai i98] .  Clearly the size of a network also varies the effectiveness to 

which it may or may not generalise. Additionally over training must also be avoided wherever 

possible to avoid rote-memorisation or ' Grandmothering' . That is to say, a system must be seen to 

have learned and not memorised, this all too frequently leading to recognition of training data, and 

poor identification of test routines. 

Data capture sets are divided to form a training set, this being applied to the network, parting a test set 

although captured in the same manner as the former, remains unseen in the training mode of the 

neural network model. During the training mode, an error is calculated and by implementing an 

adjusting weight factor, either strengthening or weakening respectively, back propagated between the 

target and the hidden levels. After increased iterations, initially producing an uncertain error level 

evidenced by 'hunting', will begin to diverge, attaining closer parity to the required solution, this is 

called convergence. During the 1 960' s Frank Rosenblatt, motivated by discoveries of Hubel a."'1.d 

Wiesel [Carling93] based models on a two dimensional feature, inspired by apparent mechanisms that 

exist in the feline eye determining line directions and plane. He further associated that in order to 

prove successful, i.e. in as much as a neuron would fire, numbers of nodes had to be active or inactive 

determined by the complexity of a pattern or image. 

Utilising a 3x3 matrix, shapes were represented using inputs from the vertical and horizontal planes, 

V l -V3 and H l -H3 respectively. The units assigned are weighted and as such fire if a minimum of: 

two out of the three become active. Fig 3 .2 overleaf, illustrates the letters T,H,O and I, active units 

represented by shaded blocks. The letter T activates from units H I  and V2, both these having three, 

thereby exceeding the threshold. Likewise the letter H is active from H l ,  H2, H3 , V I  and V3 , again 

all of which equal or exceed the two-threshold barrier. See fig 3 .2 
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Fig 3 .2 Rosenblatt' s basic model [Carling93] 

As a simple model this was effective but only in as much as representing just a few letters however, if 

the output file is set up such that thresholds of an output will vary according to active numbers, 

additional shapes and/or letters may be equally recognised. By assigning values or more specifically 

weights, to firing units, differing thresholds may be assigned to appropriate letters. Thus assigning 

weights: 

H l = O  Vl = -2; H2 = -2; V2 = 2 and H3 = -2 V3 = -2 

Therefore the active firing components of the letter T would be: 

V2 + Hl (2+0) = 2 similarly the active components of H would be: 

Vl V3 Hl H2 H3 (-2+-2+0+-2+-2) = -8. 

The same principle would also apply for the letters 0 and I, however at this point it may be observed 

that the model falls down, this reflected by the vaiues: -6 and 2, the 2 although being correct from the 

response of V2 activity, signifies a recognition of the letter T which clearly is an error. Thus although 

it may be seen that basic recognition can be attained in this manner, noisy data or rotational distortion 

cannot be tolerated. However undeterred, Rosenblatt insisted that a solution must exist, whereby from 

an initial state, an error correction procedure would enhance the strength of wrongly inoperative 

neurons, whilst weakening erroneous operating units of actual and target output comparison. 

Although initial attempts had proved problematic, Rosenblatt further developed a network that would 

automatically sort patterns into similar groups, but unlike the teacher correction procedure, used a 

learning procedure based on the perceptron. This nevertheless had inherent problems, mainly of 
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dominance within a particular feature, in as much as once dominant, remaining dominant. However 

insignificant developments may have appeared, each and every one played a part being minor or 

maj or, in overcoming and finally signifying the direction taken. 

Networks are generally formed with different structures to execute certain duties, the structure being 

linked to the learning aptitude most desired. Neural network architectures generally fall into one of 

three classes. The feed-forward layered networks, already described as projecting inputs towards 

output layers, being strictly non-reversible as the name implies. Despite generating considerable 

interest in the 1 960's and probably of considerable influence to developments, these were suited to 

only simple recognition problems. Removed from feed-forward networks however, in so far as 

including feedback loops, Recurrent networks, as a further development, used particular branches of 

unit delay elements with improved performance, learning and stability. The feedback loops of unit 

delay elements ensue non-linear dynamical behaviour by virtue of the non-linear nature of the 

neurons, additionally playing a pivotal role in the storage function of the network, i.e. events from the 

past may be retained and reused for present functions [Aggarwal et al 98, Carling 93]. Finally lattice 

structures, typically a multi-dimensional array of neurons for which the input signals to the array are 

supplied by a set of source nodes. The lattice is a feed-forward network with neural arrangement of a 

row and column output structure, placed by the number of dimensions within which the data lies. 

3 .4 Network training 

In order to teach a neural network, the structure must be adaptable, associated weightings adjusting 

interactively as already described. Being unable to learn by itself, unlike the human analogy 'monkey 

see; monkey do ' artificial neural networks require a teacher to apply input data and a desired output, 

against which the neural network will compare an actual output. This indifference that will occur 

between the actual and a 'target' output, is then used to redress weightings of nodes requiring 

adjustment. Although each adjustment may in itself be minor, this is a process that is repeated 

thousands and even tens of thousands of times until the actual output converges on that required. 

Thus having taught one scenario with a combination of inputs, the process is repeated for additional 

scenarios until a training combination of representation is satisfied. In an earlier example, nodes and 

weightings were implied for simple character recognition based on Rosenblatt' s basic model 

[Carling93, Barwise89] . In essence however, many input nodes even to the extent of hundreds are 

frequently used for a typical input pattern, dependant on the complexity or simplicity inferred and the 

variances of counterparts included. 

The concept of automatic generalisation has aroused considerable interest with artificial neural 

networks, analogous to 'human like' behaviour of equal or greater complexity and thus human like

solutions for many complex problems have long been sort [Bullinaria et al 2000]. Generally speaking, 
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what this infers is the distributed memories ability to respond in presence of uncertainty and even 

minor natural variations, based on the quality and quantity of training routines. Such areas although 

considered to have been largely ignored, the problems with incomplete data and feature vectors are 

common [Dixon2000, Ghahramani,2000 Kittler et al 2000] remaining of great practical and 

theoretical interest. As a basic example albeit small, consider the nodes becoming jointly active; 9, 

1 1 ,  1 5, 1 9, 28, representing ' car' . The nodes becoming active from a closely related scenario such as 

'Van' would not too surprisingly be very similar; 9, 1 1 , 16, 1 9, 29. Thus if additionally the training 

had extended as far as 'Car driven on road, not on rails' likelihood is that the network would equally 

assume this to be true with 'van' , despite having not received the benefit of the additional data. 

Neural networks equally succeed with partially adjusted or corrupted data, even slight variants on a 
theme. Such that generally input patterns may be extensive, slight variants of a small number 'per se' 

< 

has little influence on a networks performance. Contrary to this however, [Gabrys 2000] incomplete 

data, in contrast to the efficient manner in which humans deal with variations to known themes, 

creates certain deficiencies, particularly when underlying trends may become corrupted. This as 

described advocates a creation of a set of classifiers operating on a different subset of input features, 

otherwise the possible fusions of input feature vectors may explode in complexity for all possible 

combinations. 

The perceptron has been described as the earliest neural network that implied enormous impact on the 

engineering and science community en mass, becoming excited at the prospect of machine orientated 

learning and recognition. Although there remains no single model (variations being proposed and 

researched on almost daily basis) including the more popular feed- forward back propagation 

methods, multiple layers and a whole host of complex learning algorithms. Taking a general view, the 

perceptron concentrated on the use of non-linear elements utilising a principle of TLU (Threshold 

Logic Unit) composed of input weights (n) attached to strengths w [i}. This forms a 'sum' of the input 

activities multiplied by the weight becoming a product between the input activity and connection 

strengths. Followed by a secondary stage, the threshold logic unit the output of which would vary 

between + 1 and 0 later becoming bipolar with outputs of + 1 and -1 triggered by a pre-determined 

threshold level of acceptance 0. This basic rule (depicted by the artificial neuron fig 3 .3) detailing 

base configuration and threshold (levels of acceptance functions) follows as: 

I XoWo + X 1W1+ . . . • .  + XnWn (20) 
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The processing element (ANN) creates the characteristics emulating anthropological or animal 

neurons, these may be represented as described in either hardware or software (most common) 

applications. Data, representing a signature or data guise, is applied to the neurons, each of which is 

multiplied by a 'weighting' function strength of which corresponds to the synaptic connection these 

in turn summed, determining a level of inhibitory or excitatory activation levels. This is depicted 

above as I. 

Equally these may be represented as vectors of input X and weightings W assuming the dot product 

(to belie any confusion this is on occasion referred to as the inner product) thus: 

I x . w  (21 )  

n 

[ x . w  ] = 2: x jw j > T (22) 
j = I 

As an internal activation this is further processed by the function: 

y == f(I) (23) 

Producing a 1 if I is greater than threshold T or a 0 if not satisfied. 

3 .5 Multi-layer perceptron 

The Multi layer perceptron (a further advance on the earlier monolithic single layer perceptron) is 

composed of three layers; an input representing as described, input data, a hidden layer not directly 

connected to peripheries, but unlike the input these perform a weighted sum as depicted, and an 

output layer to which the weighted sum or threshold is conveyed. This is referred to as the back 

propagation or generalised delta rule as postulated by Rumelhart, McClelland and Williams based 

on the initial model of McCulloch and Pitts [see refs] . The algorithm is as follows depicting 

Equation 24. 
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Fig 3.3 McCulloch-Pitts neuron model 
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(24) 

Starting with all weights and thresholds initialised to small random values, and presenting the input 

data and desired output identifiers (nodes) thus: 

Xp = xo, Xl, x 2, . . . . . Xn - 1 (25) 

And desired output or target node [Beale 90] Tp: 

Tp = to, t1, t2, . . . . .  tm - 1 (26) 

The prefixes n representing input nodes and m the output nodes respectively. 

Following on, the function <00 is set to - () the bias and xo is set to + 1 .  Representing the patterns to be 

associated; Xp and Tp respectively, all but one classification values of Tp are initialised to zero, other 

than that to which Xp (the input) belongs. The output of each layer is calculated YpJ such that: 
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(From 24) (27) 

Passing the output as an input to the next layer until a final output of Opj is produced. The weights 

of the network (previously initialised) are then adapted and beginning from the output layer the 

system works backwards, the generalised delta or back propagation rule thus: 

(28) 

The terms wij are prescribed as the weights passed forward from nodes i -j at instance t where 1J = 

gain term and similarly 8 is the error for the pattern p on node j. 
The output units become: 

OpJ = kop1(l-OpJ XtpJ-OpJ) (29) 

Contextually similar for the hidden units, summing over k nodes for the subsequent layer (that above 

j): 

bpj (30) 

Representing classification and state space storage as allocated by each input, the input nodes can 

be represented (graphically would prove difficult!) as a multi-dimensional input space, each 

dimension representing the number of input nodes i.e. nk where k = number of nodes per input 

class. These form decision boundaries in an input space of n dimensions, i.e. a hyper plane [Howlett 

94) . Thus in summary one single neuron would negate a divide using a single decision boundary, 

but this would provide solutions for only very simple linearly separable patterns, for which very 

few applications not too surprisingly exist. The use of multiple decision boundaries therefore 

provides a far more extensive use, as reported by Minsky and Papert [Minsky and Papert 69]. 

Additionally incorporating hidden layers, the decision boundary, being either straight, 3-dimesional 

or multi-dimensional (hyper plane) will link and form a perimeter, linking the shape of the 

boundary to the number of hidden neurons and dividing the input space in a sectional manner. 

Although the number of hidden layer requirements has been an air of contention for some years 
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experiments conducted by Villiers and Barnard indicated no appreciable difference in 

discriminating or correlating between classes, although additional layers were seen to experience 

greater difficulty in training particularly falling foul of local minima. 

The procedure of learning is a problem of non-linear optimisation where the error function as 

depicted previously is the sum of the squared error. Thus considering the n-dimensional space (for 

each input node as described) this produces an additional axis for each error, this falling outside of 

the specified or target level. Forming what is described as an 'error surface' a path is deduced that 

will negotiate a more acceptable level of error (reduced to within acceptance) the starting point and 

weights having been equally randomised, this is known as an error gradient descent algorithm. 

Incorporating a learning coefficient deducing the scale of the adjustment and a multi-dimensional 

directional operator the vector I'[ n] determined by the weight numbers contained in the network. 

If such an example should contain only a single layer of weights, the weight space vector is 

determined by the error between the obtained and target weights multiplied by the derivative of the 

internal activation transfer function. Recognition of patterns is typically made by partitioning the 

feature space, often referred to as a 'decision theoretic approach', representing the data sets in 

vector form. For those however that appear more predominant an approach known as syntactic 

pattern recognition whereby the pattern is decomposed into sub-patterns or primary representative 

elements may prove more effective. However equally problem orientated decision rules may be 

based on a hybrid between both approaches benefiting the advantages of each, an approach of this 

nature will be described in chapter 5 

3.6 Self Organising Maps 
An alternative function of neural networks of an unsupervised training regime, these are known as 

Self Organising Maps (SOM) or Kohonen networks named after their originator. Unlike the 

perceptrons previously described, Kohonen nets comprise a single layer of activating neurons and 

an input buffer layer. The activation of each neuron is computed (after a normalisation process) 

from the dot product of both the weight and input vectors respectively. This activation function 

taken as j incorporated into the dot product is given to: 

(3 1 )  

I =  the input vector 

Wj = the weight vector for the unit j 

This represents the similarity between the vectors of I and Wj 
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Taken therefore that W becomes a matrix containing the weight vectors a further vector A contains 

the activation values of the units thus: 

A I .W 
(32) 

Through a competitive learning algorithm known as winner-take-all the Kohonen net performs a 

two-dimensional clustering technique. Thus as the name suggests the output of non-activating 

neurons are suppressed whilst the node achieving greatest activation produces an output signal. 

This equally is further encouraged by fine tuning or extra training, this being toward that of the 

input signal given to: 

W new w old + a (! - w old ) 
(33) 

wn•w and wold require no explanation whereas a represents a learning coefficient. 

Interconnections within the net modify the activation and suppression functions influencing those in 

close proximity positively whereas conversely more distant neighbours are influenced negatively, 

this mechanism is known as lateral inhibition [Howlett 94]. Different layers of the map thus 

correspond in an excitatory or inhibitory manner to specific features in the input patterns generating 

what is termed 'mapping' between the input and the Kohonen feature space. With the absence of a 

hidden layer (as previously described) limits the effectiveness of Kohonen maps (SOM) to solve 

complex pattern formations, thus generally these remain best suited for linearly separable tasks. 

3 .  7 Radial Basis Functions 

As an original neural network form, Radial Basis Functions (RBF here on after) were initially 

developed by Moody and Darkin, although many more contemporary renditions have since been 

developed .See [Beale et al 90, Carling 90 Howlett 94] . Again classed as unsupervised (in as much 

as operator intervention is controlled) these are described as a 'enhancement' to the standard MLP 

techniques already described. Compiled of a set of non-linear functions partitioning a stored state 

space into one function, these are allocated into hyper-ellipsoids, detracted from the MLP allocation 

of hyper-planes based on the weighted adjustment sum already described (see previous MLP 

section). 
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The underlying principle manifested within the architecture of radial basis functions (RBF) is one 

that has been investigated more mathematically than its counterparts, these having been inspired 

more so by anthropological methods. As described the perceptron can perform only linearly 

separable functions, this endorsing the development of the MLP or multi-layer perceptron. Hidden 

layers within the perceptron perform subordinate linear separation of input functions whereas multi 

layer counterparts learn to use their functions through an error back-propagation algorithm. by 

contrast however RBF retain fixed functions leaving the learning routine solely to the output level. 

See fig 3 .4 below. 

X2 

Fig 3.4 RBF illustrative 

layout 

The figure above of3.4 illustrates a typical RBF network illustrating input data arrays x1=>xn thereby 

performing the radial basis functions cp1=>cph are h hidden elements. There are many variations to the 

algorithms 'roughly' described as RBF however the form described by Aleksander and similarly by 

Haykin see [Aleksander et al 95, Haykin S. 94,99] cp; = F(llx-x;ll) where the inner moduli bracketed 

terms is a difference measure (norm) between an input vector x and a cluster Kernel Xi more of this 

will be detailed later. 

As cited by Haykin any function can be mapped given sufficient RB functions with appropriately 

chosen cluster kernels, similarly as capable by MLP providing sufficiently applied numbers of 

hidden nodes were applied. The variance between the two architectures is illustrated in fig 3 .5 below. 

Given two data sets plotted on a two-dimensional axis (hypothetical values) the two data sets 

produced of A and B cannot be separated in a linear fashion by a simple divide or straight line. 

Hence therefore a hidden layer is required to optimise a suitable level of disjoint between classes. 

The radial function approach converts a signal input from an input space to a feature space by 
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assessing the co-ordinates that is to say converting from x1=>q>1 similarly based on the illustration of 

fig 3 .5 x0=>q>0 these becoming inputs to a linear separator. 

1 0  0 � Fig3 .5 Typical data spread /t 0 
=A 
=B 

7.5 0 Xl 
� 

0 0 
5 

� ;) 
2.5 

0 

2.5 5 7.5 10 

X2 

The approach in which this is undertaken is to deduce the centres of both the data sets. The centre 

applied to the first array (A) is taken as the average of all the vertical co-ordinates x1 given as a1 and 

similarly the horizontal co-ordinates x2 given as a2• Hence the epicentre of set A in the vertical and 

horizontal co-ordinates 'C' (xi, x2) is given as Ca = (ai, a2). Equally for the counterpart set 'B' 

applying the same method Cb = (b1, b2). 
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Given these points taken from the input data and corresponding co-ordinates, these are transformed 

into a 'feature space' ( cp, cp2) Aleksander further assigned new identifiers to the arrays setting the first 

set (A) as P similarly assigning (B) as Q as illustrated in fig 3.6 by the conversion method applied by 

Aleksander, based on the fundamentals of Moody and Darkin [see ref] 

(34) 

Substituting 'b' for 'a' to transform the second set 

Outlined by Moody and Darkin the intention of the radial basis function is to award a ' scoring' to 

these points assessed those closest to the epicentre(s) respectively attaining high scores and less so 

for more distant arrays. This distance can be inverted to provide the value for cp1i thus: 

<ptj =�(Ca) (35) 

Equally substituting for the second set by: 

(36) 

Once calculated these points may be plotted as a two-dimensional array producing a more 

pronounced disjoint between data arrays. See fig 3 .6 

Unlike the MLP functions previously described, there are no local minima traps and thus RBF 

produce an assured solution, expanding the input functions into a higher dimensional separation 

spectra encouraging improved linear detraction of patterns. Utilising one function for each input 

pattern (where m defines the number of training instances) does however come at a price in as much 

as minor natural variations and noise will equally become classified on similar data, but assigned to 

different functions causing overlap. The base functions chosen for use with an RBF generally applied 

by the operator (hence the terminology of part unsupervised training) are chosen to maximise an 

evenly distributed set of inputs. As described by Beale et al [see ref] this is most desired by utilising 

a subset of the input patterns baring affinity to the overall distribution and hence matching the input 

points. Learning within the hidden layer is as described, unsupervised, that is to say once the function 

choice has been optimised a clustering algorithm determines the centre of a Gaussian activation 

function and a number of hidden units. Once interim values have been applied, a further application 
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of fine-tuning (using any of the Back-propagation or Delta rules described) will be additionally 

applied to calculate more accurate weighting factors returning smaller error margins. 

The above listed sections are intentionally applied in brief format and description only. Additional 

algorithms and or training regimes of neural networks exist, however greater explanation of those 

listed and further in depth analysis of both learning and classification techniques adopted to those 

discussed, remains outside of the scope of this thesis. 

3 .8  Artificial neural network data appl icati011 

Problems involving pattern recognition requiring generalised classification can be seen as an area 

where artificial networks excel. Such an abundance of applications, varying from medical diagnostics 

[Habl et al 2000, Jones 2000], machine vision [Awcock 2000, Howlett94] weather and load 

forecasting [Lanza 2000, McCloone 2000] to early prediction of impending conditions in a whole 

host of further disciplinary divisions [Beirao 2000, Bish 2000, Brook, Yamamoto et al], reflects to 

mention but a few, wholesale utilisation. Potentially offering good discrimination, correlating 

characteristic signatures of a physical phenomenon, neural networks automatically perform 

knowledge abstraction and statistical analysis on data presented [Howlett94] . Based on data 

representations of Pd and further inspired by these described generalisation methods, provides a 

potential suiting to condition monitoring methodologies. Albeit somewhat abstracted from the basic 

Rosenblatt model, partial discharge signatures already possess weightings in as much as magnitudes 

obtained. These not befitting so much the simple shapes of Rosenblatt's model, but actual numerical 

magnitudes from time-domain captures (see chapter 2). Aims of a basic assessment of the failing 

dielectric mechanisms previously described were to observe if the net could distinguish between Pd 

captures based on those gained from the monitoring circuitry. Clearly failure to successfully 

accomplish this would require early address and /or possible pre-processing prior to any AI 

application. Therefore as a choice of condition monitoring tools, the application of ' intelligent 

methods' would be utilised in the assessment and data allocation for the experimental methods to be 

described in chapter 4. 

* * * 
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Chapter 4 

ExperimentaJ procedures 

Previously it has been indicated (chapter 2) that the conditions employed to manufacture an insulating 

material influence both its structure and composition and hence the electronic properties. Thus before 

comparing the properties exhibited by dielectrics, it is highly desirable to assess the influence of the 

deposition conditions attributed to both their structure and composition. This chapter describes the 

aspects related to electrical testing of dielectric samples emulated within the laboratory confines. 

Testing protocols and the experimental analysis is explained and described, cross referencing where 

applicable references describing analytical methods beyond the scope of this thesis. The methods 

described are to assess and monitor changes in dielectric condition prompted by amongst other things 

mechanisms discussed in preceding chapters. The experimentation undertaken has been able to relate 

dielectric imperfections and in-homogeneities within the sample structures and used to identify 

locations of failure. It has further been detailed how high voltage dielectrics remain prone to 

degradation from a number of sources emanating from or attributable to the subject dielectric. 

Structural characteristics range in scale from macroscopic 1.e. cracks fissures bubbles foreign 

embodiments visual surface contaminants, most important if experimental data is to be condition 

representative, to bonding and structures, this more important to a theoretical understanding and 

modelling approach. Determining any such flaws etc. of composition is more straight-forward with 

larger samples of materials, however equally this introduces further influencing factors and thus 

becomes far less realistic. There remain a number of methods that may be employed in undertaking 

an analysis of dielectric degradation factors, many of these already described in chapter 2 however 

the actual choice of an analytical technique that may be deployed is restricted by the spectrum of 

dielectric states. 

The overall signature of intermittent partial discharge pulses naturally vary influenced by factors as 

described including periodicity of activity becoming less or more random, it therefore remains 

important to address the factors : 

1 .  Experimental analysis matches or symbolises the actual working conditions of a dielectric, with 

due account taken for time worsening behaviour. 

2 .  Data captured represents the condition and provides sufficient working detail. 

The primary project detail of this research thesis is aimed towards developing a method(s) of 

evaluating dielectric condition by capturing and analysing emitted partial discharge signatures. 
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Further objectives equally weighted were to utilise data capture methodologies of non-intrusive 

natures providing a more generalised and universally adaptive system. To address these objectives of 

devising and implementing a Pd condition monitoring system of both capture and analysis, the 

research progressed in the following appointed stages:  

(i .)  The introductory stage of devising experimental apparatus and signal interface replicating known 

signatures from simulated environments (laboratory based). 

(ii.) Introductory artificial neural network analysis of data samples (use of MLP). See chapter 5 

(iii .) Mathematical software interpolation of discharge signatures tending towards data sampling, 

compression and processing techniques of time-domain captures.  

(iv.) A lternative artificial neural network analysis (use of RBF). See chapter 5 

(v.) An extending stage of providing surrogate dielectric samples containing faults or contamination 

of specific known magnitudes I quantities respectively. 

(vi.) Fault worsening condition i.e. void movement and extension with bias towards signature changes 

and localised noise analysis. 

(vii.) Use of frequency spectra for Pd analysis. 

(viii.) Self training (machine-oriented) network analysis of Pd with localised noise bias. 

(ix.) Environment implementation of Pd analysis. 

Not initially anticipated, part way inclusion of a commercial funding body Hubbel High Voltage® 

(formerly Robinson Instruments®) instilled more of an influence towards generalised Pd condition 

monitoring rather than an initially intended 'specific application' approach as desired by the author. A 

number of basic discharge rigs were devised that would produce defined levels of Partial Discharge at 

low inception levels. This approach was twofold, firstly providing a training ground and data library 

of discharge signatures implying expected magnitudes frequency of occurrence etc. Secondly this 

provided calibration whilst implying the amount of data pre-processing and possible filtering 

requirements that may be expected prior to any thoughts to discharge behaviour and dielectric 

condition correlation. 

4. 1 Partial discharge (Pd) 

Ageing and degradation of dielectrics particularly from partial discharge (the biasing research 

objective) is subject to a number of complex and multiple influences, a sample of which has been 

described in preceding chapters. In order to capture and analyse Pd signals equally remains complex 

and thus standard interfaces (industry recommended) HV potential dividers were utilised, unless 

otherwise described for which reasons will be made apparent. Measurement of the resistivity of, 

amongst the many materials used metals, remains relatively simple, but when attempting to measure 

the resistive component of a dielectric insulating medium, the principle becomes more complicated 

and variations may occur influenced by changes in test conditions. Conduction through dielectrics is 
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initially due to ion mobility (although it is respected that at higher levels electron mobility enters the 

equation) whereas the reverse is true for conductors. Reasoning behind this is that the energy required 

to dislodge ions from their location within an atomic lattice (considering in this instance a dielectric) 

is of the order of a full magnitude lower than that required to liberate electrons, these being of course 

more freely available in conductive compounds. Therefore although it is respected that dielectrics 

draw to some extent small levels of leakage current, energy losses become clearly more significant 

upon the creation of a more polarised material, being from either or both of the aforementioned 

mechanisms. A well respected method in promoting this at ' lower' energy levels, and that singled out 

for initial experimentation, the recognised 'point-plane discharge method' was chosen. Incorporating 

a point (held at high potential) this is aimed towards an earth or low potential (collector) plane and 

thus at sufficient pre-determined applied high voltage (dictated by the displacement used) breaks over 

owing to the differing stress levels of the respective planes. Described as the 'gap-factor' and most 

commonly used as a rule of thumb method for estimating spark-over voltages of diverse contours, the 

point-plane discharge rig provides an excellent source of desired and 'controllable' Pd. 

The estimation of minimum discharge voltages is of considerable importance from both design and 

experimental reasoning and hence early test methods were introduced focusing on this very concept. 

Sharp protrusions within an air, liquid or solid dielectrics breakdown at significantly lower levels than 

that expected for exposed dielectric interfaces, due to extremities surrounding small exposed 

contours. See fig 4. 1 .  Such occurrences are common within manufactured surface electrodes etc. 

creating what is described [Malik et al 98] as 'microscopic fields ' .  As a consequence of this the field 

at this point becomes greater than the macroscopic field of the greater dielectric displacement, and 

similar to that described by Bruce (see chapter 2) is determined by both shape and size of the 

protrusion. The inception voltage of a sharp contour can be as low as 50% of that expected for a 

surface discharge. Thus owing to the stresses across a gap (considering in this instance an air 

dielectric) produces an abundance of Pd activity. Once a discharge has initiated, it wil l  continue at a 

level lower than the initial strike-over or inception level, seen experimentally when reducing 

(stepwise) the applied voltage with little if any effect on conduction current, until the extinction 

voltage level is reached. With commercial dielectrics this is c learly an undesired state of affairs, thus 

efforts are always made to reduce stress levels by reducing sharp contours and protrusions that 

otherwise actively encourage lower level Pd activity. 

4.2 Air-breakdown analysis 

Experimental work assessing the breakdown phenomena of point-plane discharge rigs essentially 

quantifying the magnitude and cyclic quadrants of activity was undertaken basing assessments on; 

counts per cycle, magnitude in terms of pico Coulombs and cyclic quadrant i.e. positive or negative. 

Equally assessments were made in order to distinguish between corona discharge and partial 
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discharge emanating from the subject matter. An early concept considered with the experimentation 

was to be likened to a real environment, thus as the Cockcroft site High voltage lab not being ideally 

as 'electrically clean ' as is normally desired, provided by default the suitable operating environment. 

An adjustable point-hemispherical rig (point diameter of l . Smm chamfered at an angle of 20° from 

2.5mm main stem) was installed with applied high voltage against needle discharge electrode whereas 

the hemispherical cathode electrode was tied to earth potential see fig 4. 1 .  

Applied HV 

Paxolin 
insulated 

Calibrated 
slide adjuster 

Earthed 
electrode 

Fig4. l Point-Hemispherical discharge apparatus 

As described [see chapter2] localised breakdown occurs due to field concentration at the tip of the 

electrode, providing a plentiful level of Pd at relatively speaking low inception levels. This allowed a 

large number of time-domain captures to be made against the normal system frequency (SOHz) 

assessing the underlying higher frequency discharge signals. Whilst a high voltage potential divider 

provided the reference level of applied HV and hence permitted categorisation of discharges against 

voltage, a coil based on the concept of Rogowski [Ward & Exon 93 Gallagher TJ 83] (a non ferrous 

air-cored coil described in chapter 2) provided the telemetry between initially a DSO and later the 

Robinson PDX elliptical oscillogram discharge detector. As a choice this was based on desirables 

such as high frequency response in the order of nano-second rise times, comparatively impervious to 

stray magnetic fields, but above all, an indirect measurement facility, in so much as insertion into the 

current carrying circuit is not required. The figure 4.2 below illustrates the experimental apparatus 

described. 

A ir-cored coil � 
& RC divider 

Pd Detector 
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discharge 
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Fig 4.2 Discharge electrode 

and apparatus 
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The rig used was manufactured from a high withstand 'paxolin' base providing the insulating and 

mechanical support. The electrode areas manufactured from polished brass (reducing surface 

imperfections and hence part way eliminating localised surface discharges, see chapter 2) whilst the 

discharge point was manufactured from turned steel providing a reduction from the main stem 

diameter to the tip. The slide action of the point discharge electrode provided calibration (this can be 

adjusted in line with desired breakdown levels). The high voltage was supplied by a 240V/1 00kV 

'discharge free transformer' driven remotely by a Foster variac unit providing metered control of the 

input voltage. The entire apparatus was housed within a Faraday cage to minimise extraneous effects. 

The discharge rig utilised was purposely designed as to be easily adaptable for alteration to electrode 

configurations, such alterations were adopted for the different materials to be tested (these will be 

described later). Experiments were conducted with a variety of electrode configurations, each point of 

inception noted to vary accordingly in-line with the theories already described. As a reminder a 

number of parameters are required in describing dielectric condition, many of these already listed 

[Kreuger 89] . Therefore as the main level of interest described surrounds pulse distribution, cyclic 

quadrant, and magnitude (often described as NQ0) it was considered fitting to adopt this in an 

approach to categorise the captures of Pd developed. Methods of discriminating Pd traditionally have 

relied previously on pulse height analysis (PHA) that although effective in its own right, limits remain 

to effectiveness when signals of very low SNR are considered. Seasoned opinion (the most 

established method) has provided reliable assessments of defects and to some extent accurate 

predictions (albeit by 'suck it and see ' methods) to the remaining life by observing elliptical displays 

of Pd monitoring instruments. Further, pulse height analysis methods (PHA) identify a range of 

conditions but also each degradation mechanism represents a circumstance (either acceptable or 

otherwise) there remain other factors that equally require assessment. As described [Kouadria D 98] 

there has been considerable success with discharge pulse distribution and PHA based on 'simple' 

configurations. However little success has been attained when considering more complex systems in 

particular when multiple events influence the overall picture of compounded effects. This 

combination would therefore be used in the classification of the discharge groups gained from a 

number of different electrode configurations. 

4 .3 Data format & representation of Pd 

An initial assessment of the discharge magnitude demonstrated a prevalence of activity at low levels, 

this calibrated initially from sphere gaps, demonstrating less prevalence compared to the altering rigs 

used. Between the respective discharge rigs an altercation between the frequencies of event, discharge 

magnitude and cyclic quadrant (NQ0) produced distinct classes for each category of captures. 

Examples of these are illustrated see fig 4.3. The discharge captures (digitised by the DSO) were 

relayed via an RS432C interface to a personal computer installed with Transition software, retaining 
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each capture in numerical format registering magnitude as a function of axis offset. A further benefit 

in using the Transition software was the automatic capture routine, operating on pre-set rising edge 

function, relaying time-domain captures to the PC drive. A further advantage in utilising the methods 

of capture and storage described, also benefited later data analysis by including mathematical 

software capable of compressing and filtering data captures in order to suit any intended forms of data 

sampling and analysis methods to be determined at a later stage. Examples of these graphically 

plotted from Mathcad© and scaled for 'visual purposes' are illustrated in fig 4.3 . 

mV 
xlOO 

0 

Nano-seconds 

Fig 4.3 Scaled d ischarge signatures (time-domain) 

1 000 1200 

Primary tests associated with monitoring using the point-plane technique, described already as a 

particularly fruitful source of pd activity see fig 4. l ,  were initially undertaken within an exposed 

environment ofNTP (normal temperature & pressure). Due monitoring and recording of both dry and 

wet bulb readings were taken, although little variation of consequence (owing to changing ambient) 

was noticed in subsequent tests undertaken. The early tests served merely as a testing module in order 

to appreciate the typical magnitudes of partial discharge the experimentation would yield. Although 

considerable texts reference and detail fully the behaviour, it was considered more fitting and 

appropriate to repeat and witness at first hand, basic fundamentals and techniques. As initial 

experimentation was undertaken in a non confined air environment, the gap affected an air dielectric 

of considerable stress, but also benefited a calibration level taking air at unity, and although a 

perplexing statement, the field stresses and neglect of point-plane pre-treatment, additionally have 

varying influences on this level. Thus when considering as will later be described other insulating 

mediums of known permittivity an expected level of breakdown is taken as multiples thereon of that 

previously quoted for air. The examples illustrated in Fig 4.3 above are typical 'Buckingham 

potentials ' due to sharp protrusion breakdown as described in chapter 2. These are distinguished by 

the negative polarity (first quadrant of the signatures plotted) these generally reside upon the negative 

quadrant (due to the net negative inherent charge build) spreading along and eventually to the positive 

quadrant at increased levels of activity forcing mobility and thus interaction of ions (+ve charge). 

Equally at this point it is fitting to introduce the ' industry accepted' standard of Pd display (and that 

which will be used hereon) by which partial discharges are displayed as elliptical oscillograms 

displaying as described in chapter 2 the classifying NQ� features. See fig 4.4 below. 
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Fig 4.4 SOHz elliptical oscillogram 

Magnitude 

Expanded view 

Corona represents the lowest or minimum level of breakdown within otherwise non-complimented 

environments i.e. not encapsulated, hence the ' gap factor' is more frequently reserved for calibration 

methods against which more complex mechanisms of breakdown may be compared. Equally it must 

be said that owing to the deliberate use of sharp protrusions at high potential deduce the minimum 

(worse case scenario) air displacement that may be used as separation between phase differences or 

potential divides. A field enhancement factor hence equally has influence on the breakdown field, 

equations for which have been derived for hyperbolic, spheroidal and ellipsoidal points. An example 

considering an ellipsoidal protrusion in a uniform field f' is detailed below. 

2n3 f = ------m In(-m_+_n) - 2n m - n  (37) 

Where m is ratio of major to minor axis (similar to oval cable contours described in chapter 2) and 

(3 8) 

Primarily, and within the 'air dielectric ' discharges were noticeably volatile and continuous, 

containing corona discharges as expected (illustrated in fig 4.3) additionally evidence of localised 

breakdown Pd distinguished by positive polarity were suspected present these equally scaled as 

previous for visual purposes (see fig 4.5). 

Fig 4.5 Mixed partial discharge signatures (note -ve and +ve polarities) 

Nano-seconds 
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Having attained the corona inception level of the gap, staged reductions in applied voltage were 

implemented to reach the extinction level of discharge, this was in order to identify the origin of the 

positive quadrant discharges noted to occur and depicted in figure 4 .5 .  Although the origin could 

equally be construed as being positive corona, levels of prolonged ionisation were sufficient to 

encourage surface activity. Hence to eliminate localised breakdown, this known to have a higher 

extinction level, reductions in the applied voltage sufficient to maintain corona were attempted, this 

successfully removing the positive quadrant activity consequently identified as localised breakdown. 

A generalised distribution sketch is illustrated See fig 4 .6 from which a comparison may be made 

indicating the similarities to the generalised theorem as previously described [see chapter 2]. 

Fig 4.6 Impulse discharges [Kreuger89] 
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Noted to begin at the negative half cycle, initial corona onset is signified by either one, or a small 

number of impulses, repetition frequency of which grows if the applied voltage is increased 

accordingly. The impulses remaining equal in magnitude quantifying the postulates of [Kreuger89, 

Loeb65 and Ryan94] although at higher voltages, these expectantly are noted to spread more 

significantly to and along the positive half cycles. It may be observed that the generalised illustration 

of pulses (lower axis above) bare similarities to the oscillogram pulses obtained containing both 

breakdown and Corona source Pd illustrated in figs 4.3 - 4.5 .  By way of explanation, a simplified 

example of the phenomena il lustrates the applied high voltage, represented in fig 4.6 by the sine wave 

(Va,) and the applied voltage across the displaced gap signified by (Ve.) Once the threshold of 

breakdown level is reached (U+) a discharge occurs, dropping the voltage across the gap to the 

significantly lower level of (V+.) Post discharge, the voltage across the gap drops effectively to zero 

whence the charge again builds with subsequent repeat actions over ensuing cycles. The activity 

noted, occurs initially at first due to the ionisation of the displacement medium (in this case an air 

gap) followed by an exponential growth in ionisation. Whilst the threshold level is exceeded, the 

formation of streamer, leader arc and spark plasma discharges occur at both negative and positive 

cycles. This occurs in line with the postulates described in chapter 2 [Townsend, J .S 1 O] and the later 
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streamer theory rectifying flaws of the earlier postulate to include branched and zigzag paths not 

initially considered but later of 1 940 see [Malika et al 98]. The illustration in fig 4.6 indicates only 

minor impulses per 50Hz cycle. The duration of each charge build and discharge period however 

(again contrary to the theorem of Townsend) is of the order of 1 /lOth µs, thus numbers of these 

dictated by the dielectric parameters and most essentially threshold levels occur per cyclic quadrant. 
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Fig 4.7 elliptical display of corona cyclic position 

Such tests are limited in as much as they demonstrate most essentially Corona discharge which are 

best demonstrated utilising the aforementioned electrode arrangements, but equally these have a 

baring in as much as the different modes of Corona phenomena typically present [see fig 4.7] 
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Fig 4.8 Corona discharge against applied cycle 

In line with the illustrated Corona modes, cyclic position and approximate breakdown levels were 

observed as portrayed above in fig 4 .7 & 4.8.  These figures illustrate the cyclic position (<I>) 

comparing the traditional sinusoid (fig 4.8) and high voltage equivalent elliptical oscillogram (fig 4.7) 
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where Pd pulses are superimposed according to cyclic quadrant of activity. From an observer's point 

of view, characteristic underlying trends existed within the discharge captures illustrated, achieved by 

selective data acquisition methods of the author. However it was noted that significant surplus data 

present represented detail of little significance, and that further the data capture windows were noted 

to adjust in phase by approximately 300 data points. Thus it was clear that the surplus data was 

creating needlessly lengthy captures (visually these may seen) suggesting that data reduction 

techniques may be possible. Providing correlation could be retained to some extent this would 

provide a manual methodology of window sampling, thereby reducing the problem as described of 

signature capture shifting. This approach would be used on all samples captured here on in. See fig 

4.9 below 

Fig 4.9 Compressed sampling 

0.5 

200 400 

By initially including a pulse height discrimination method, phase captures that contained significant 

pre-trigger and pulse decay, was removed to restore cyclic correlation, but equally truncating the 

sample by a data reduction technique removed the original time reference of each capture. The data 

reduction technique deployed was basic in principle assessing every third data point rather than the 

full level of resolution attained initially from each individual capture. The level of this (as chosen) 

was based essentially on a visual assessment beginning at half resolution and finalising on third point 

capture, the point at which beyond it was noted that visually clarity was being lost of captures. An 

illustrative guide to the data-sorting algorithm as described is depicted in fig 4. 1 0  below. 

Raw signa I Data Pre- Group 
---+ acquisition - processing 

-
classifier .. � � 

& ADC 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

Fig 4 . 10  Data acquisition flow diagram 
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4.4 Data compression 

Having conducted to some extent a satisfactory level of data compression, this reduced ranges from 

approximately 20 OOO points (raw capture see fig 4 . 1 1) to 300 data points (complete) presented what 

was initially considered a dichotomy between the merits or otherwise of this principle. The 

compression had to an extent removed characteristic trends associated with corona discharge, which 

although not altogether deficient the captures now appeared (visually) identical in nature. The capture 

suppression technique had provided (albeit by default) a threefold function. Firstly by implementing a 

third point sample technique, harmonics had been reduced almost to insignificance, these known to 

alter on an almost cycle-by-cycle nature due to field, ambient and other extraneous influences 

enhancing the data signatures. Further the data acquisition of stage I and stage 2 equally benefited a 

normalisation principle bringing the magnitudes to within the operating boundaries of most software 

based analysis and correlation techniques. This was implemented in the event of any later alterations 

to a condition association. Finally compressing the data captures reduced computational demands, 

these already seen to be extensive laborious and time consuming with the difficulties associated to a 

manual windowing technique . 
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Fig 4. 1 1  Window capture negative quadrant (stage I) 
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The window capture above (fig 4. 1 1 ) indicates at best the harshness and poor clarity attained when 

considering a typical background and signature capture representing approximately 4ms of a 50 Hz 

capture taking the third quadrant (the period at which corona discharge initiates). Noted from the 

capture i llustrated, previously described PHA (pulse height analysis) techniques would be 

inappropriate, the signal representing most essentially system noise emanating from both the subject 

matter and equally influences of the hardware interface. Therefore at this stage a number of different 

quantifying techniques were considered to identify characteristic underlying trends at levels 

somewhat below that at which simple visual analysis could be utilised. Benefiting from the use of 

mathematical software, this allowed all data captures to be expanded out, this being undertaken 

outside of the monitoring interface. See fig 4. 12  
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Fig 4 . 12  Capture and data 

reduction technique 

It could of course be argued that such undertakings may be accomplished using amplifying stages on 

the capture equipment, however unless these are frequency selective, this too would amplify un

wanted background detail and hence serve merely to camouflage the object signals. Despite the 

relative merits of statistical analysis see [Kouadria D 98] again the poor SNR (signal to noise ratio) of 

raw capture methods suggested otherwise complications and hence a method assessing overall trends 

against simple magnitude analysis alone on a 'zoomed in ' approach as described posed an improved 

alternative. 

Many efforts have approached the idea of typical white noise (i.e. that experienced within a normal 

operating environment) expert opinion still indicates 'the jury's out' on the deliberate inclusion of 

artificial noise application. Although the merits are recognised by the author, feeling that this is more 

field adapted than laboratory based and as such 'more representative', approaches were made to install 

extraneous features. Once the inception level had been identified and as such the levels and 

magnitudes of activity deduced, a gradual reduction in applied HV was made. Not only to assess the 

extinction level of the air gap (this naturally of interest) but equally this was applied to asses the on

line noise typically experienced in that location. Equally so this would also indicate the influences of 

the system in as much as control noise transmitted from the variac supply and equally certain peaks 

created from within the tertiary and secondary windings of the transformer. Purely for identification 

purposes (that being of the authors benefit) these were taken at 0 .5 Vi and 0.3 Vi respectively (where 

Vi represents the inception voltage). The merits of this were later acknowledged by Mercer [Mercer P 

03] describing the influences of noise attributable to an environment of 'subject only ', this an 

approach maintained throughout by the author. 

Based on the experimental capture methods already described each data capture from both the Pd 

detector and the parallel virtual scope facilities were digitised representing time-domain captures 

against axis offset. An initial evaluation during experimentation seemed to impress that initially full 

captures would be required in order to provide sufficient detail of underlying trends and thereby 

enable assessment (regarding clarity) of each respective capture. This would of course unnecessarily 

require computational demands running processing systems at maximum resolution, suggesting that 

in order to process the captures obtained, would prove a lengthy task alone. In addition to this, it 
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equally was noted that influences (as described in chapter 2) were seen as common in many of the 

captures. Data capture windows initially devised contained 400 data points representing 

approximately 2µs i.e. the full duration of the target Pd signatures. However as it was seen that this 

still contained considerable detail of little or no worth, pre-trigger and post pulse decay, this was 

reduced on a sampling technique to 200 data points. The rather thumb in air figure chosen was based 

on the assumption that this would accommodate for all of the captures, many of these varying by just 

a few data points and hence some level of pre-trigger and equally decay would inevitably remain. 

This proved effectual in as much as providing small variance between captures can be regarded as 

more testing for any automated feature extraction principle. Any approach considered without such 

remains simply of Boolean origin (put more simply a yes/no scenario). The first set of captures 

analysed (as described previously) contained two formats, those of partial discharge (scaled against 

noise to enhance visual distinction) and those of applied voltage prior to discharge inception. 

Although respected as being suitable for more rudimentary analysis techniques, this was deemed 

necessary in order to ensure variances of at least 'significance' could be singled out by a part 

automated remote system. See figs 4. l 3-4b 
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Fig 4. 14a Pd test captures sourced from fig 4 . 1 3  

F ig  4 . 1 3  Initial Pd  capture (blue trace 
scaled) and syste1 noise (red trace not 
scaled) 
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Fig 4 . l4b Pd test captures sourced from fig 4 . 13  

Influenced primarily by the data capture size, an approach attempted by the author was to divide each 

capture into the four main activities described from each time domain capture. The four regions 

chosen were influenced by the earlier choice of four hidden nodes (one to represent each) and equally 

inspired by the windowing technique experimentation initially undertaken by [Phung B. Blackbum T. 

et al 92] . Although individual captures obtained by the author were seen to vary (visually) by only 

small amounts, over the entire range after data reduction techniques, this represented numbers of 

'significance' .  The captures depicted in fig 4. 1 4a/b obtained from the same source as described 

previously, i l lustrate the divide implemented by the author taking successive 1 00 data points. By 

reducing the data capture length and thereby overall variants per class (now + 4) this it was 

anticipated would identify the regions of more faltering shift between respective captures. 

This approach although successful, it must be argued that this indeed provided a rather longwinded 

way towards an answer and most essentially pointing in the opposite direction to that initially desired 

in as much as minimising data reduction and compression techniques. Due to data reduction 

techniques the high frequency variants are reduced and hence with a low sampling rate, in as much as 

considering the carriers rather than the signal, inflicted a detrimental effect on many of the signals 

captured. A number of less distinct trends were required, noting that those previously assessed were 

(with only few exceptions) somewhat obvious in definition. In order therefore to obtain such Pd 

signatures and further system influences, varying test electrode configurations were applied between 

HV and earth discharge planes presenting further classes, again aims were to ascertain the point at 

which clarification was lost between captures . The analysis and results of these will be described in 

chapter 5, section 5 . 1  

4 .5 Uniform electrode breakdown 

As a consequence of changing the test rig electrodes calibrating exercises were required influenced by 

a likelihood of expected changes in the electrode discharge patterns. As a more uniform field was 
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created, this eluded the more volatile and damaging Pd flashover pertinent to the nature of point

planes. Thus reduced levels of concentrated stress now limited the previously undesired residue 

deposits (Cathodic sputtering) encountered by the electrodes, a result of which longer periods of 

testing could be conducted. Creating a set displacement of 5 .0mm between the electrodes dictates a 

discharge path between planes at 1 5kVPk (2. 1 2kV/RMS/mm) within an air environment. These 

figures are prone to adjust slightly owing to neglect of electrode alignment, and equally so due to 

varying ambient influences. This was duly tested for verification in line with activity and breakdown 

levels previously described in chapter 2 referencing earlier postulates [Baker 65, Craggs 54, Kreuger 

89, Loeb 65] .  Equally of interest, a reversal of applied fields was implemented applying the high 

voltage field to the previously allocated collector plane, whilst the point discharge probe was tied to 

ground potential. Similarly a reversal of roles was equally applied (purely as 'an academic exercise ') 

to the point-hemispherical discharge electrode. Both applications provided breakdown characteristics 

differing to those previously attained in both inception level and cyclic position. See fig 4. 1 5 .  

High Voltage ac 

5. Omm uniform 
field air gap 

Contoured 
electrodes see 
chapter 3 

Fig 4. 1 5  Uniform discharge gap 

As discussed, simple and small scale air displacements are suited only to low voltage applications, 

often representing switching or complimentary dielectric mechanisms. Consequently additional 

measures are additionally taken (as is the norm for field equipment) to reduce extraneous effects and 

inhibit harsh surface discharges encountered within exposed air environments. Notably different the 

new data capture activity was seen to extend within the symmetrical regions of each respective 

capture, this indicative of more uniform fields. Using once again identical data compression and 

sampling techniques as in the prior experimentation, capture s ignatures were retained for overall 

visual assessment by the author. Despite obvious merits that were offered by using identical 

compression techniques, the varying activity noted with the altered electrode configuration became by 

default almost absent from the sampling approach previously used, however more regularity and 

consistency was retained. See fig 4. 1 6. 
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.. 0.7 8 8.. , Fig 4 . 1 6  Uniform field Pd (expanded view) 
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The medium level resolution (from stage 2) depicts an overall characteristic of the individual 

discharges, displaying minimal variation in the impulse magnitude. By capturing only a small 

window of distinctive impulses despite the initial high resolution was based on a 'zooming-in' 

technique and hence once plucked from the otherwise surrounding system noise, reduced the need for 

overall data ranges. The adjacent Pd time-domain capture (see fig 4 . 1 7) contains four typical traces 

obtained under the same condition tests, noting only small levels of phase shifting with similar scale 

adjustments to pulse magnitudes. 

Fig 4 . 1 7  Individual partial discharges (reduced data) 
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Observing the overall trend produced indicates the commonality obtained, providing conditions didn't 

deteriorate significantly. As a reminder part of the intentions within the boundaries of the research 

project were to reduce and limit filtering of resultant capture signatures, but respecting at all times the 

associated dangers of incomplete or corrupted data. See [Sharp 95, Trest et al 2000). The author's 

opinion, which must be described as more than partially influenced by these views, is that filtering 

and pre-processing adjusts characteristic signatures, equally requiring additional effort at the 

comparison stages. Thus in addition to what some may see as a time consuming operation, this 

frequently impedes and can dissemble the very data s ignatures guise. Again it could be argued that 

reduced resolution could be adopted, this was previously attempted on less uniform discharge 

signatures. The capture files were manually sorted on larger scale prior to being adapted to the 

network. The pointers used for classification of this preliminary analysis stage, were polarity, being 

either positive or negative quadrant respectively, and levels of variation in both magnitude and time

domain shift. See fig 4. 1 8  
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Fig 4. 1 8  Compressed sample classifier of 

Pd captures (stage3) 

It was noted that the captures obtained on this occasion with the more uniform industry accepted 

methodology of testing; captures were seen to vary by only small amounts other than the more 

obvious polarity swings. In lieu of this, the author detracted away from 'enhanced' features 

concentrating more so on a main feature extraction, rather than at this stage concentrating on divides 

between signatures based purely on magnitude variations alone. Equally it was respected that limits 

had more or less been met as far as signature variance was concerned. Unless embarking on extensive 

and long duration test regimes running through the courses of several days to instil more significant 

and detectable levels of deterioration. 

Hence in lieu of this efforts were concentrated at this point more so on identifying discharge and 

corona and hence increases in levels respectively rather than trying to single out simple events from 

one another. Simple events as described all too often vary on an almost cycle-by-cycle process 

influenced by charge retention altering parameters and extinguishing discharges often initiating 

smaller and higher frequency discharges. To identify some of these listed changes, increased levels of 

applied HV were implemented more so for increasing levels of corona rather than Pd activity, 

reminded that the activity under increased fields tend to increase rather than magnitude. 

Observations noted within earlier testing techniques of exposed surface Pd, indicated multiple-pulses 

in close cyclic proximity, this initially creating difficulty in differentiating discharges apart 

particularly as the signals were averaged which by default lost considerable detail. Although a fast 

reference tool, the traditional elliptical displays of Pd detectors (see fig 4. 7) display pulse magnitudes 

and cyclic quadrants of discharge behaviour. Although useful, these offer l ittle in discriminating 

between pulses owing to lengthy time-scales relating to impulse duration. More in-depth analysis 

techniques were applied therefore over a shorter time-base, to identify more characteristic identifiers 

of each individual discharge. The state of time-worsening conditions and hence the retention of same 

was to some extent eluded from the Pd experimentation when reliant on air gaps and contoured 
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discharge rigs. Thus other than small levels of cathodic decay due to discharge currents, air changes 

occurring on a minute by minute cycle replenish previously highly ionised local air. 

Other influences therefore acting almost as a condition storage mechanism were required to provide 

these distinctions. A further 'elaboration' on this base test was aside of classifying rather obvious 

procurement features of Pd, polarity mainly to date, to now include more discrete variations in 

magnitude. This being probably the most noted variation in behaviour, data captures were on this 

occasion chosen with a slightly more abstract magnitude than previously attempted. The analysis and 

results are described in section 5.2. Extending with classification, and using the electrode apparatus as 

described, samples of dielectric oil were chosen as the next preliminary test exercise. 

4.6 Pd assessment of dielectric oils 

As described previously (see chapter 2) dielectric fluids inhibit escape of colloidal natures that 

otherwise in an air environment tend less so to remain due to the exposed condition. Hence levels of 

deterioration indebted to decay of either electrode surfaces or more importantly the separating 

medium (previously air and hence remaining ' in-situ' for short periods only) remain within liquids or 

gases if contained and further exasperate effects owing to limited expulsion. Hence as required, the 

need of further conditions and fault worsening states, and thus the retention thereof, silicone based 

dielectric oils served as a potential sample mechanism. During a discharge process within Napthenic 

and Silicone oils as described, levels of acidification and oxygen content, lead to lower and more 

severe discharge conditions and 'aid' the ageing level producing levels of signature variations. 

Obviously stress levels are reduced and breakdown voltage levels increased, by way of submersion or 

encapsulation within a liquid or gaseous dielectric. As liquid and/or gaseous dielectrics also serve to a 

greater degree to compliment additional insulation, condition of this remains paramount to 

operational duty. Deterioration of a dielectric within a dielectric (sic) particularly when considering 

liquids is most notably evidenced by residues (i.e. visible darkening of the fluid) build up of 

combustible gases and in more extreme cases, fibrous particles representing actual parts of an inner 

dielectric [Esp et al 98). These fall mainly into three types of degradation resulting in chain scission 

by weakening the glucoside bonds and releasing dehydrated forms of the glucose monomers. As it 

may be assumed that samples may contain colloids, air entrapments and particles of lower 

permitivity, localised dielectrophoretic forces attract these pockets producing breakdowns and 

impulse charges below that which may be expected of an 'unsullied solution' .  

Being particularly suitable for small scale testing, the discharge apparatus described facilitates a ready 

means for submersion under liquid dielectrics. Thereby as an already known source of Pd activity, 

breakdown creates a disturbance leading to the dissociation of the liquid media. When discharges are 

evident within liquid dielectrics, these tend to be accompanied by viscously associated circulating 

currents. As levels of dissociation are taking place within the dielectric media, Hydrocarbon and 
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Furfuraldehyde residues based on the chemical composition and the degree of dissociation damage, 

remain within the dielectric. Again owing to dielectrophoretic forces, residues and gas bubbles that 

have appreciably lower breakdown levels habitually become drawn towards and between these areas 

of maximum stress a resulting action of this leading to escalating levels of circulating contaminants. 

Attaining a number of captures from air dielectric based discharge rigs encompassing electrode 

configurations as described, was followed by submersion under insulating oils of the N apthenic type. 

Representing a higher dielectric withstand strength (oils with permitivity levels of 2 ranging to 4+) 

would negate an increasing inception level from the same discharge rigs retaining the displacements 

as used in prior experimentation. Thus initial findings were directed at deducing the inception level of 

breakdown using the most inhibited type of discharge rig (Bruce's gaps) this confirming the 

theoretical levels as described in chapter 2. 
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Fig 4 . 19  Submersed 

d ischarge rig 

Primarily the discharge rig was submersed into a tank containing a quantity of freshly decanted 

Napthenic insulating oil. As a specific high voltage insulated coupling cable was used for the air 

slung link between the transformer and test tank, only minimal losses i.e. air borne and subsequently 

negligible, were likely to be encountered owing to reduced activity levels. On application of the 

applied high voltage, levels of Pd pulses were immediately noted, these occurring at a considerably 

lower level of inception than that expected for a dielectric of a twofold constant. Many of these were 

immediately recognisable (a benefit gained from earlier testing) and hence removed from the data 

array. Brief visual assessments revealed that to an extent this was due to poor decanting techniques, 

resulting in small spumes or air bubbles within the solution. As this was clearly having an undesired 

influence upon the experiment, the tank was drained and sterilised using an Isopropanol solution to 

remove small carbon tracks deposited by Pd against the collector plane. A further quantity of freshly 

decanted oil was again obtained, however small air entrapments were again noted, therefore on this 

occasion, the oil was left to settle for a period of 24 hours in order to vent undesired air entrapments. 

Testing (post-settlement period) was again resumed, and as desired, discharges became evident at 
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twice the previously attained voltage level for that of the air breakdown gap. A notable change was 

evident by the absence of corona discharges thus submersion had reduced the occurrence of these in 

line with the dielectric coefficient of the solution. 

Once Pd became evident (having exceeded the break-over voltage of the displacement) growing 

levels of deterioration of the solution suggest that data capture periods become l imited within a short 

time scale, this exasperated by an above exposed air environment. By way of an attempt to remedy 

this, the oil tank was sealed, reducing effects of air exposure extending the experimental test periods. 

As a safety precaution after a number of notable distortions within the tank became evident, a release 

valve was additionally deemed necessary. Thereby resuming under part sealed conditions, permitted 

more extensive data capture periods prior to detectable levels of deterioration in the dielectric oil. As 

already discussed, three modes of data capture were implemented within the system hardware: a 

digital storage oscilloscope with on-board drive for text representation of Pd captures; a personal 

computer in parallel for later data analysis, and finally a conventional elliptical display partial 

discharge detector (to monitor and thereby allocate) cyclic quadrants of activity. See fig below. 

Fig 4.20 Ell iptical oscillogram clean dielectric oil. 
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The test was conducted over a period long enough in order to instigate small levels of deterioration 

sufficient to be detectable by the three monitoring units. As expected, a small but progressive level of 

partial discharge was noted to take place in an almost asymmetric manner about the cyclic axis. The 

behaviour evidenced was characteristic as previously described, this iterated that the attempts to 

isolate Pd within the dielectric, minimising surface and ancillary effects of extraneous natures, had 

proved effectual. 

The inception level of detectable Pd was noted and used as a calibrating point representing fresh 

unsullied insulating oil. The pulses obtained (from which the illustration is based on) were random in 

magnitude and to some extent in location across the cyclic quadrant tending to increase in magnitude 

(unlike many other Pd phenomena) against rising potentials. Hence these therefore were clearly 

indicative of dielectric oil discharges. As the captures were all retained for later analysis, further 

examples of dielectric o il conditions were required for comparison. 
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As a comparison a sample of dielectric oil was pilfered from a neighbouring transformer of 

significant age, promising a specimen that could loosely be described as being of 'considerable 

contamination' .  A lthough without conducting extensive chromatographic examinations the quantities 

and composition of pollutants were impossible to ascertain. The sample being clearly darker however 

than ' freshly' decanted oil, assured a specimen of significant age and deterioration. After a short 

venting period of the solution, the polluted sample was tested under the same constraints and 

produced an abundance of activity, this occurring at a level far below that of the previously 

experienced test, representing an inception level only slightly above that of air. The low inception 

level, although implying that the donor transformer was being aged to an alarming level by 

ineffectual dielectric, provided a further set of data captures, indicating 'visually' characteristic 

underlying trends. In addition to a greater prevalence of Pd activity, expanding to all intent and 

purpose across the full spectrum of capture range, the magnitude of discharges equally became 

sporadic and of alarmingly high levels. As a supplementary and purely 'out of academic interest' 

exercise the oil sample was 'coarse' filtered in order to remove larger colloidal natures, visually this 

left the sample oil indicating less contamination, filtering having been effective to natures above �s 
microns. 

A repeat test was conducted after sterilising the test vessel and discharge rig followed by a non

accelerated settlement period. The repeat test (conducted under the same conditions) indicated a 

marked influence on the dielectric condition with a reduction in partial discharge activity also noting 

an improved (increasing) inception level. As visibly the level of activity and thus variations 

attributable to contaminant presence could be measured, inspired plans for further testing with field 

experienced substances applying controlled and calibrated quantities. A clear distinction between 

both a freshly unsullied sample, and an aged sample of significant deterioration and furthermore a 

heavily contaminated sample (prior to filtering) could be easily deduced. Consequently a rather 

obvious step forward based on initial tests, was to introduce known contaminants and quantities 

artificially. This would necessitate a parts-per-million (PPM) ratio, of realistically obtainable values 

analogous to an operating environment. The base test exercises (discharge activity illustrated in Fig 

4 .20) established authenticity, but by incorporating heavily soiled and contaminated samples, 

maximum levels and magnitudes of Pd were ascertained for group classification 

The three sets of data captured as described were categorised as clean oil, soiled, and heavily 

contaminated oil, prior to the base filtration method of larger colloidal removal. The files received 

only minimal pre-processing, as objectives of the exercise were to assess that which could feasibly be 

used. 
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To ensure a more worthy effort, the Pd data files already manually sorted into an ascending order of 

measure, were increased in classification of output, fifty further examples (already captured) added to 

each of the groups, these representing time-worsening conditions. For this appl ication the data 

captures obtained previously were returned to, these visually noted to bare more affinity between 

increasing captures. The most characteristic trend associated with dielectric fluids is the oscillatory 

nature, a trait of both the fluids viscous nature and the physical forces impressed upon them by the 

application of a high intensity electrical field. See fig 4.21 

v (t) 

Signal trend as seen by A DC 

High frequency 

components 

Fig 4.21 Pd signal sampling 

Working on magnitude and duration alone, this appeared far too simple produced by default a trait of 

the sampling techniques suggesting too much of a liberal approach. See fig 4.2 1 .  As may be noted 

from observing the illustration the sampling rate used (based on a 'keep it simple ' approach) by 

default had lost the most essential characteristics of the oil discharge signatures. Not entirely 

devastating however as this inspired ideas for later testing techniques (to be described) as despite the 

low resolution still accurately defined Pd signatures and variance there upon to adjusting 

contamination levels. Equally as a result of the effects this transmitted back into the mains system 

produced an abundance of noise not previously seen. Examples of a number of captures obtained in 

this manner are illustrated below. See fig 4.22. The analysis and results are described in section 5 .3 .  

Fig 4.22 Initial capture (high resolution) 
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4. 7 Pd impulse decomposition 

Based on previously attempted analysis methods whereby the data signature was divided into 

characterized areas of activity, the discharge signatures again were reduced on a sampling method in 

order to retain just the essential areas of activity. Equally as may be noted, considerable influences as 

highlighted in previous testing methods indicated that the variance in activity prior to the main 

'Buckingham' potential created considerable confusion as the detail contained over the range 

contained significant inconsistencies. The figures below illustrate the removal of surplus data. 

Fig 4.23 Dielectric oil Pd reduced resolution 

v 

Taken at a higher resolution than that used previously, the 'true' signature as seen by the monitoring 

telemetry illustrates considerable variance outside of the main s ignal peak. The source of the 

oscillatory nature is attributed to dissociation and recombination, hence applying the reduction 

'focusing' on the main area of activity was seen to restore clarity whilst maintaining sufficient 

disjoint from captures of other source. Again the array size of this still existed beyond that which the 

author required hence the array was reduced further in scale. See fig below 

Fig 4.24 Dielectric oil Pd final signature 

v 

Sufficient clarity between captures was attained by focusing on the main region of activity, retaining 

a 250 data point array. Despite levels that were considered worthy of attempt below this and hence 

returning to more 'manageable' limits, levels of visual recognition were almost completely absent, 

resembling a return to figs 5 .2 1 .  Arguably the data reduction technique i l lustrated in fig 4. 1 4  

produced results that were 'exceptional' and without fault across the full signature. However as 
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already implied this increased the pre-processing stage well beyond that which the author desired and 

hence other considerations were firstly approached. 

Although approaches towards data reduction techniques based on full captures would be deployed, 

initially the window capture technique (albeit somewhat crude in approach) would be assessed first. 

Taken therefore reluctantly as a step forward, this concept was based on the principle of maximising 

the features characteristic of oil discharge signatures, this as a reminder occupies an expanse larger 

than previous Pd examples analysed to date. 

As described, initial objectives were to keep pre-processing of a complex nature to a minimum. 

Equally this requirement was based on logistic parameters in as much as transporting the data from 

one unit to another. Firstly assessments were applied against the captures, retaining as much as was 

practically possible of the oscillatory nature inherent of dielectric liquids. Hence as correlation was 

seen within the captures (after normalisation) no attention or concern was paid to a feature landscape 

of the data (see chapter 4). Initially tests were conducted with a point-plane discharge rig in order to 

instil maximum disturbance within the solution. Not intending to effectively 'crack' the Napthenic 

solution (this evidenced by significant levels of 's ludging' or waxing of the solution) aims were 

primarily to affect dielectrophoretic currents (circulatory) within the solution and hence encourage 

dispersal of any cathodic natures within the liquid. Turning firstly to the use of a point-plane rig, this 

by default produced discharge signatures of intriguing natures owing to the swamping out of the 

normally associated negative quadrant discharges. Equally a problem, the most notable levels of 

activity with the oils, in the event of the HV being removed, activity immediately extinguishes 

thereby restoring the electrical withstand strength of the liquid. Hence upon a repeat action (if 

desired) discharge activity was noted to initiate at above previously attained inception levels, most 

likely attributed to particle settlement on the base of the test cells away from the active areas of 

discharge activity. Hence in lieu of this many of the captures posed immense difficulty in 

categorising. 

A distinct level of correlation where required and equally disjoint, was attained in this way, however 

it must be emphasised that this was merely distinguishing between Pd and noise. No variations in 

signature were applied in order to further assess the worthiness, and isolate any faltering areas. 

Despite this however, the biasing factor of applying more representation for system noise showed 

worthiness. 

4 .8  System considerations 

At this point a larger number of capture classes for each group was averted to, on this occasion 

including background noise localised to the test environment equalling the entire number of Pd 
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capture range (previously these were applied as one set only. This it was considered would adjust the 

sway, counteracting the stacked representation of signal ratio, previously standing at 4 :  I .  

Further numbers of Pd were collected, detracting from the traditional 'text book' signature, 

objectively gathering Pd with harmonics and distortion; a case of the noisier, the better, many of these 

previously had been deliberately disregarded. The distorted s ignatures presented many variations of 

theme, with low probability of identical captures, this being very typical of raw unfiltered Pd. Despite 

this variance, these captures were mingled in, and duly assigned into the existing classifications of 

pure Pd already used. 

Experimental testing with contamination levels using point-plane configurations indicated less than 

desired levels of discharge activity, these offering reduced active areas against those potentially 

offered by the larger spaced electrode configurations as described in chapter 2. Levels of 'sludging' 

were noted on the discharge rigs providing an undesired highly insulating layer interrupting levels of 

Pd at calibrated values. Assumed initially as the product of part self-healing (see chapter 2) this was 

identified by way of visual analysis to be the result of colloidal removal from between the active 

discharge area creating moisture spumes and carbonised tracks on the submerged discharge apparatus. 

Equally overlooked during early tests, poor decanting and settling techniques also contributed to the 

breakdown process introducing escape inhibited air bubbles to the dielectric oil. Considerable time 

was lost between respective testing routines, due to replenishment needs of the oil tank and discharge 

apparatus. As a result of the more extreme cases, this necessitated the sample tank and oil to be left 

for some 24 hours thereby stemming into altering temperature and humidity changes of ensuing days. 

In an attempt to improve this, a more carefully decanting process of the oils and applying localised 

area heating to improve oil settlement. This accelerated settlement time considerably, requiring only 

short periods of adjustment permitting the tank, oil and apparatus to return to ambient temperature. 

Only two hours after each respective drain and sterilisation process, followed by a short period to 

return to ambient, oil samples showed no evidence of visible air entrapments and thus 

experimentation could be resumed as desired under same day conditions. 

+ve 
Initial activity 

-ve 

180 ° 

Fig 4.25 Dielectric oil increased 

contamination. 
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The oscillogram depicted in fig 4.25 illustrates the level of disjoint noted between contamination 

levels. Initially beginning as an asymmetric spread across both positive and negative axis (blue 

traces), this extends into the peak areas with notable increases of magnitude (red trace). Specifically 

concentrating previously on the 'Buckingham' potential, provided distinct examples of Pd conditions. 

The tail decay feature of the aged oil however produces oscillatory rings, due to the interaction of 

polarised colloidal natures and the dielectrophoretic effects creating small levels of highly energised 

bombardment between charged spumes. In applying data reduction to these captures however, was 

seen to 'part' remove the distinguishing oscillatory feature. This behaviour (characteristic of heavily 

soiled oils particularly when containing moisture) remains ever present as an indication of severe 

contamination. See fig 4.26. Thus this feature presenting a characteristic signature would become the 

target of contaminated oil against the discharge signatures captured previously representing uniform 

air gap. 
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Fig 4.26 Contaminated oil showing 

oscillatory decay period 

The interim tests as described above with the oils produced activity that was noted to vary, typically 

as expected due to time worsening conditions leading to further deterioration. Although the target 

characteristic trends remained 'consistent' ,  the magnitude and to some extent frequency of activity 

equally varied. Visual analysis of each capture (particularly prior to compression) indicated 

significant values of axis offset at near, or at zero level. Although the majority of these were 

representative of final signal decay significant 'numbers ' remained amongst the signal period of 

interest. In a renewed test and capture exercise, discharge conditions were deliberately extended in 

order to promote maximum activity due to furthering deterioration of the dielectric fluid. Further, 

sampling was taken at ten-minute intervals ranging to an hour of discharge duration, and thence taken 

at sampling periods of an hourly rate thereon. In order to prove representative, up to twenty captures 

were taken on an hourly basis, rather than relying solely upon single captures, these on occasion (due 
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to the intermittent behaviour of Pd) capturing data signatures containing little or no levels of 

discharge behaviour. See section 5 .4 

4.9 Oil contamination CH&}. 
An aged problem associated with dielectric liquids, remains that of moisture. It is accepted that 

freshly decanted storage drums of insulating oil, may contain moisture of the order of 1 5-20 PPM. 

Levels in excess of this prior to use are considered as pol luted or soiled stock and thus of little 

effective use as a dielectric. Based on details of typical contaminants as described by [Esp, D.G., 

Carillo, M., McGrail, A.J 98] levels of expected pollutants were introduced to freshly decanted oil 

once unsullied captures had been obtained representing the PPM (Parts per Million) values. As 

described, moisture expectantly enhances conductivity, but more importantly since water is a highly 

polar substance, it behaves as a catalyst and encourages the ionisation of other impurities present. To 

an extent this must clearly be expected, as the homogeneity of the dielectric material is not only 

altered but also reduced in dielectric strength by the inclusion of a polar substance [Harrop72] . As 

moisture resists all effort to mix within a uniform manner amongst dielectric oils, activity that may be 

monitored relies upon the electrical forces within areas of maximum stress. Therefore only upon the 

occasion of the low electrical stress pollutant passing between electrical displacements, will propagate 

sporadic impulse (Pd). 

Based on this therefore, first of the contaminants introduced was tap water (representing the 

aforementioned moisture contamination) this having been left exposed for a number of days to attract 

typical air-borne colloidal natures and to ensure high levels of oxygenated influences. Not having 

access to both full-scale equipment and the quantities of Napthenic oils typically experienced 'on

line' the experimental apparatus (as described in section 4.6) was repeated. Scaled down in proportion 

to accommodate firstly the largest of the detectable contaminant levels 500PPM gradually reducing in 

counts per million. The applied voltage used in the test was based on the inception level quoted for oil 

see [Sillars RW 73] (this ranging from 2. l Er - 4+) produced activity at below previously obtained 

inception stress (5kV r.m.s.)/mm. Increasing the voltage to 1 OkV (see fig 4. 1 5  50kV across a 5 .0mm 

gap) activity increased dramatically demonstrating the significance of contaminant influence. It was 

recorded that after a period of only some 5 minutes of applied voltage, partial discharge activity was 

seen to reduce and further noting that activity was witnessed to extinguish after a period of 1 0  

minutes applied voltage, hence assessment periods became very brief. 

See fig 4.27 
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Fig 4.27 Oscillatory discharge signature 500ppm H,O 

contaminant 

A common effect experienced with liquid insulating media is the tendency to produce high levels of 

oscillatory discharge. Naturally the introduced contaminants remain in suspension within the 

surrounding dielectric material. The frequency level of Pd within liquid media is generally much 

higher than any other mechanism of breakdown, this partway justifying the more universal approach 

of monitoring chosen by the author. Whilst polarised contaminants remain initially buoyant, Pd 

activity and to a greater extent ionisation mechanisms encourage a 'mobility' within the moisture 

spumes, eventually becoming either settled away from the discharge rig or combining with col loidal 

natures, most probable the result of cathodic material degradation. Although not a desired state 

(initially thought fortuitous) this provided varying magnitudes of discharge behaviour prior to a final 

extinguishing effect. A number of signature captures were obtained from this method each of which 

were digitised as previous captures (see fig 4.28) and stored for later analysis. See section 5 .5 

Expanded 
window highly 
oscillatory 

Raw capture Final 
compression 

Fig 4.28 Oscillatory discharge signature and 

final data reduction. 

A number of automated captures were obtained providing sufficient representation of the contaminant 

as required, and equally provided variations reducing in activity remaining characteristic. The 

Napthenic oil was replenished after the tank and active electrode areas were sterilised using 

' isoproponal ' based solution leaving the active sterile solution to evaporate naturally. A reduction of 

moisture contaminant was applied for a repeat test, on this occasion reducing to a lower level of 

400PPM. Unaware to the event, if at all any variation would be of measurable values, and hence 
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possibly too ambitious to assume detection of small quantities, the contaminant-dielectric ratio of 400 

PPM was chosen for two reasons of thought. Firstly by using per se small areas activity, namely 

Bruce's  electrodes, would to some extent limit the likelihood of moisture spumes passing between 

'active areas' .  Secondly, based on achievable quantities, 400 PPM within a 4 .0  litre dielectric sample, 

represents only 1 . 6 ml of contaminant, a quantity although measured with ease can not be introduced 

simply and remain in a uniform manner as high levels of accuracy such as HPLC (high performance 

liquid chromatography) would require [Esp et al 98]. Introducing the contaminant to the oil using a 

calibrated syringe, could not ensure the whereabouts of the moisture spumes, however it had been 

noted (as previously described) that circulating currents of viscous natures, related to both 

dielectrophoretic forces and dissociation of liquid media, served to encourage buoyancy. 

0 . 1 4  
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0 
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Fig 4.29 Oscillatory discharge 

signature 400ppm H20 
contaminant 

Discharge activity became evident at below inception levels as previously calibrated, although the 

counts per cycle remained consistent with those previously obtained, attenuated magnitudes of 

discharge were noted. See fig 4.29. Again witnessed as in the previous experimentation, levels of 

activity were seen to reduce prior to extinguishing, leaving only intermittent signatures indicating at 

best 'moderate' levels of contaminant presence. These were seen however to be proportionally 

reduced against the contaminant reduction. See fig 4.30 
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contaminant 
level 

Raw capture 
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'ringing ' signal 

Signal averaging 
equally reduced 

Fig 4.30 proportional signal averaging 

The exercise was repeated with steadily reducing PPM ratios in line with experimental analysis 

already described. Sample specimens of levels taken were 200PPM and 1 OOPPM, a level considered 
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usually suitable only for HPLC analysis techniques. Although considered too low to have an 

appreciable effect, this presented a number of surprises. The electrical stress of the solution had still 

been significantly weakened, despite behaviour becoming more sporadic than it was consistent, 

particularly at the lower concentration levels. By leaving the sample at this level, the behaviour 

continued, but rather than displaying an almost uniform pulse height, as in previous tests, the pulses 

were more oscillatory within decay periods reducing steadily in magnitude. However, it must be 

considered that unlike traditional oil insulated plant containing multiple obstructions, the test tank 

differed in as much as a larger expanse essentially remaining � 90% obstruction free, poses little 

adverse effects in the circulatory manners that field equipment would experience. 

The source connections were replaced in lieu of considerable over-heating severely damaging the 

high voltage coupling. Again repeating the prior level of contamination reduction, intermittent levels 

of oscillatory Pd were evident and still indicating a proportional correlation to contaminant levels. See 

fig 4.3 1 .  As a consequence of this, the test was left running for some two hours, however the majority 

of effectual activity was noted within the first few minutes of applied HY. As this provided only a 

small number of examples of which these were of varying natures, almost certainly indebted to 

deterioration of ancillaries (suspected the main culprit) the test was interrupted. Evidence remained of 

the interjected contaminant this again resided on the outer walls of the tank, and in such quantities, 

that this represented possibly the entire dopant as originally introduced suggesting mechanisms of 

self-expulsion. Further evidence of ' sludging' was additionally found within the high voltage 

connection, thus explaining a decline of Pd behaviour. 
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Fig 4.3 1 Oscillatory discharge signature 

200ppm H20 contaminant. 

Many factors influence breakdown levels and detectable activity within dielectric fluids, hence many 

of these were observed in parallel in accordance with correcting factors described in chapter 2. A 

decrease of hydrostatic pressure lowers the breakdown strength whereas increases trigger the inverse. 

This would follow the need to maintain pressure stability (variations often encountered indebted to 

the presence of dissolved gas) including dissolved oxygen acting in similar manners to the oxidation 
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of electrode surfaces, reminded that the contaminant contained highly oxygenated presence. Most 

common of the breakdown mechanisms is collision ionisation leading to avalanche equally applying 

itself to gaseous breakdown. Research has identified the possibility that formations of gas bubbles or 

vapour streams initiates breakdown rather than succeeding it. As described [Sillars 73] the idea that 

the electric field itself causes vaporisation or encourages gas bubbles to form is not tenable. 

Considerable confusion exists within the subject on forces produced or initiated at a liquid gas 

interface (i.e. dielectric disparity) . Establishing that an insulating bubble within an insulating liquid is 

subjected to an increase in pressure [Garton 4 1  and Krasuki 66] deduced that this was both by, and in 

the direction of the applied field creating an elongation between the displacement. Further it was 

concluded that the elongation initiating or otherwise (debatable) is equally governed by the 

permittivity ratio of liquid gas interface which if becomes conductive the field will elongate it. Thus a 

bubble initiated on an electrode surface, providing the field were of sufficient magnitude, would have 

its inner surface charged by emission or discharge and hence cause considerable elongation. Evidence 

from moisture spumes interjected similar behavioural activities was certainly analogous to this, prior 

to influence of other mechanisms shadowing. Levels below approximately I OOppm become 

molecularly soluble, whereas quantities above 600ppm [Malika et al 98] tend to flocculate. Observing 

this behaviour in a very viscous liquid (Hexachlorodiphenyl) [Krasuki 66] noted that the bubbles 

grew in a tree-like breakdown similar to that witnessed within translucent elastomer and epoxies, 

further adding that the extending growth of the elongated ' spume' was consistent with the assumption 

that the energy flowing into it generated the growth. Equally and be it far more plausible, findings 

also indicated the effect of electrodes (see chapter 2 and Appendix B) adjusted breakdown strength 

and behaviour up to two fold. This as described by [Krasuki 66] was indebted to localised heat 

generated and hence a rapid reduction in the viscosity of the insulating media. 

For lighter liquids (Napthenics and Silicone oils) breakdown is equally influenced by surface tension 

hence again bringing into play the effects of temperature and pressure. Finally as cited by [Danikas 

MG 88] dielectrophoretic circulating currents are known to impede the entry of impurities into the 

active area, but equally that this viscous motion can delay the establishment of bridges (formed from 

the spumes or elongated vapour traps) between the electrode surfaces. These latter areas were 

overlooked by the author, hence possible adjustments may (or should) have been applied to extend 

the spectrum of data captures, producing more clarity and thereby partway rationalising in the poorer 

cases the wavering correlation attained. Suffice to state therefore that there are many parallel variants 

that must be considered regarding highly polarised presence within oils that during data captures were 

inadvertently or rationally disregarded. 

Albeit perplexing there is no unanimously accepted single theory describing the breakdown of 

dielectric liquids. Reasoning indicates as described [Harrop 72. Abdel-Salem 2000] that the liquid 
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phase is less amenable than the gas phase to theoretical analysis. But more agreeable despite 

extensive filtering and 'drying' techniques by their very nature, liquids are never pure due to 

manufacture and storage influences. It is however accepted that the condition and hence behavioural 

effects are attributed to the presence of foreign embodiments more-so than its intended molecular 

composition. Thus three factors are associated with breakdown. (i). Electronic breakdown theory 

(described in chapter 2). (ii). The elongating bubble theory previously noted and as described [Sillars 

73] .  (iii). Suspended particle or colloidal entrapment theory (again the source of presence already 

briefed). 

Although relative success had been attained in the detection of larger contaminant levels, likelihood 

was that a 1 OOPPM dilution remained too small a quantity to be sufficiently active, this described 

above. This was endorsed by a number of equal assessments undertaken at the lowest contaminant 

level. Accounting for the films of moisture found on the inner walls of the test tank, suggested that 

too small a quantity remained within the donor oil to be of reactive nature and subsequently 

detectable level. Prolonged use of the discharge rig equally lead to a deterioration of the surface, this 

as described (see chapter 2) brings into play mechanisms of behaviour outside of those of object 

interest. Extensive use, particularly whilst very active with discharge behaviour, all too often creates 

severe overheating and resultant distortion of both the electrodes and associated discharge field, 

culminating in an arrest of discharge activity. Therefore in a prelude to conclusion, an enlarged active 

area would be sort. Ideally a proportionally increased target of discharge could be put to good effect 

in increased levels of detection, this combined with a circulatory pool of dielectric and dopant mixes 

which would additionally suffice for more lengthy periods. Thus although remaining somewhat 

inconclusive, and despite likelihood that variations of contamination detection would be attempted at 

a later stage, for the immediate present, the tests were discontinued. See experimental analysis chapter 

5 ,  section 5 .6. 

4. 1 0  Oil contamination (particulate) 

Extending further with dielectric oils larger electrode gaps (again contoured Bruce's) provided a 

larger target area, equally these being well suited to solid dielectric sample films, were chosen to 

render both additional testing and later benefits. Opting for progressive testing of liquid media, the 

test tank was fitted with two larger brass electrodes of the already described specification (see fig 

4. 1 5 .) Although as described, smaller test cells provide an alternative option i.e. increase the active 

area /enclosure ratio, the 4.0 litre test tank was retained as experience had suggested from earlier 

testing methods, this to be a well suited capacity. The introduced contaminant on this occasion was 

chosen to reflect a more substantial and fibrous nature {satisfying (iii). Above} a not uncommon 

particulate contaminant found within liquid dielectrics. The inner lamina of electrical windings after 

prolonged Pd, habitually deteriorate the dielectric wraps, resulting in amongst other manifestations, 
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small traces of Carbon deposited into the circulating dielectric liquid. This is typically evidenced by a 

darkening of the fluid, and at exceptional levels, ' sludging' of the liquid leading to increases in 

viscosity, significant impairing of effective heat transfer and dielectric stress properties [Stigant & 
Franklin73] . Levels of carbon contaminant (fortuitously of <5µ i .e. the particulate previously 

removed) were based on Mass/Ratio basis of the total oil quantity 4.0 l itres @ 3 .520kg thus 

0.00352gm per 1 OPPM (parts per million) introduction and in multiples thereafter. The first level of 

testing was undertaken on a 200PPM sample. Clearly if no variation against a c lean sample could be 

observed visually (reminded that the particulate removal was of an unknown quantity) a further re

think and/or possible planning would be required. At the prior test voltage v; of a clean sample, 

characteristic Pd activity was observed, this illustrated in fig 4.20. Interfacing circuitry was not the 

best of choices, in so much as considerable noise and 'ringing' within the circuit was evident. Despite 

this, the test c ircuit had maintained consistency, thus although unethical in as much as noise and 

ringing was included, provided variations (albeit the primary source being a matter of debate) 

adjusting influences could be seen in accordance with breakdown levels. 

Carbon granules of � 1 -2 micron, posed potentially as an ideal dopant, being not only typical of 

expected contaminants, but readily available in quantity. Levels of particulate typically experienced 

within aged liquid insulated equipment, are of the order of 1 00-200ppm held in suspension within the 

insulating solution. An initial addition to an unsullied solution, much larger contaminant/dielectric 

ratios, propounded a more realistically attainable quantity. The contaminant level, starting at a 

deliberately large level, was based on weight ratios to avoid extensive 'off-line' analysis techniques. 

The weight of mineral based insulating oil per litre being 0 .88 Kg, therefore an overall mass of 3 . 52 

Kg represented the full 4.0 l itre capacity. The initial contaminant of 200ppm was taken as 0.0704gm 

of Carbon granules, scaled out by use of Precisa® electronic scales quoted at providing an accuracy 

of ± 1 %. The Carbon granules were added to a settled mineral oil solution, directly above the 

discharge electrodes. With the Carbon compound being of a very small physical nature, the granules 

would not sink directly into the solution as would be expected with larger particulate samples. An 

obvious advantage with this, is delayed expulsion from the solution, but additionally arresting 

undesired accelerated immersion to the active discharge area, provides longer test periods for data 

capture. Equally as cited by Krasuki and Danikas this would disrupt levels of surface tension equally 

encouraging some viscous currents within the solution. 

Carbon alone does not intimate an essentially conductive element, unlike the highly polarised 

solutions previously used, however under the influence of silicone based insulating oil, creates an 

almost catalytic-like reaction. Thereby the base dielectric being of a higher permittivity absent of 

Carbon, areas of 's ludging' analogous to anthropological coagulation occur within the indispensable 

dielectric fluid. The resulting material now a composition of silicone oil, Carbon particles and air 

entrapments became aided by the buoyancy provided from on board air bubbles. 
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Using a 1 OOkV SOHz supply fed through two resistive limiters (as previously) the high voltage mains 

was applied in approximate steps of 1 OOOV across the electrode gap, and by again utilising the coil 

monitoring technique of Rogowski, monitored at levels preceding an expected breakdown level. 

Noted from earlier testing, an oscillatory nature of discharge signals indicated an amount of 'ringing' 

within discharge periods. By now recognised as an effect of adjusted dielectric behaviour, and to 

some extent this must remain true, the interface circuitry should also additionally be considered 

partisan to resultant signatures. Differing in the earlier tempered rise and decay loci, this being 

characteristic of partial discharges, the discharge signatures captured again was oscillatory, albeit 

remaining alike however in character. Therefore as undertaken previously, the magnitude of 

decaying discharge 'rings' would be used to distinguish the discharge patterns obtained from this 

source. 

As the perceived breakdown level of the oil (200ppm additive) was approached, severe viscous 

activity within the oil became evident accompanied by a distinctive audible 'hissing' . The very 

activity of viscous motion within the oil, evident whilst approaching the 30kV inception stress, 

indicated that the oil was close to a breakdown level between opposing planes. Closer examination, 

via a temporarily introduced CCTV camera, identified small bubbles, presumably formulated by the 

applied field viscous motion, but most certainly created by early levels of 'sludging' indebted to the 

added contaminant. 
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Fig 4.32 Batched discharge signatures 200ppm Carbon 

contaminated oil. 

Based on experience learned from moisture testing, careful decanting of the oil sample and 

accelerated venting had removed possibility of liberal air entrapments, introduced from inattentive 

decanting. As a result the spumes observed, encapsulating air and carbon particles, and such having 

lower permittivity levels (liquid-gas interface) created initially small, but consistent discharge 

signatures. See fig 4.32 There exist many arguments relating what is /not inception stress particularly 

regarding dielectric fluids, however a seasoned rule of thumb dictates a rather non-scientific term of 

'above the minimum detectable discharge /eve/ ' {see appendix C} .  This interpreted by the author as 
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the level at which consistent (rather than intermittent) Pd was clearly evident examples of are plotted 

in fig 4.32 representing 200ppm Carbon contaminant 

As a preliminary test, a 200ppm contaminant level, produced discharge signatures in excess of the 

magnitude of those previously captured, see fig 4.20 those prior representing an unsullied dielectric 

solution. Aside of a small number of anomalies from the captures retained, a drawback when intrinsic 

variations in behaviour are likely, the signatures remained typical in attaining a consistent dimension 

but distinguishable magnitude from the former capture set. Further examples of smaller contaminant 

levels were now required to establish specific additive modes. As the prior test sample represented the 

largest contaminant level required, a full drain through and sterilisation flush was seen required to 

remove pollutants and surface deposited residues pertinent to the discharge activity. A visual 

inspection made of the discharging electrodes revealed only small surface carbon tracks, and although 

none had penetrated or flawed the brass surface plates, the carbon film deposited, would in time 

become obstructive. Although it may be argued that incorporating such swaying conditions, 

particularly those which may prove influential, will yield more bona fide results and thus ideally 

should be regarded, at this early level of analysis this was considered too enterprising to include. 

Fig 4 .33  Discharge signatures I OOppm Carbon 

contaminated oil . 
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Re-alignment of the electrodes was checked to ensure the spacing had not adjusted, this clearly being 

detrimental to the Pd signatures. After fully cleansing the test tank and sterilising the electrode facia, 

a further 4.0 litres of decanted oil was replenished in preparation for a 1 00 ppm contaminant. To 

maintain consistency, a repeat of the previous test was conducted, again introducing the particulate 

contaminant directly above the target electrodes. At the calibrated inception level of the solution, 

small levels of detectable activity were initially evident, this being a consequence of reduced levels of 

additive and thus less likely to gel, becoming curtailed in submersion within the dielectric. Retaining 

a holding level of applied high voltage, activity steadily increased, no doubt assisted by the reducing 

viscosity level of the dielectric oil in unison with a circulatory fluid current flow. As this assisting 

force dispersed the particles, most essentially around the desired target electrodes, small bubbles of 
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air and particulate contaminant were noticeably evident as increasing within the solution. After only 

some three to four minutes, levels of detectable activity were significantly increasing, this 

accompanied by audible evidence generated by the forced expulsion of the more buoyant air 

entrapments. 

The air entrapments and gas bubbles formed from the contaminant are expectantly of lower withstand 

stress, hence these inevitably manage control of discharge activity, both in pulse magnitude and to 

some extent frequency. However, although variations were noted and recorded for pulse magnitude, 

no variation of s ignificance was seen to occur in the oscillatory decay of the discharges. 

Solely as an 'out of interest ' style test, the polluted sample of l OOppm was isolated at zero applied 

HV for approximately 2 hours. A repeat experiment followed of the previously described nature, 

retaining at a holding level from which Pd was clearly evident in the prior test. Conditions regarding 

surrounding ambient temperature and associated humidity had not dramatically changed, certainly not 

to an extent that would adversely affect the active conditions. However very little evidence of 

discharge activity was noted on this occasion, and in lieu, a holding level was maintained for 30 

minutes. Despite attempts, and a considerably extended testing period, being over and above those 

conducted previously, only very small and sporadic levels of pd were noted, these most likely 

attributable to prolonged thermal effects and subsequent drifting of test circuitry. A visual 

examination of the test sample revealed full settlement of the contaminant, coating the inner walls and 

base of the test cell. Small levels of carbon were again noted to be evident on the discharge 

electrodes, but not to a sufficient level that would inhibit all discharge activity. It was clear that with 

reduced viscosity levels in line with the dielectrophoretic stress, the contaminant had become almost 

soluble within the solution, this abiding the postulates previously described [Harrop 72, Abdel-Salem 

2000 & Sil lars 73] .  Thus although circulating within the dielectric at high tension levels, interrupting 

the supply removed all stimulus, leaving the contaminating particles to detach and fully settle within 

the dielectric, such that only highly displacing circulatory currents would dislodge. 

Having to some limited extent satisfied a distinction between a high level and intermediary level of 

contamination, a progression would begin monitoring from a low level thus working upwards towards 

the prior levels equally establishing sensitivity. After a repeat exercise of fully sterilising the test cell 

and replacing the oil, a l Oppm, 0.352mg contaminant level was introduced into the solution. This 

represented only s lightly above the minimum detectable levels normally undertaken by alternative 

off-line methods. The small quantity of pollutant, being not even sufficient to flocculate (cloud) the 

dielectric, required its introduction above the submersed electrodes to be carried out with minimum 

disturbance to the settled liquid. Re-applying the high voltage supply to the discharge rig, no 

detectable discharge activity was noted either initially approaching, or on attainment of the inception 

stress level of the dielectric oil. A repeat action of maintaining the previously attained inception stress 

level of an unsullied solution was held in anticipation of encouraging circulatory currents within the 
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solution. Dispensing the particulates throughout the dielectric, but most essentially through the 

discharge electrodes, was the desired effect. After several minutes' small discharges became evident, 

although activity extinguished almost as quickly as forming. 

Preliminary findings within the dielectric oil tests looked to indicate promise, displaying adjusting 

pulse magnitudes in harmony with reduced contaminant levels. Distinctions however were not easily 

made for smaller contamination levels essentially, as the measurement of electric strength had been 

the search for low values of breakdown voltage, low values being assumed to be the result of 

particulate presence or as in this context in the test technique. The number of captures obtained from 

the lowest detectable level ( 1 Oppm) limited the span of data arrays. The resulting signatures produced 

did not follow the ' l inear' trend of previous captures in as much as half the contaminant produced half 

magnitude discharge signatures. Thus although (rather naively) expecting a 20th order of magnitude, a 

significant reduction was attained averaging peak values of �1/6111 magnitude of the first capture 

levels. Progressing upwards in contaminant levels, a twofold increase representing 20ppm was 

attempted producing levels that although more consistent than those obtained previously, produced an 

oscillatory magnitude partially exceeding the half measure captures already obtained. Ruling out 

completely any linear response, these were combined in the same class as no evidence of significant 

disjoint outside of that expected from the same class could be noted. 

Chiefly therefore three contaminant levels were assessed against each other and against a clean 

solution sample obtained briefly before any doping was made to the first solution. See section 5 .  7 .  

4. 1 1 Oil viscosity influences 

Albeit obvious a simple magnitude assessment distinguishes the clarity of every third capture applied 

(the most dominant) feature against counterpart signatures. However as implied previously, many of 

these features particularly regarding polarity and magnitude changed after short durations due to the 

expulsion of the particulate and assumed extraneous influences. Previously it was described (see 

chapter2) that both barometric and ambient temperature have significant bearing on the levels of 

breakdown magnitude, this of particular importance when re-repeating test conditions. Although 

variations were considered for altering ambient, no significant changes were noted. However 

overlooked viscosity changes due to higher temperatures (not ambient) have a significant bearing on 

the viscosity of the oil used. See fig 4.34 
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Fig4.34 Viscosity-temp variation [Shell 

UK 2000]. 

Realising that the operating range of the electrodes, transmitting heat directly to the oils, was within a 

large sway reducing the viscosity of the dielectric fluid, this part way explaining the viscous motion. 

Thus a large proportion of the contaminant (reminded that only small levels were applied) would 

become almost dissolved within the dielectric oil, particularly within the lower levels, this over and 

above that which became expulsed from the active area. Based on previous analysis of moisture 

content levels, this was noted to cause considerable overlapping of features representing the 

conditions applied and hence would create problems of seperability, (this will be described in more 

detail in the analysis of chapter 5, section 5 .8). See fig 4.35 
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Fig 4.35 Batched discharge signatures 10-

lOOppm Carbon contaminated oil. 

Observing the capture windows, the oscillatory decay of all signatures was seen to fall below what the 

author considered as 'un-workable' limits. The sample of captures illustrated (see fig 4 .35) contains 

mixed files from the lowest and midway captures, noting that owing to the small number of 1 Oppm 

obtained, a number of20ppm signatures were substituted as little variance was noted. 
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In reality factors of expulsion and the extensive levels of solubility (due to Joss of viscosity after the 

duration of the more lengthy tests) should be considered. In the absence of extensive HPLC or DGA, 

the actual remaining quantities could not be ascertained. What could be estimated from this 

nonetheless is that owing to the diminishing levels indicated, essential features were characteristic. 

Therefore as known levels of contamination only remained (i.e. comparing large scale contamination 

to the lower levels) the results obtained as they diminished in magnitude were possibly and most 

likely indicative of the actual remaining levels and hence were providing excellent levels of 

representation. 

Equally worthy of mention neither the thermal gradients nor the liquid viscosity take account of 

contaminant presence, this assumption remaining only true for particulate and contaminant-free 

solutions. See fig 4.36. Granted, numerous influences which may act or interact to impair the 

dielectric withstand stress and hence the varying breakdown signatures obtained, were more so 

looking at a secondary event no doubt influenced by the particulate, rather than an actual lone affect. 

Evidence indicated that this could be to significant levels, indebted to the catalytic natures of the 

contaminants applied. Thus the responses obtained despite initially assumed to be faltering were 

indicative of contaminant presence, the pollutant levels having changed due to the levels of expulsion 

and the soluble natures described 

Fig 4.36 Thermal influence plot [Shell 
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4. 1 2  Cable sample discharge monitoring 

At the onset of the Pd research project, steps were taken to additionally assess the effectiveness of the 

hardware side of the system, likened to a more realistic field environment. Early efforts were 

implemented monitoring sample lengths of steel wire armoured cable (SW A) using to all intent and 

purpose, the same monitoring system. Equally original intentions were to concurrently evolve a level 

of adaptability to benefit other dielectric monitoring applications. The base idea and reasoning of 

ancillary monitoring was not that of attracting interest from industries other than dielectric 

manufacture, but to enhance a more concise representation of Pd signatures. Signals monitored from a 
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dielectric as described previously are attributable to discharge activity the origin of which is not the 

monitored subject. It is c learly of benefit therefore to identify influential ancillaries, loads, feeder 

cables, and surge protection activity [Clayton5 1 ,  Flurschelm82] . The latter are principally renowned 

for introducing extraneous discharge and small leakage currents [Perrot95, Kreuger89] . Special care 

was therefore taken in all the tests to differentiate between spurious results (examples of which have 

been described) and the genuine discharges of the monitored subject. Clearly once recognised, the 

signatures can either be subtracted from the dielectric discharge, or extend the boundaries of the 

monitoring system, by identifying the source of activity. 

Hence extending the data library of captures, samples were required that would be representative of 

actual working applications aiming to compare data signatures against captures previously described 

to eliminate those of known source. A sample length of HV cable was provided (courtesy of 

Callender cables) this having been removed from the production line after a fault during 

manufacturing was noted. A lthough the true nature of the fault was not disclosed, details given 

indicated levels of discharge above and beyond the manufacturers QA guidelines, again their levels of 

acceptance were not disclosed. Details that were provided however centred upon the design 

characteristics of the cable in as much as the withstand voltage level and the required current carrying 

capacity (normal load conditions) as per the design criteria of BICC. Initially an interim test was 

undertaken in an exposed environment revealing significant levels of discharge activity at below the 

design level of the cable sample hence the 'un-described' fault was clearly one of significance and 

equally one of a continuous form in as much as suggesting a drawing fault within the process that 

continued throughout the length of the cable (this in entirety representing a 2.0km section). See fig 

4.37.  

Inner Cu 
Stranded 
conductor 

Collector plane 

'"'"""" \ Cutaway illustrating 
dielectric flaws 

Central conductor wrap 

Fig 4.37 cable section illustrating 

casting flaws. 

To remove levels of doubt regarding the actual source of discharge, a test rig was devised to submerse 

the cable section fully removing influences of an air-borne nature (i.e. Corona faults). Designed and 

built in the confines of the laboratory, the discharge capture chamber, universally adapted, 

encapsulated high voltage conductive samples under dielectric oil. With applied alternating high 

voltage, the sample was subjected to levels fractionally below inception, and by way of a copper 
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collector plate, detecting the discharge s ignal as propagated along the samples surface. Throughout 

the experimentation the magnitudes of activity l isted (unless otherwise stated) are quoted as the 

maximum level recorded at time of capture. Again due to likely severity of activity, the signal was 

transmitted through a toroidal coil, and as recommended the detection impedance is shunted by an 

overvoltage protection to avoid severe discharge levels at more sensitive detector inputs. See 

[Kreuger F 89]. Submersing the sample under oil, and further avoiding any sharp edges within the 

construction was undertaken to eliminate surface Pd indigenous to charge density concentration of an 

NTP (normal temperature and pressure) environment. 

The interim test indicated evidence of multiple void discharges within close proximity the 

oscillogram obtained (see fig 4.38) baring considerable resemblance to those previously described in 

chapter 2. As a result of the multiple void condition and close proximity geographically speaking, the 

scaled capture obtained in many instances contained more than one Pd signature extending on 

occasion up to 5 separate pulses within one framed window. By default the data routine had on this 

occasion provided series captures of varying magnitude but equally of underlying characteristic 

trends. Initially this response was considered to possibly contain reflected pulses, however as the 

cable sample used was limited to only l .Om in length, any reflected pulses would combine with the 

initial discharge s ignal creating distortion. Hence in the event of such an occurrence (this being not an 

undesired effect) this would already be accounted for within the 'primary ' captures of the data 

collection routine. 

Unlike the previous sample testing as described previously, this sample was to all intent and purpose 

the reverse approach was applied. In as much as rather than applied electrodes between which the 

sample dielectric was placed, the central conductive core was tied to high voltage whilst a collector 

plane was applied to the outer dielectric wall. To encompass same, resulted in the construction of an 

adaptive cable chamber, containing immersed 'off-cut' test samples of cables and outer dielectric 

encasement under dielectric oil. See fig 4.39. 

The discharge signatures detected from the submersed cable of the sample chamber, were essentially 

due to small voids left behind during the manufacture of the cable. The discharge patterns witnessed 

typically of streamer and multi-streamer type signatures. Manufacturers are seldom known for 

releasing details concerning their manufacturing and production processes, it must be assumed 

therefore that initially emanating from production techniques, these would increase (had the cable 

made service) during operation. During service the heating and cooling of a dielectric, levels of 

absorption and desorption of moisture, even in mildly humid environments is encountered [Elwell & 

Pointon 89] Although a well-known phenomena, actual parameters and magnitudes are impossible to 

ascertain for QA assured samples hence the voided cable would almost certainly fail in service. The 

distinctive waveform is well characterised, likewise the approximate cyclic position and to some 
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extent the region of origin is well documented. Thus one cannot assume that the only subject of 

interest within the discharge activity remains the magnitude of the discharge pulse itself, but the 

mechanics of behaviour and propagating effects to neighbouring sites particularly if in multiples see 

[Mazzeti et al 88]. 

Once a charge bridges the divide within the dielectric imperfection, a streamer discharges between the 

planes, typifying behaviour as described [Freeman 89, Kreuger 89] .The actual dimensions of the 

streamer 'tube' is of the order of only microns, anything exceeding this proportion remains clearly a 

collection of streamer sites in close proximity. It is also further understood that the effect of one 

streamer extinguishing, leaves behind a small residue charge that naturally attracts neighbouring sites, 

and owing to the now differing potential, actively encourages the spawning of younger discharge 

sites. In the most extreme of cases this can runaway in an uncontrollable manner, and eagerly decay 

the dielectric from inside out. It therefore remains of interest to additionally monitor decay periods 

between effective discharge patterns giving further indication of condition, this based on the postulate 

cited by [Loeb65]. The time constant associated with the build of charge and subsequent flashover, 

albeit of microsecond duration, must further hypothesize to the void size and dimension with known 

permittivity levels of entrapped contaminants (assuming in this case air from the manufacturing 

environment). This as described [Kreuger F 89] {see chapter 2} can produce ideas towards the 

volumetric scale of an enclosed void however this as described requires the assumption of a 

homogenous dielectric and uniform field (unlikely). 

Details regarding the designed operating voltage of the cable were provided this set at 33kV. 

Although little was detailed towards the polymeric dielectric used, the cable was of the drawn variety 

utilising a stranded single-core copper conductor of CSA 1 8. Omm. Initial observations were made at 

the operating voltage as provided by the manufacturers, this having displayed considerable activity 

prior to encapsulation within the purpose built oil-filled tank. Submersion was implemented to reduce 

activity initially perceived as extraneous in lieu of the below operating voltage applied and 

considerable levels of Pd emitted from the sample at as little of 0.3 V0 (where V0 represents designed 

operating voltage). 
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Fig 4.38 oscillogram displaying symmetrical axial discharges 

(dielectric bounded cavity) 
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Dimensions of any voids or flaws within the material were clearly unknown (despite kreuger's 

postulate) the purpose providing representative signatures against which a comparison (later) could be 

applied against known faults simulated within the laboratory. An illustration of the Pd signatures 

obtained is depicted in fig 4 .38 which iterates [Malika et al 98] discharges between dielectric surfaces 

i.e. void multiple or otherwise. 
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Fig 4.39 Oil immersed cable sample test rig 
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The inception level of breakdown obtained from the cable sample ( 1  l kV) indicated considerable 

damage, although the actual origin attributed to the faults (not the purpose of the analysis) could not 

be ascertained. The encapsulated and submerged rig had effectively eliminated extraneous effects 

assumed to be the main source of Pd activity initially captured. The cyclic position of Pd (as 

described) being symmetrical about the axis provided indication of material imperfections, discharge 
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signatures recorded to occupy the cyclic quadrants at 'equipotential' discharge levels, i.e. indicative 

of dielectric bounded void. The actual magnitude of discharge tended not to increase dramatically 

until the designed operating voltage of the cable was reached. At this point the pulse count had 

increased whilst discharge levels were alarmingly high indicating the cable was at a near breakdown 

level. Equally the oscillogram displayed adjusting pulses becoming more asymmetric about the axis 

Previously testing methods and applied electrode configurations had been tested and applied in 

accordance with the variations based on geometries spacings and overall physical sizes (see chapter 2 

and Appendix B) assessing compliance with the overall breakdown levels. With the geometry in this 

instance however (reminded that a reverse approach was applied) actual influences could not be quite 

so simply applied in the mean max stress ratio as recommended within CIGRE. In this instance rather 

than utilising an electrode-bounded cavity hence producing asymmetric discharge signatures, this was 

reversed. Hence this would be assessing discharge activity emanating through the cross section of the 

outer dielectric from the inner conductive core and equally so that propagating across the surface of 

the very outer wrap. In lieu of the choice of electrode arrangement, the benefits to early assessment 

methods adopting typical configurations followed by a reversal approach to the applied potential 

came into their own. Demonstrating rather unexpected discharge patterns, many of these bore 

resemblance to the sample under review and hence indicated more so the types of faults contained. 

Typifying captures of an oscillatory nature guided the author to consider that oil breakdown was 

occurring and to some extent truth existed in this assumption. Neglect to the conductor terminations 

(within the tank) created exposed conductive surfaces no doubt including sharp edges and hence 

higher levels of corona were occurring. Swamped equally with void breakdown signatures these 

produced signatures of significant distinction however the effectual influence of either or both were 

unclear. These are illustrated below superimposed on the SOHz waveform. See fig 4.40 below 
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The adjacent capture with superimposed Pd applied at approximate cyclic quadrants depicts the 

dichotomy faced. Clearly levels of discharge are indeed present, however at the levels witnessed and 

the cyclic quadrants inhabited, implies more than one source of origin. Previously by way of 

removing one or other source reduced levels of applied HV were adjusted for which the lesser would 

extinguish. Unfortunately both sources coincided at inception levels, the corona increased level aided 

to an extent by oil submersion. 

Assessing the data captures based on the 50Hz signal increased resolution was applied revealing a 

very obvious presence of corona in greater prevalence that initially considered (see fig above). 

Account had indeed been taken for the assumption, albeit grossly underestimated of corona presence. 

Thereby accounting for the first successful class assessing positive discharges, lesser presence of 

corona (corona initially negative) and latter collection predominantly negative. Poor connections 

disregarded were probable corona sources scaled up in magnitude (to all intent and purpose a larger 

'blunt' point-plane) hence inception at higher levels. Equally however a co-conspirator was 

overlooked. See fig below. 
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Fig 4.4 1 individual pulse expanded 

view. 

Enlarged for illustrative purposes alone the capture adjacent bares the oscillatory hallmark of oil 

discharge. Although perplexing the successful levels of recognition attained corona breakdown aided 

by both enlarged source(s) cable terminations and poor connections combined with the dielectric 

strength of the oils. It was clear that the discharges assessed although undoubtedly containing void 

activity were swamped and disguised by these effects. 

Fig 4.42 Captures super-imposed. 
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The plot in figure 4.42 illustrates the overlay of point plane discharge clearly showing dominance 

against the discharge sources obtained from the cable chamber. Despite raising a few eyebrows as 

regards the authenticity of the source for point-plane Pd used, the approach offered a number of 

potential merits. Applying some influence towards the magnitude was undertaken using Mathcad® in 

order to bring this in line with the magnitudes of the mixed signal. This was varied in repeat exercises 

until recognition levels were attained from isolating (as best as the author could) small snapshots of 

the overall signal. Equally within the same routine adjustments were applied to the displacement 

occupied by the impulse of point-plane origin nearing a close match. The snapshot windows applied 

were reduced in scale towards more manageable levels using the described method of data reduction. 

For illustrative purposes a scaled snapshot of signal (red trace) against applied point-plane signature 

(blue trace) is depicted in fig 4 .43 below 
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The above plot illustrates a worsened case of reducing signal magnitude against the applied PP. 

Noting that in many cases the applied signature from known conditions swamps the overall signatures 

obtained from the cable source. Hence for identification purposes this was adjusted in magnitude 

retaining the capture range for training purposes. A sample window of capture ranges is depicted 

below in fig 4.44. 
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Fig Series 4.44 

Signature array. 

The output signals obtained were indicative of a hidden feature existence creating this abnormally. Of 

the samples assessed representing the cable discharges indicated characterisation of both corona(s) of 
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positive and negative polarity and equally a number similar to the reverse electrode arrangements 

previously described. Equally noted the more recent file captures represented compounded (results 

that is emanating from numerous sources) rather than the sole sources previously obtained. To 

identify a number of the ' hidden' features a number of window captures were adjusted to match the 

resolution of early electrode spacing undertaken in air and oil submersed experiments. These were 

compared to extract individual features that visually bore recognition; again slight adjustments to 

magnitude were applied. See experimental analysis chapter 5, section 5.9. 

4 . 1 3  Evaluation of training errors 

A phenomenon that had been overlooked was the time periods of sampling used for data capture. As 

implied in chapter 2, variations occur within both the circuitry and within the dielectric sample owing 

to time worsening condition. An overall visual assessment revealed that although only slight between 

successive captures, over the full duration (comparing the first with the last) a significant level of 

variability was most distinct. Undertaking this task manually proved laborious as this involved 

making general overlays of captures creating an overall impression of by how much (% terms) either 

magnitude or domain shifting had occurred both initially individually, later adjusting to every tenth 

capture. The overlays noted varied by up to 20% overall suggesting a phase shift by approximately 

one fifth, equally so variances within the magnitude and axis offset (reminded that decay periods 

were of a low magnitude) varied by similar proportions. See section 5 . 1 0  and figs 4.45/6 below. 
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Fig 4.46 Pulse representation 
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4. 1 4  Synthetic void analysis (epoxy) 

The cable sample contained faults possibly multiples of unknown origin, dimension and numbers. 

Hence the data captures obtained most possibly represented compounded events explaining 

intermittent trend changes aligning a metaphoric feature space to disjointed arrays. Despite attempts 

to isolate individual effects by comparing previously obtained captures of known origin baring similar 

characteristics, the author was unable to ascertain the numbers, magnitudes or extraneous faults of 

which likelihood was present. Despite this many valuable lessons were learned pointing towards more 

attainable approaches that may be undertaken. In order to assess faults regarding voids and fissures it 

was decided to emulate known dimensions to batches of sample dielectrics and assess (if at all) the 

likelihood of correlation against those previously attempted. 

In addition to applying a 'bottom up' approach regarding the material side of the project (the 

mainstay) alternative approaches would be implemented to aid recognition correlation and ease the 

computational encumbrance. A number of surrogate samples were compared in order to represent the 

material choices used (typically) within common insulating materials. See fig 4.47. Faced with a wide 

selection of materials of varying permitivity levels, only those towards the lower end of the spectrum 

were considered from two trains of thought. Essentially the higher permitivity materials are notably 

expensive and hence could only be tested in short supplies not proving extensive enough. Secondly 

higher permitivity levels (unless reduced dimensioned samples were applied) would dictate very high 

breakdown levels approaching such magnitudes that would be beyond the safe and recommended 

working levels of the high voltage supplies. Equally at these levels numerous mechanisms overlaying 

and all too frequently swamping behaviour of interest (as suspected previously) enter the equation 

compounding the factors of source. 

Dielectric 
plates 

Artificially 
applied void 
1. 0mm x 0.25mm 

Fig 4.47 Perspex surrogate dielectric plates 

As a choice of material 3 .0mm Perspex® sheet (Er 3 - 3 .5) provided a more inflexible dielectric, 

benefiting from an ease with which the material could be worked. A circular chamfered edge sample 

was firstly applied in order to identify possible influences of discharge patterns. See fig above. As a 

concern the author wished to minimise risk of surface and edge effects again based on experience 
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gained throughout earlier experimentation, hence the sample was sized to fall within the contoured 

electrodes chosen. Equally applied efforts of external mechanical pressure were applied to the 

sandwiched sample in order to apply a more linear field concentration through the sample rather than 

apply localised areas of increased stress propagating spurious surface discharges. Based on findings 

by [Hilder D 74] attention was also turned to the surface condition of the electrodes prior to use, these 

were polished to remove (visible) surface imperfections and sterilised in an Isopropanol based solvent 

solution. Interim tests undertaken had ensured the sample would not fracture above the prescribed 

withstand strength on a turned sample to ascertain the inception level and clarity of signatures likely. 

Minimising external effects, the high voltage supply was 'piped' at this point to avoid sharp contours 

equally suspected to have been influential in earlier tests conducted, again endorsing the choice of a 

lower permittivity dielectric. Using plumbing quality copper pipe ( l  6mm l.D) this was placed directly 

in one straight run to avoid lengthy exposed surfaces prior to submersion within an enlarged oil tank 

ensuring the sample was 1 OOmm below surface level. See fig 4.48 

As void sizes are typically of small scale, in the order of fractions of mm across, careless preparation 

of samples introduces additional voids assumed to be casting flaws. Alternative more empirical 

approaches in which this matter may be tackled was to cast or create voids, these being of known 

volume, into dielectric samples. 
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Fig 4.48 Lab-based HV experimental apparatus. 
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An inner impression was scribed into the centre of one plane, this intended as an oil trap against 

which a further plate was sandwiched. Creating a small air entrapment between the planes, a thin film 
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of transformer oil was smeared on both plates outside of the inner region ensuring an airtight seal 

prior to submersion within an oil tank. Using a scaled test rig a larger electrode gap (Bruce's 

electrodes) was installed into a twenty Gallon Cystern tank. As the entrapment remained vital to the 

experimentation, the electrodes were spring-loaded to maintain a mechanical force against both 

plates. The permittivity of perspex is significantly higher than previously used dielectrics, such that 

the high voltage levels required, would be well above that which may be feasibly endured within an 

air environment. Therefore on this occasion, a larger dielectric sample necessitated full submersion to 

alleviate surface effects, whilst additionally covering the enlarged electrodes. An expected breakdown 

level for the dielectric plates was approximately 32 kV, this confirmed under test previously to assess 

the integrity of the insulation. 

The base test assessed successfully the effectiveness of an entrapment regarding the oil seal, 

demonstrating an amount of self-healing brought about by small levels of 'creepage' within the 

dielectric sample. That is to state that although Pd was evident in the initial stages of the test, both the 

magnitude and frequency of repetition attenuated, implying both expulsion of entrapment and a 

subsequent flooding of the void with high permittivity insulating oil. The discharge signatures were 

observed by a parallel monitoring Pd unit, observing signatures developed across the dielectric 

sample indicating cyclic position. A parallel HV capacitor provided ready means to monitor the 

applied voltage to within ± 1 %. 

Due to the efforts to avoid activity and further in lieu of the associated permittivity, the Pd was clearly 

attributable to the dielectric bounded cavity. However, this came as quite a surprise, the entrapment 

initially being considered too small to render any noticeable effect at such low voltage levels. 

However equally considered a contributing factor, levels of air expulsion from within the trap were 

noted to be causing levels of foaming within the test electrode area, hence creating small air bubbles 

subsequently breaking down within the field. On removing the sample from the test vessel, a visual 

analysis revealed that the dielectric had suffered no visible damage, although small traces of carbon 

deposits not previously noted were observed as a residue, these being attributable to discharges within 

the entrapment. Thus introducing a small void to one plane of the dielectric sample, and of known 

parameter, would allocate groups of Pd behaviour against void dimensions and thus further multiples 

thereupon. See fig 4.49 below 

Fig 4.49 oscillogram dielctric bounded void 

+ve 

180 ° 

-ve 
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Asymmetric in axial position, magnitudes can vary by up to and including four-fold differences 

between cycles. This usually is determined by the entrapment typically air and hence moisture content 

at time of encapsulation and to some extent testing (i.e. different ambient) equally has influence. Prior 

to sterilising the sample, as some surface deposits were evident, a precision-drilled cylindrical 

impression of diameter 1 .0mm and depth .25mm was made in the centre of one plate. Prior to 

returning the surrogate dielectrics to the test chamber, a scribed impression fractionally within the 

diameter was made to the inner of one plate. Pre-treating with insulating oil ensured an oil filled 

perimeter channel maintaining the air encapsulant. Under compression, the plates were returned to the 

electrodes, with the flawed sample sandwiched centrally at the low potential electrode. As this region 

between the two electrodes contains the more intense uniform field, positioning the samples thus 

ensures the most likely point of breakdown. A sample of the captures obtained is depicted below. See 

fig 4.50 
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Fig 4.50 oscillogram dielctric 

bounded void 

The partial discharges, appearing as pulses on the elliptical fundamental frequency time base, despite 

remaining at around the previously recorded magnitude, had significantly increased in count. In 

addition to the rather notable change, the pulses were also noted to have spread around the axis, above 

and beyond the periods of peak-applied voltage. Extraneous influences had been reduced by oil 

submersion, this being of a higher permittivity than air and thus inhibiting such likelihood. Owing to 

machining constraints, a number of simpler dielectric samples were applied to assess if at all any 

variation to the overall dimensions. Very l ittle difference worthy of mention was noted other than 

small discharges that were characteristic of the absence of a chamfered contour. Hence in lieu of 

available samples of ready size and absent of machining floors (many of these noted within the turned 

samples encouraging air release) square plates were substituted. 
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An extended void depth test proved fruitless, suggesting that the inception level of the void, dictated 

by the encapsulant, was limiting the Pd activity to some extent. No significant difference was noted 

on this occasion other than some sporadic activity well exceeding the initial pulse magnitudes that 

until now had remained fairly consistent. As at this stage this proved too infrequent to render any 

possible use, although later such additions may be included, the set of data captured from this test was 

disregarded due to an almost identical set of data captures against the prior experiment. Thereby 

preliminary concluding that unless the void were to extend in an axis across the linear region of the 

electrodes, it was doubtful that any significant variations would be noted, unless applied HV were to 

be increased. 

By introducing a further two voids to the dielectric plate in a triangular fashion at the central 

region(see fig above) samples were again sterilised and pre-treated prior to re-application. The three 

artificial voids were equally spaced in order to remain within the 5 .0cm diameter of the electrodes and 

oil trap perimeter, encouraging an equal influence to the activity of each void across the linear axis. 

As desired, discharge activity was again evident at relatively low voltage levels. Once the initial 

reference level was attained, a significant increase in pulse count was again very clearly evident, 

extending further still around the cyclic quadrants of the applied HV. Notable levels of varying 

magnitude and frequency adjustments were recorded this indicative of void proximity and spawning 

of neighbouring site charge and discharge mechanisms. 

Multiple 
artificial voids 

Oil-filled 
perimeter 

, .
.
........

............. ,...······� 

Side elevation 

Dielectric oil

film 

Fig 4.52 Perspex surrogate dielectric sample 

plates multiple void 

Increasing the void cluster further projected an obvious option for an additional test. See fig 4 .52. 

This was appropriately investigated, and with a somewhat expected increase in count of Pd activity, it 

was clear that the dielectric sample was deteriorating. Activity had indeed increased in line with the 

authors expectations and the material demise, by now considerable, was exasperating void breakdown 

so much so, that air encapsulation now represented the bulk of what remained of the dielectric 

material. 
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Fig 4.53 multiple void captures 

Thus, as channels between voids were now occurring, it would at this stage be difficult to deduce void 

dimensions, although the lead up to breakdown remained consistent with earlier results, 

demonstrating the streamer breakdown mechanism as described by [Townsend J 1 0] see fig 4.53 

A manual assessment was applied to the captures (obtained as described previously) and batched 

accordingly based on six classes (initially irrespective of the void state). Classes applied were + ve 

falling negative; (from first cyclic quadrant) the counterpart i.e. - ve going positive, background noise 

samples to introduce system randomness (taken at >::J 0.3Vi) and variations of significance (i.e. max of 

half again approximate magnitude of each class). A sample number of first cyclic quadrant taken at 

random, are depicted below illustrating time step variations and typical magnitude adjustments 

experienced. See fig 4.54. 
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Fig 4.54 Time-domain captures 

+ve quadrant 

Observing the collection of captures illustrated above, small levels of variation produced surprisingly 

defined levels of Pd activity. Essentially this was most likely attributed to the dielectric electrode 

interface, which despite endeavours to apply mechanical force (spring re-enforced gaps) the actual 
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boundary still contained areas of faltering contact. In such cases this produces small areas of air or 

polarised particulate traps typically of the order of boundary gaps previously described (see chapter2). 

Often enveloping by-products of cathodic sputtering these areas become highly active with partial 

discharge activity creating signatures indicative of both surface/corona and inner void breakdown 

guise. Described by Hilder [Hilder DA 74) surface activity becomes predominant under such 

circumstances equally linking a reciprocal relationship between inner void breakdown and surface 

activity. In lieu of the activity recorded therefore of an 'unsullied' sample this level of inception was 

retained as the comparison level against which flawed samples had equally been recorded. 

As recorded by the author no 'one' batch of data files contained data arrays that were class unique 

each of the obtained capture classes containing approximately a third representative of unknown 

common trends described by Li,Y [Li,Y. Powers D et al 03) as 'blind signal/source separation'. Taken 

as an influence of the source and telemetry this was noted ever present within the entire data range. 

Partway in explanation, deterioration of a sample leads to a more porous structure creating 

intermittent behaviour between charge carriers. When extreme, levels of extinction are noted 

requiring increases in applied voltage to re-trigger Pd behaviour. Hence often indicative of treeing 

and channelling, pulse magnitudes firstly decrease trailed by pulse count reductions. Described by 

[Abdel-Salem & Khalifa 00) arc re-ignition becomes almost a race of time between rising voltage and 

de-ionisation of gases within the voids, particularly so with channel growth. Levels of deterioration at 

the electrode-dielectric boundary are particularly renowned for this, evidence noted in the earlier 

classes to remain present. See experimental analysis chapter 5, section 5 . 1 1 .  

4. 1 5  Consideration to multiple influences 

Other than identifying by a process of elimination, to single out an individual event or source of Pd 

had not proved possible. Other than sources of non-Pd activity, data arrays assessed to date had been 

of collective influences shaped and affected by the telemetry and monitoring instrumentation. Despite 

efforts to remove levels of extraneous influence the author recognises activity from source and supply 

was to some extent successfully removed. Nonetheless time-domain captures previously undertaken 

indicative of wave shape etc, the components assessed equally would have been compounded events. 

The objective of the research was to identify Partial discharge signatures as a product of either 

faltering dielectric composition or indicative of premature demise. Other than some of the more 

obvious procurements of Pd (Corona polarity definitions & oscillatory decay) single event 

identification was unlikely. Time-domain analysis had proved fruitful to some extent in this area 

however operator intervention and selective categorisation aided this. Equally of the captures 

considered, many distorted as described, were indicative of s light influences from both supply and 

environment. In order to categorise the actual pulse shape, duration magnitude etc. remains reliant on 

all parameters affecting both the subject and most essentially the location of source, not simple to 
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deduce when the ACTUAL pulse shape cannot be disclosed. An area researched [Black 90] looked 

into the influencing factors and the resultant distortions received. See fig 4 .55 below. For 

completeness alone brief details of the undertakings and reasoning are described below. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

5 

Fig 4.55 Time-domain capture early distortion. 

Time (µs) 

Monitoring the effects of reflection within drawn dielectrics (cables) B lack [Black I 90 (ii & iii)] 

assessed the superposition of pulses received attempting correlation of factors against 

widening/distortion and magnitude variations. Of the many affects reported, these included kinks 

within otherwise well-defined Pd signatures and decay periods of significant oscillatory natures. See 

fig 4.56. Concluding that amongst the influences of the dielectric and source, equally finding 

influential evidence within the monitoring circuitry, significant shaping and magnitude varying 

factors were traced to the input stages and switching actions of detector units. 

Time (us) 

6 

Fig 4.56 Time-domain capture distorted. 

Using a calibrating pulse this was subtracted from the measured pulse (distorted) point from point 

squaring the difference values deducing the error coefficient (the sum of the square of the 

differences). The principle is repeated (iterative process) using known calibrated pulses at specific 

points until the error obtained is of a minimum value. See fig 4.57.  It has already been described how 

the location of a pulse can be deduced by the difference between successive cycles hence equally to 
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some extent the widening pulse and distortion (if the influences are known) can equally be used. 

However when fault locations approach central regions m ixing of signals and thus distortion becomes 

very difficult to deduce. But overcoming correlation problems Black used an averaging technique 

interpolating between consecutive cycles averaging the delays and shifts. However these were based 

over samples of considerable length assuming only one faulty site. In the author's experimentation 

these were conducted over small only small sample sites and although assumptions were based on 

individual faults evidence of distortion must lead to either multiple and /or close neighbouring 

proximity hence the levels of varying distortion recorded. 

Initial pulse Successive 
pulse 

/ 
5 10 (µs) 

+- Displacement -+ 

Fig 4.57 Reflected pulse illustration 

Deducing that the pulse shapes have to be considered in order to obtain a realistic view of what is 

happening remains vital if an indicative view of condition is required. This further cited [Phung & 

Blackburn 92] raising concerns towards bimodal and multi-peaked rising pulses developing extensive 

statistical analysis techniques to enable analysis to scan and split the varying distribution peaks prior 

to characterisation. See fig 4.58. Similarly, methods were set up by the author with an aim towards 

non-periodic time-domain distributions combing these estimations to indicate closely what is likely to 

occur in practice. 

2 

Broadened 
pulse 

Bimodal 
peak(s) 

6 

Fig 4.58 Reflected pulse illustration 

Time (µs) 

Noting that classification systems need 'to obtain a realistic view of what is happening '. Must be 

based on any number of statistical combinations of phase; distribution, amplitude, rate of repetition, 

correlation of pulse shapes etc. particularly considering a typified capture as illustrated and described 
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above. Secondly as cited by [Boggs and Densley 0 1 ]  Pd detection has been applied with increased Pd 

detection sensitivity relative to time-domain techniques, BUT at the cost of less accurate prediction of 

location. 

To endorse the s ignatures obtained the author wished to assess the variations on similar samples if 

merely to authenticate only the measurements and principles applied. Commonly known, it remains 

difficult to make direct connections, and hence as described briefly the actual measured parameters 

differ significantly to those of the ACTUAL signatures propagated. See [Black, IA. 90, 96] Such 

comparisons were made by the author based on the postulate [Boggs S. Densley RJ 0 1 ]  whereby the 

same cavity dimensions s ituated at approximately the same vicinity were assessed for Pd signatures 

(concentrating on magnitude and duration) but applying greater material depth (approx double) of 

' sound' dielectric material. Theoretically applying twice the insulating material produces thereabout 

half the 'measured' magnitude of Pd behaviour due to reduced capacitive coupling. The ACTUAL 

discharge behaviour in earnest, because the inner parameters remain the same are a function of the 

local field at the time of application, therefore the magnitude and damage inflicted by both, despite 

dissimilar measured values are essentially the same. Highlighting therefore a fundamental flaw to Pd 

assessments, the controlling parameters must remain the defect geometry, volume and location, hence 

based solely on the measured magnitude, little may be divulged regarding source other than the very 

presence of a fault without priori knowledge. 

4. 1 6  Pl iable dielectric analysis 

As a parallel field of observation during testing, general notes were made on the declining level of Pd 

within each sample with respect to time. Seasoning of dielectrics is recognised as an occurrence that 

takes place over time, resulting in either further depletion of insulation, or a part ' self-healing' of the 

floored structure. This was an activity that was noted to take place in the smaller samples, to an extent 

that Pd was in the most extreme case thwarted, implying levels of restructuring between dielectric 

inconsistencies and boundaries. This was identified as being attributable to reduced scaling of the 

sample, lesser examples more prone to permeate the limited voids, whereas larger examples are 

unable to pervade across the span without significant reductions in lateral strength. A final analysis 

was made by repeating tests on newly manufactured surrogate samples again maintaining identical 

recording techniques. 

Resins and elastomers have been developed inherent of an exceptional dielectric quality and thus 

widespread use is common within high voltage testing facilities. In Britain according to data recorded 

[King SY, Halfter, NA] 327 349 kilometres of circuit cable were operating at 1 1  kV and above, details 

based on 1 978 statistics courtesy of NGC. This iterates that the design constraints of materials used 

remain fundamental and are subject to many influences both extraneous and field associated. 
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However significant influences reflecting substantial losses remains that of the thermal considerations 

most essentially the dissipation and avoidance of deformity and field effects (see chapter 2). 

Hence to emulate the more contemporary materials now running into an abundance of applications 

further sample materials were sort analogous to field installations. As a choice of a 'surrogate' 

sample, silicone elastomer formed an emulated trade-off between the cast and extruded encapsulants 

described in chapter2. The effectiveness of the material chosen had equally been implemented 

successfully as a high voltage 'potting' compound in both HV switching mechanisms [Howson P. 92] 

and further as a complimentary dielectric for ignition discharge analysis [Walters S. 95]. Ascertaining 

the reliability of silicones and polymers, both the long-term behaviour and degradation mechanisms 

of Pd behaviour has been intensively assessed and is well documented. Papers reporting on this field 

have already yielded considerable research of great benefit [Swift, Spellman, Haddad 0 I ] .  Thus not 

too surprisingly, cast and extruded dielectric materials now enjoy widespread usage in numerous 

applications including conductor mainstays, bushings and instrument transformers. Despite the 

methods (for which there are many) deployed to ensure minimal void or crevice formation, inevitable 

pockets due to poor adhesion and curing conditions [King SY. Halfter NA. 82], remain a problem. 

Although the final bond/cure of extruded and cast dielectrics is of a level above and beyond most 

material counterparts (oils and gases disregarded at this point) the phenomenon of breakdown 

emanating from Pd within an enclosed cavity or due to charge collection on a sample surface can 

irreversibly damage the structure as a whole. 

l outer dia 75 Omm 
Fig 4.59 Dielectric Test cell 

----+ -

T 
1 4.0mm 

A number of casting moulds were machine turned from Nylon rods, the material as a cast chosen for 

its pliable nature and hence improved finish under turning. See fig 4. 59. To encourage a more linear 

adhesion to the cast, the contact surfaces were sprayed with an even layer of Polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) this would equally aid the removal of each sample once the curing process was complete. 

Equally the PTFE film applied disperses any level of surface moisture whilst coating minor 

machining faults of the finished inner surface. The Silicone Elastomer was left after mixing a one: 

ten-part activator-solution poured into dielectric cell for approximately 2hours within an exposed 

environment. Part curing was noted after half this period although the viscous nature of the 
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composition was still too low to seal and introduce the volumetric fault. See fig 4.60. At the two-hour 

mark, the sample cell lid was applied and the cell stood on end to permit the venting of small 

entrapments noted within the solution. With the 1 .0mm vent at perpendicular, small remaining 

bubbles were noted to direct toward this area, a reduction of 50% only remained after just 1 0  minutes 

of this process. Reassessing the sample after a three-hour settlement period, a small number of air 

bubbles remained within the sample although fortunately had shifted sufficiently to enable a little 

'authors intervention' in assisting the final venting. 

Viscosity characteristics silicon 
elastomer 

60 -.-------------.. 

Ii)' 50 +--------+'--- /------'""--
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Fig 4.60 Surrogate d ielectric material viscosity Vs 

temperature plot 

The sample cell containing the elastomer failed to cure adequately given the time period, thus to 

avoid such an occurrence outside of working hours, the sample was placed in a refrigerated 

environment to inhibit the process whilst intervention was not possible. On removing the sample after 

some8 hours, a liquid state was still evident, and as an added benefit the remaining small spumes had 

intermingled to create just one air gap at the head of the venting channel .  A lthough undesired, it was 

considered best to retain the entrapment whilst efforts to encourage this toward the very centre of the 

circular sample cell were assisted by a slow motorised rotational platform. Ensuring a good balance, 

the air entrapment still easily capable of movement within the as yet un-gelled solution, found a place 

of rest within the centre. The slow rotational motion of the platform ensured that forces equally 

applied would limit movement to the extent that the curing process would continue around the 

entrapment sealing any possible channels within the inner walls. Whilst rotating, any lapse in a 

sideward motion causing the bubble to move fractionally, would be negated by adjusting rotational 

action, this set at a speed in excess of that monitored with the viscous motion of the fluid. Although 

difficult to assess the actual volume of the entrapment, surplus elastomer and actuator of the same 

viscous condition was used to compare an injected void to that of the sample cell yielding an 

indicated volume of approximately 0.Sml. (0.Scc). see fig 4 .61  
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1 outer dia 75.0mm 
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Fig 4.6 1 .  Void position 

-

1 4 .0mm 

The void within the solution after this period was most likely at a central position, however an 

elongated effect to the shape suggesting other than a spherical form due to greater forces in one plane 

against another. Having successfully negotiated the void to the central region, this most essentially 

being within the span rather than the breadth plane, the sample was left for a further twenty four hours 

with all contours of the void marked on the outer case. After this period, the sample was assessed 

indicating no further visible movement had occurred within this period, the void having retained an 

ellipsoidal form. Removing the elastomer form from the mould, this being assisted by spraying a film 

of PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) prior to the elastomer introduction, a flexible form was still quite 

evident. As this would shortly be introduced to the test chamber, an additional period of twenty-four 

hours was required to assist final curing of the sample. Two further samples, the latter owing to left 

over silicone elastomer (using 10 :  1 ratio of compound and activator respectively) were equally cast 

during the same day. The additional samples purpose as a comparison to that previously fabricated. 

As a further academic exercise, 1 2.0mm samples were cast utilising a temporary spacer between two 

moulds with a known volumetric void of 1 .2 x 1 0-4 m3 this purposed by placing a packaging support. 

The void was dimensioned by injecting an identical void from the same material, this taking only 

0.2ml prior to evident expulsion of a coloured dye (chosen for clear visual analysis). The samples 

were left to cure at approximately twice the previous period (twice the quantity) the large sample 

overall mass including mould 34.5 gms the previous samples naturally half this figure. Both samples 

had an overall diameter of 63.0mm thereby differing only in width. As the objective is to contain Pd 

between the linear-region of the sample depth (the main concentration of voids) this should have a 

negligible effect, and thereby support the theory that the breakdown is a product and virtue of the 

void and entrapment alone. The samples were allocated groupings and analysed as described in 

experimental analysis chapter 5, section 5 . 1 2. 
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A problem noted during the curing process was that of the centrally placed void, this containing air 

clearly ensures a buoyant property. Although placing this centrally regarding the facia could be 

achieved (by methods already described) the tendency of this to float to the upper level and thus 

detaching from the central axis in this plane required some address to ensure 'equi-distance' between 

facia planes i .e. equal dielectric walls. This was based on the theoretical model as described below. 

See fig 4.62 
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Fig 4 .62 Dielectric bounded void 

As described within synthetic compounds inevitably faults will occur (the sources of which have been 

described) however the actual shape and size and hence calculating the electric stress becomes 

complex. Past research has concentrated on shapes far easier installed mainly of a cylindrical form 

[Phung et al 92] this approach equally undertaken by the author. However owing to the mechanical 

stresses experienced both during casting extrusion and most essentially during operational service, the 

likelihood of cylindrical void formation remains highly remote. In reality the majority of inclusions 

assume an approximate shape of an ellipsoid with the axis and field as described by [Privezentsev, 

VA., et al 75 King SY et al 82] is depicted below. 

4&1 
Einc/ = ( ) Eav 4 + X &1 - X£2 

(39) 

Where c1 and E2 are the relative permittivities of both the encapsulated void and the surrounding 

dielectric medium, similarly Eav is the stress in the surrounding field assuming no in-homogenous 

presence. Equally a constant factor of x is applied determined by the ratio of the axis 'a' and 'b' thus: 

(40) 
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x therefore deduced from: 

x = _2cp_(2 - 1 Ln-1 +_.J ___ l_-�'PJ 1 - cp �1 - cp 1 -h 
When cp <1 

When cp = I  i .e .  spherical void x = -413 (otherwise cp:fl )  

x = -�(1 -�arctan�cp - JJ cp - 1  1 - cp 
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(4 1 )  

(42) 

The first sample prepared was applied to the testing apparatus as described, slight variances to the 

electrodes (not geometry) was undertaken to accommodate the enlarged samples. As previously 

described exposed conductive areas were kept to a minimum equally these were 'piped' to minimise 

surface and corona influences. Further, a void and particulate free sample was equally cast under the 

same conditions in order to ascertain a calibrated level of Pd breakdown. An unused and macroscopic 

void free sample produced Pd at 29.6kV this taken as the inception level. However as the sample 

under test contained to all intent and purpose no flaws, the discharge levels attained were assumed to 

represent surface discharge of both electrodes and to some extent dielectric surface discharge, this 

coming as no surprise given the applied voltage level. The discharges coincided with the cyclic 

quadrants expected; equally present however was evidence of oil breakdown (highly oscillatory) and 

high frequency pulses assumed to be either mains noise or cathodic material decay. A sample of the 

signatures captured are illustrated in fig 4.63 

0 1 00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

Fig 4.63 Time-domain captures electrode

bounded dielectric. 

Examples of the signatures obtained illustrate visually the variations between the captures. Clearly on 

this occasion sufficient disjoint exists between the data arrays to distinguish discharges of source 
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(reminded this is assumed) and those containing influences inherent to source and or complimentary 

dielectric medium. Of the examples outlined the detraction becomes obvious, however over the 

duration of a number of cycles many of these became intermingled severely hindering the data 

capture process. Previous experience had indicated to a greater extent that the majority of activity was 

still linked to a partial discharge process, whether this be surface activity or otherwise remained to be 

seen. 

4. 1 7  Effects of materials in-homogeneity 

Previously described the homogeneity of a dielectric cannot be guaranteed under circumstances other 

than the use of vacuums for which equally faltering levels can still occur (see chapter 2). Many levels 

may influence this state such as : 

1 .  Structure variances due to stratification fibrosity or granularity. 

2. Presence of colloidal natures either liquid, gaseous or films of moisture. 

3 .  Variations to temperature both ambient and rising inner levels due to applied fields (distortion). 

4. Sample age and hence service endured conditions wrt time. 

Suffice to state therefore that all of the aforementioned features unquestionably have considerable 

bearing on the distribution of potentials within the dielectric, this further endorsed by the casting 

techniques (i.e. under non-evacuated conditions). See fig 4 .64 
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Fig 4.64 dielectric sample 

The appearance of scattered values of breakdown strength of any dielectric depends chiefly on the 

homogeneity of the dielectric structure. Hence the breakdown stress is typically determined by the 

average number of test results based over a span of testing. Instantaneous values of breakdown are not 

absolutely definite and therefore cannot be used to compare different samples hence comparison can 

only be made on the basis of long-term and asymptotic results. Of the results obtained, sufficient 
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evidence presented this scenario displaying collective variances per sample. This however was not 

perceived to impede identification techniques providing the levels did not border into the realms of Pd 

of unknown sources. 

Visually assessing the condition of the samples a number were noted to have expanded to 65.0mm 

diameter against the newly manufactured and unused samples of 63 .0mm diameter. This implied 

possible levels of stretch within the silicone elastomer (the material not adverse to these effects), but 

typically considered to take place at temperature levels beyond notice. Levels of discoloration 

probably due to oil had by assimilation expanded the samples by approx 2.0 mm overall in diameter 

with no evidence of a reduction in the width. Furthermore the samples had unusually expanded in a 

linear fashion, i.e. had retained their near perfect circular shaping. Considered further not entirely due 

to oil ingress from assimilation, but actually due to the applied field, this would counteract any 

movement providing it is retained under compression, and thus ensure a maintained level of 

encapsulant during operation eliminating problems of creep and movement. 

A second sample had seen considerable use but had equally received a longer relaxation period in as 

much as possibly to the extent of a month had an overall diameter of 65.0mm. A fourth and more 

recently tested sample as of the writing of this thesis having received less relaxation periods but more 

high stress experience was an extended 68.0mm in overall diameter, indicating some level of width 

variation. An analysis of the voided samples was equally made, this initially concentrating on the 

multiple void samples containing an additional packing compound heavily voided of unknown scale. 

This had equally stretched to 65. 50mm with no visible evidence of breadth variation although an 

assumption could be made that the voids may have started to direct themselves towards one of the 

electrodes, this evidenced by a concave shape possibly created by inner forces attempting to expulse 

the artificial voids. Equally so, the single void sample also produced at the same time and had 

endured compatible high electrical stress and relaxation periods, had also stretched in a concave 

manor to an overall diameter of 66.0mm. In this example however, the smaller axis of the concave 

shape was upwards in the direction of the void whereas on the prior occasion a visual analysis of the 

multiple void sample indicated the reverse was true. See fig 4.65.  
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distortion. 

Although suggesting that fewer voids lead to greater expansive movement within the sample, either 

way all of these observations lead to significant evidence to suggest part healing and assimilation was 

an occurrence within the polymer based dielectrics. Equally to some extent the voids must partway 

account for 'expansive absorption' hence therefore the more than usual levels of intermittent activity. 

The direction of movement of the 'concavo-convex' sic deformity forming within the samples was in 

the authors expectations in-line with the applied HV field. Further part influence of an off-central 

void axis had some influence in proneness to yield regarding the deformity, encouraging additional 

field effects as described in chapter 2. 

Despite the Pd captures being obtained from distinctly abstracted sources, such commonality not 

immediately discernible may indeed exist. This approach was considered would aid an identification 

process (to be discussed in chapter 5) by identifying faltering and recurrent trends within the data 

arrays applied. Having attained excellent visual correlation against noise and to some extent improved 

performance on corrupted data, it was still apparent that many variations were possibly being 

overlooked between differing classes of Pd capture. Despite this not presenting too much of a 

dichotomy, the entire objective was to identify Pd. Setting in place therefore a number of the possible 

effects to authenticate s ignature variations, the results were applied to AI assessment algorithms for 

analysis. These will further be discussed in chapter 5 section 5 . 1 3 .  

* * * 
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Chapter 5 

ExperimentaJ analysis 

The primary project detail of this research thesis is aimed towards developing a method(s) of 

evaluating dielectric condition by capturing and analysing emitted partial discharge signatures. 

Objectives equally weighted were the utilisation of data capture methodologies of non-intrusive 

natures, previously described in chapter 4, providing a more generalised and universally adaptive 

system. To address these objectives of both capture and analysis, the signatures captured based on the 

experimental procedures described previously, were processed in the following appointed stages: 

(i .) Introductory artificial neural network analysis of data samples (use of MLP). 

(ii.) Mathematical software interpolation of discharge signatures tending towards data reduction and 

processing technique of time-domain captures. 

(iii.) Alternative artificial neural network analysis (use of RBF). 

(iv.) Use of frequency spectra for Pd analysis. 

(v.) Self training 'hybrid' (machine-oriented) analysis of Pd with localised noise bias 

As described, raw data captures had been undertaken with later analysis methods firmly in mind. One 

of these and an area that within the last few decades has received considerable renewed interest is that 

of artificial neural networks (ANN). The benefit of in-house expertise and numerous research 

publications [Howlett R 95, Walters S 98] suggested that the compressed signature arrays and 

magnitudes attained (post normalisation) were of ideal parameters satisfying the trend and feature 

extraction principles described. By way of an early trial and error effort, a network based on the much 

-publicised MLP utilising back propagation error principle was adapted and through levels of 

controlled data classification data arrays and assigned identifiers were applied to a basic model. See 

fig 5 . 1  (illustrative) and 5 .2 (processing). Fig 5 . 1  MLP diagram 
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The MLP used was a back-error propagation network written in Borland C, and adapted to run on 

modern PC-DOS compilers, utilising an algorithm based on cumulative descent (the operational detail 

already described in chapter 3). A benefit additionally gained by the choice of MLP, was the ease to 

which data of captured format may be directly applied. Taking classes, divided and categorised by the 

author, each class was assigned target nodes of single outputs chosen to reflect indifference against 

other classes of capture based on the point-plane experimentation described in section 4.2 (see figs 

4 .3-4. 1 4) The output nodes chosen were ' 1  ' ,  representing first capture class of Pd, and 'O'  

representing applied high voltage captures prior to 'detectable' levels of Pd. Although many efforts 

have approached the idea of typical white noise (i.e. that experienced within a normal operating 

environment) expert opinion still indicates 'the jury's out ' on the deliberate inclusion of artificial noise 

application. 

Only a modest test, clearly a more extensive and vigorous analysis would necessitate greater numbers 

of classes and associated target nodes. However, needing to assess judgement, as Pd's attributable to 

cause and cyclic position vary, only a base either I or test was required. An arbitrary number of 

captures for each class were manually sorted, in as much as any with magnitudes varying or phase 

shifting deemed significant, were disregarded. At this stage with such a small number of training sets, 

this would clearly be beyond the realms and objectives of a basic test. Dividing each class of captures 

in half, the first of which were applied to train the network, each capture comprised of 199 input 

nodes, this being the reduced and seen as 'optimum' resolution of each data file. Further details 

regarding the choice of figure and the data reduction techniques deployed will be described and 

validated later on 

Applying the data to the network can be undertaken in a number of different ways either directly (via 

the keypad) or interfacing via stored files hence equally this provides additional benefits of storing 

previously used weights and limits etc. The Fig 5.3 illustrates the menu driven display as provided by 

BkP depicting the ease with which adjustments and updates can be implemented. 
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As many of the commands displayed on the menu driven screen of Bkp are obvious in definition only 

those somewhat less so are briefly described hereon in. Weights generated from any training routine 

can of course be retained for later analysis or testing techniques against prior examples, these of 

course having uses against the objective training files and test from which they were generated. This 

the author put to good use when variations were noted for comparison purposes. Equally listed under 

training parameters are learning coefficients for both hidden and output layers. Generally speaking 

these should be below unity and chosen against the typical values of data magnitudes obtained, hence 

typical values range between 0.01 to unity. In the event of large error functions these may be adjusted 

and thence returned to training often towards convolution. A contributory function associated equally 

is a momentum term this acts to smooth or damp the rates, a recommended value is of the order of 0.8 

see [Howlett 95] .  Finally a function labelled ' Init size' is included as an abbreviation for initial 

random values (Max) applied to the training weights, as a reminder these are initialised at the 

beginning of training routines. As more of a display function than essential architecture the error 

generated overall is displayed after a choice of iterations (supervisor determined). 

BACK-PROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK-PC VERSION 1 9. 1 1 .92 

(99 Input Nodes] [2 Hidden Nodes] [I Output Node] ( 100 Training Sets] 

l ]  Train 
[ ] Recall from keyboard 
( ]  Recall from File 
[ ] load weight file 
[ ]  Store weight file 
[ ] New network 
[ ] Load network file 
( ] Exit 

[ J Rate (Hid) 
[ ]  Rate (Out) 
[ ] Momentum 
[ ] Error limit 
[ ] !nit size 
[ ] Err Int 
[ ]  Sequ. train 

0.8 
0.2 
0.8 
0 . 1  
0.5 
1 0  

Fig 5.3 menu display of MLP 

[Howlett 95] 

As described, hidden units (displayed on the upper screen) increase the power of a network as they 

partition the dividing space in different ways [Barwise 89] . Thus rather than producing a ' 1 '  or 'O ' 

output, this will offer a probability value of the most representative case. The number of hidden units 

required in general is dictated by the size of data files the number of classes, and complexity of data 

guises. For such a simple model however, only a small number described as 'a subset of the possible 

transformations ' is required [Carling 93] therefore initially to encourage simplicity just two hidden 

nodes were primarily introduced for the training mode. 

5 . 1 Preliminary MLP application 
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Training of the data sets (examples of which are illustrated in figs 4.3-4. 14) was completed 

successfully in under a minute, suggesting that although a generous error level had been chosen, the 

data classifications selected by the author, were abstracted sufficiently to be mapped by the network. 

Used to test unseen data, the retained files of identical captures were presented to the network recall 

mode. Output values, based on most representative sets, are produced, reflecting the probability of 

identification within boundaries of the network. However, unlike the target nodes of training, these 

values are actual, not or rarely of the Boolean nature, but remaining within the domains of the training 

data objective nodes. By way of introducing the data format and resultant output nodes 

Fig 5 .4 represents a sample of the results obtained from the unseen data. As may be noted all but one 

of the files selected (and hence illustrated) were successfully recognised, the rejected file somewhat 

inadvertently introduced, and despite showing promise regarding recognition, returned an output far 

short of that required. However, the capture routine being additionally of a supervised nature, this 

undertaken by the author did bestow a 'more than a fighting chance ' scenario. 

Test file Output Target Accept Error against Fig 5.4 Results table of actual node Vs target node. 

No: Node Node Yes/No Target node 

1 0.9 1 ..J 1 0% 

3 0.93 1 ..J 7% 

1 5  0 .88 1 ..J 1 2% 

36 0.97 1 ..J 3% 

47 0. 1 5  0 ..J 1 5% 

59 0 .01  0 ..J 1 %  

63 0. 1 8 1  0 ..J 1 8. 1 %  

75 0.09 0 ..J 9% 

91  0.4 1 X ?  40% 

As a further exercise, the routine was repeated; exchanging roles of training and test data, again a 

large margin of success was achieved, but identified potential problems with displaced (phase-shifted) 

signatures. This was quickly identified as a further set that effectively could extend competence and 

should also be considered for application to the network. A close analysis of the training data had 

only identified very small levels of variation within captures (these of course containing varying 

polarities). A lthough the accuracy was commendable for manually captured frames, only two 

exceptions to the rule would not prove representative against an overwhelming characteristic of the 

majority. Thus successful or otherwise in recognition, clearly larger and more variation in captures 

were required to prove sufficiently representative. 
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An early (albeit rather obvious) concern identified that in many data capture windows, the essential 

elements of a Pd capture were noted to overlap or adjust in position within the data capture window 

used. Equally of concern was the time varying occupation of Pd, numbers of these seen to possess 

higher frequency components and hence the essential characteristic was condensed into 

approximately two thirds time occupation some compressed (worse case scenario) to only a third, this 

a matter that would clearly require address. This is particularly notable in fig 4.3 See chapter 4. 

As described for an ANN to operate it requires priori knowledge i.e. training hence part of this 

process, 'Target' (output nodes) are applied prior to training to each class of capture. As a furthering 

exercise, two digits chosen to ensure full detractment were applied i.e. 0 0 and 1 1 representing 

normal activity and discharge activity respectively. In lieu of suspicions regarding faltering training 

fully detracted pattern nodes were applied, equally the number of hidden nodes applied was adjusted 

these having been initially deduced by assessing the expanse of actual activity within the signatures 

captured and the variation in activity under scrutiny. Noting the examples of Pd in section 4.2 

illustrates four main regions, the initial pulse rise (-ve or +ve) the duration of the rise, the reverse 

swing to opposing polarity and finally the decay period settlement to the zero axis. Naturally in the 

absence of Pd these features remain absent however the network set up applied remains common to 

all the digital captures. In lieu of the common features of each target pulse described previously, four 

hidden nodes was set initially as the choice, variations upon this number could be applied (either 

additional or less) once an initial assessment and trial had been undertaken. Equally worthy of 

mention the MLP network also incorporates a number of training regimes in as much as a harsh or 

fine level may be applied (known as a momentum term) the effectiveness of which may be adjusted at 

any time in the event of finding only a local minimum, this being displayed by a Mean Square Error 

(MSE) function on the screen. See fig 5 .5 below 

Total 
energy 

Start of error 
descent 

Time 

Fig 5.5 Local minimum trapping 

7 
Desired error 
level 

The data captures were applied (input nodes) as described and as illustrated see fig 5 . 1 .  Batching 

mixtures of data captures to the MLP first observations during training indicated an unexpected slow 

descent within the error function, this typifying difficulties with generalisation between respective 
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data arrays of each condition. Although initially considered as a poor choice to the hidden node layer 

(note 4 are illustrated in fig 5 . 1 )  this was quickly identified after a more thorough visual analysis 

attributable to rogue files assigned with output nodes creating problems of non-linear 'seperarability' 

and hence prone to local minima traps. Once rectified this 'confusion' between classes the network 

was re-trained on half the data arrays captured for each class now demonstrating a more swift descent 

in error, reaching a final resolve as desired in only minutes. With a now trained network (as regards 

this data assessment routine) previously unseen data arrays treated equally as those used in training 

(absent of the output nodes) were applied firstly individually and then collectively in a mixed batch 

routine. For purposes of furthering the format and output mechanism of the MLP used, a number of 

the output responses are listed below against the listed classes' i .e. desired response against actual 

response. 

1 51 desired 2"d desired 1 st Actual 2"0 Actual Accept 

Node Node Node Node Yes /No 

1 l .96 .98 ...j 
0 0 .005 . 0 14  .../ 
1 1 .94 . 95 .../ 
0 0 .001 .0 1 7 ...J 
1 1 .99 .92 ...J 
0 0 .007 . 02 1 ...j 
1 1 .95 .98 ...J 
0 0 .003 .022 .../ 
1 1 .92 . 90 .../ 

Table 5.6 Desired Vs Actual node(s) 

The table of fig 5 .6 above illustrates a small number of the output nodes for the two-class output as 

deduced demonstrating a s implified distinction and the output function format of the MLP. It may be 

noted that the data classes representing Partial discharge (assigned as 1 1 )  i llustrate clear distinction in 

recognising underlying trends, demonstrated by both the output nodes in the 3rd and 4th columns, 

respectively indicating near desired values these varying by almost equal amounts about the axis. The 

latter section of classes representing non-discharge conditions (assigned as 0 0) although providing 

acceptable values of near zero do not however share this same quality, indicating a more asymmetric 

variation about the axis particularly in the 4th column results. Thus although demonstrating a more 

than acceptable level of recognition and more so that the output nodes chosen were deliberately 

installed to provide maximum displacement, i.e. non sharing a common value, implied difficulties in 

differentiating the latter half of the signals. This being particularly so when considering the levels of 
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operator intervention, thus although considered as over demanding, the author expected better levels 

of response. Many causes could be attributable to this problem, however in order to remove levels of 

doubt regarding the ANN, increased nodes were applied to the hidden node layer (this considered a 

contributory factor). 

On re-training the network again using the same data captures (noting that any priori knowledge is 

effectively 'overwritten') new weights calculated within the numerical iterative process are formed 

and replaced. A further alteration included was to reduce the error limit to that previously applied 

hence to encourage more defined selectivity between capture classes. Almost twofold the previous 

training period and indicating less evidence of local minimum traps (see fig 5 .5) the network trained 

successfully satisfying the 'supervisor determined' threshold level. The actual error level attained 

(MSE) was several magnitudes below that of the signal indifferences and hence this it was assumed 

may be slightly over-trained despite convoluting quickly after l 00 OOO iterations. Applying 

previously unseen data captures, which by way of a reminder differed slightly, the actual {obtained} 

Vs {desired} ratio had in fact worsened, this was due to the network being over-trained resulting in 

rote memorisation or 'Grand-mothering' i.e. the network was too particular for specific features 

beginning to disregard and reject despite similarities, captures obtained from identical conditions. 

Despite this drawback, further applied (but reduced) error levels were attempted and provided more 

acceptable against the initial testing routines, implying that the chosen low level error, the learning 

rate and rogue phase shifts were the culprits. This encounter was therefore duly taken on board as a 

cautionary lesson and hence would be considered in further training routines to be described later. 

1 

0.8 

0.6 
0.4 
0.2 

Q .  

Actual Vs Desired nodes 

outputnodes 

II Series1 

• series2 

D Series3 

D Series4 

Fig 5.7 Desired Vs Actual node(s) 00 &1 1 

Although only a rudimentary assessment between classes the MLP demonstrated levels of 

classification between Pd and normal operational system noise, that although not entirely effective, 

reasoning was suspected as a poor choice of batch files and rogue data. Testing however at this stage 

had not been undertaken to discriminate between polarities (the prior classes by default applied to 

almost equal captures of varying polarities). Therefore prior to any further re-training regimes a 
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collection of batched mixed files containing both normal background behaviour and unequal 

discharges of both positive and negative origin were applied to the network (noting the network had 

limited priori knowledge to such). The resultant output nodes despite displaying acceptable levels of 

recognition on captures akin to those of training, previously unseen captures of varying magnitudes 

and most essentially of varying poles proved problematic. Although it was noted that these tended to 

favour the required Pd pattern rather than the normal background behaviour, after al l the axis offset 

regardless of sign origin represented similar values, the actual node Vs desired node ratio was of a 

poor standard. See fig 5. 7 .  

To some extent and by way of defence this must be expected, after all the network is essentially only 

as good as the training data provides fit, hence a further visual assessment was applied to the training 

files as suspected rogue files had inadvertently been introduced. Suspicions were indeed confirmed 

these identifying a greater number of batched files and hence biasing the decision making process 

with unequal divides between polarity classes, these were approximated to a 70/30% divide biasing 

corona discharge (i.e. negative) against positive polarity pulses. See fig 4 .3 .  Equally it was also noted 

that background system noise, which was not seen to notably alter during capture periods, was 

reflecting poor recognition levels. Despite this the magnitude of each output node did offer in a 

number of cases a trade-off level between outputs, this was reflecting levels however that otherwise 

should have been rejected when a comparison is made against table 5 . 5  noting the outputs of zero a 

full magnitude above those previously applied. Equally it was noted that many of the values obtained 

were occupying a 'no-mans land' state at almost approximately half way trade-off between the 

desired states despite deliberately applied disjointed node choice. See fig 5 . 8  
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Fig 5.8 Desired Vs Actual node(s) 

00 I !(mixed polarity captures) 

Returning again to the data capture apparatus batched captures of both poles representing Pd were 

obtained and carefully classified by the author. These were automated captures operating on a rising 
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edge trigger pulse applied to the fundamental ac frequency. Applying the same identifiers (output 

nodes) an MLP was further trained under repeat criteria (this previously described). Indicated by a 

poor error descent, the network was experiencing some difficulty under training, however interrupting 

the process and adjusting both the required error level and the momentum term (the former suspected 

to be too small) a more swift descent and a final resolve was demonstrated, the behaviour of this is 

illustrated below See fig 5.9. 

Total 
energy 

Start of error 
descent 

Converging towards 
solution (pre-defined) 

Time 

Fig 5 .9  Error converging Vs time 

Re-applying similar data captures for recognition purposes a much-improved level of actual Vs 

desired node ratio was attained although it must be added that many of the output nodes were still 

indicating a trade-off, favouring toward the Pd rather than the 'normal system' output nodes. Clearly 

this must be expected as although an underlying trend had been characterised and hence identified, 

the actual magnitude difference being very much larger (i.e. across the positive to negative axis) this 

was influencing the overall effect in as much as too detracted a class was detrimental to seperability 

of like but polarity varying captures. As such influences are common with partial discharge 

monitoring this would be an area that required address and would be fundamental to more in-depth 

analysis. Variations to the node configuration were attempted increasing not only the hidden layer but 

equally some further adjustments were made to include later period decay (reminded that this 

remained common in almost all of the Pd captures) but displaying less of an axis offset regardless of 

polarity. A certain benefit was gained by this latter influence most essentially the common impulse 

tail affecting the overall response favourably. 

The approach attempted by the author was to divide each capture into the four main activities 

described from each time domain capture. The four regions chosen were influenced by the earlier 

choice of four hidden nodes (one to represent each) and equally inspired by the windowing technique 

undertaken on oscillograms, experimentation initially undertaken by [Phung B. Blackburn T. et al 

92]. Although individual captures obtained by the author were seen to vary (visually) by only small 

amounts, over the entire range after data reduction techniques, this represented numbers of 
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'significance' .  The captures depicted in figs 4. 1 3-4. 14b illustrates the divide implemented by the 

author taking successive 1 00 data points and applying identifiers accordingly. By not only reducing 

the data capture length and thereby overall variants per class (now + 4) equally this it was hoped 

would identify the regions of more faltering shift between respective captures. A brief training routine 

was implemented on the quarter captures (a resolve being attained in a matter of seconds !) this taken 

as a clear indicator that the author's assumptions were correct concerning the overall variants from 

full signatures. A number of identically obtained signatures were applied to the network for which an 

excellent level of recognition (regardless of exception) was obtained on all those presented, this 

presenting a dichotomy regarding the faltering areas of each capture as this failed to identify any such 

region. A sample of the results obtained are illustrated graphically in Fig 5 . 1 0  
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Fig 5 . 1 0  Plot o f  MLP output/desired 

node response 1 1 1 1  & 0000 

assigned to captures from fig 4. l 3-

14b. 

In order to apply 'modest' levels of assistance, desired output nodes applied to the windowed captures 

were associated deliberately with a moving MSB (albeit other than those illustrated above) the others 

applying zero nodes and hence three of which remained common in all captures. Referring to the 

signals i llustrated in figs 4.3 ,  due to data reduction techniques the high frequency variants are absent 

and hence have clearly with too low a sampling rate in as much as considering the carriers rather than 

the signal, inflicted a detrimental effect on the recognition of many of the signals used to date. Thus 

although decisions made towards the sampling rate should be based essentially on other criteria, 

commonly placed amongst many methods equally spaced 'Dirac' or Weiner averaging, [Lynn 84] 

considerations were based on the MLP architecture and improvements thereof Hence the merits or 

otherwise of this (albeit longwinded) approach would remain to be seen. 

In lieu therefore of this adjusted assessment further re-training routines were equally implemented 

with applied variations in error level and momentum to assess the point of each (either reduced or 

increased) at which clarity was being compromised. Equally in an approach to influence the 
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successful recognition, further examples of the biasing signatures were applied to 'slightly favour ' the 

essential pattern components. Other methods that were applied utilising s light variants to a base MLP 

architecture were also implemented, described as a 'Jiggle factor' this creates disturbance in the event 

of encountering local minima traps, this being a frequent nuisance in some of the more complex 

signatures applied. An i l lustration depicting bias adjustment towards desired state is depicted below 

in figure 5 . 1 1  

Applied bias 
Fig 5. I I Weight bias adjustment 

initial state 

Desired stale 

5.2 Uniform electrode signature analysis 

Despite a 'relative' improvement, a number of less distinct trends were required, noting that those 

previously assessed were obvious in definition. In order therefore to obtain such Pd signatures and 

further system influences, varying test electrode configurations were applied between HV and earth 

discharge planes presenting further classes, again aims were to ascertain the point at which 

clarification was lost between training and test arrays. 

Figs 4 . 1 6- 1 7  (chapter 4) illustrate a general collection of individual Pd, these as may be observed, 

bare affinity varying by only a small amount, with a minor exception across the full resolution scale. 

Promising as this may appear, this is at high resolution and thus regrettably beyond the limits imposed 

by the MLP network chosen. This limit is set within the architecture, permitting only 50 data points, 

which as may be obviously assumed, reduces the clarity of each capture chosen. Although initially 

this was adapted (increased fourfold to 200) this was seen to create undue computational demands 

and at the outset produced little benefit worthy of mention against the significantly increased 

processing and training periods. As luck would have it however, a sizeable portion of each capture 

was seen to be wasted by pre-trigger set within the oscilloscope, the loss of which (as previously 

described) would have l ittle bearing on each overall characteristic. Although this only represented 

some 20 points, this was still in excess of the MLP ' ideal' limits, but by introducing a sample method 
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of every other data point, this bought the capture range back to within the working capacity of the 

MLP network chosen. 

In lieu of this, the author dictated to avert away from detracting 'enhanced' features and grouping 

thereby encouraging further tolerance concentrating more so on a main feature extraction rather than 

at this stage concentrating on divides between signatures based purely on magnitude variations alone. 

Equally it was respected that limits had more or less been met as far as signature variation was 

concerned. Unless embarking on extensive and long duration test regimes running through the 

courses of several days to instil more significant and detectable levels of deterioration. 

Data captures were applied to the same stage MLP on this occasion however further classes were 

implemented due to differing conditions noted during the capture period. Equally to assist in 

convergence, additional inner nodes were implemented to reflect the axis offset behaviour. The first 

exercises in using the MLP had displayed simple detraction between classes of signature guise, which 

although not ground-breaking research, indicated to the author limits of operation in as much as to 

how close or how detracted signatures could still be determined i.e. the operational limit of the MLP. 

The replacement discharge electrodes displayed signatures that were seen to vary, thus although this 

was by only small amounts, such variations had already been seen in the prior test to influence the 

overall effectiveness of the character recognition. Applying in the previous example additional nodes, 

although increasing training periods was seen to improve character recognition. Hence with the 

additional underlying behaviour noted (this noted to be more oscillatory) this idea was implemented 

along the same principle as that previously described, noting the axis offset and settlement periods. 

Hence in lieu of this efforts were concentrated at this point more so on identifying discharge and 

corona and hence increases in levels respectively rather than trying to single out simple events from 

one another. Simple events as described all too often vary on an almost cycle-by-cycle process 

influenced by charge retention altering parameters and extinguishing discharges often initiating 

smaller and higher frequency discharges. To identify some of these listed changes, increased levels of 

applied HV were implemented more so for increasing levels of corona rather than Pd activity, 

reminded that the activity under increased fields tend to increase rather than magnitude. A 

preliminary test was conducted after interrupting the training routine prior to a final error resolve, 

again this as pre-defined by the author and soon considered too particular based on earlier experience. 

The results of applying (again previously unseen data) indicated a surprisingly good result in 

detraction between the obvious polarities but questionable levels of recognition regarding increasing 

discharge magnitudes, these having been applied different output nodes. Arbitrarily chosen results of 

those obtained are graphically illustrated in fig 5 . 12. Difficulties obviously remained within feature 
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extraction, hence returning the system back to training (i.e. towards the original error resolve) the 

system trained up settling finally on an error level initially devised. Upon re-application of both the 

aforementioned 'unseen' data and further data captures obtained, the system was re-tested to assess, if 

any, improvements or otherwise of the extended training routine. Again the results of fully detracted 

captures were most dominant yielding more than acceptable levels of recognition, but at the cost 

clearly of training periods no doubt affected by the enhanced features. The magnitude variation 

however presented results that presented no significant improvement on those previously obtained, 

producing recognition levels that indicated 'confusion' amongst the seperability of discharge 

signatures with increasing and attenuating magnitudes. 
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Fig 5 . 1 2  Actual Vs desired node table 

The level of response was poor depicted above (fig 5 . 1 2) produced by the networks extended training. 

Despite what was considered by the author as sufficiently disjointed classes, a number of the actual 

recognition levels reflected a response that most essentially was desired by system noise (not 

displayed) representing the very low figures (reminded that background noise was applied as 0000). 

However more alarming was the discovery of magnitude levels that were effectively outside of the 

boundaries of the typical ANN architecture. Although this was seen to be by just a small amount what 

was actually occurring was a state of overload and hence the amounts by which the overlap occurred 

was taken to represent the actual signatures and not the pre-level magnitude as desired. Undeterred by 

this result, that author obtained a further 5 classes of capture, this in attempt to disjoint the features 

further, equally this provided opportunity to normalise data back to within the constraints of the 

ANN. In total this accounted for nine classes and again four output nodes were applied as identifiers 

ranging from 0001 - 1 1 1 1  thereby each differing by at least two output nodes per class. 
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contour map of discharge feature space 
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Chapter 5 Experimental analysis 

Fig 5 . 1 3  feature space diagram 

0 

Prior to further AI analysis a rudimentary overlay of data was applied to assess the general variation 

between captures as regards magnitude and the variation of features in as much as the time domain 

shift between those most specific. A lthough an approach using the instrumentation and telemetry 

equally provided this benefit, many of the smaller features (particularly when there are many 

captures) all too often become swamped amongst the system effects and hence remain hidden. By 

way of almost emulating the 'feature landscape' the data would occupy, this indicated to the author 

the limits of variation obtained from the captures and hence imply to some extent prior to testing 

possible success rates. See fig 5 . 1 3  

5.3 Oil discharge data analysis 

Other influences acting almost as a condition storage mechanism were required to provide the 

variations in discharge signatures required. A further 'elaboration' on this base test was aside of 

classifying rather obvious procurement features of Pd, polarity mainly to date, to now include 

somewhat more discrete variations in magnitude. This being probably the most noted variation in 

behaviour, data captures were on this occasion chosen with a slightly more abstract magnitude than 

previously attempted. Extending with classification, and using the electrode apparatus as described, 

samples of dielectric oil were chosen as the next preliminary test exercise. 

The inception level of detectable Pd was noted and used as a calibrating point representing fresh 

unsullied insulating oil. The pulses obtained (from which the illustration is based on) were random in 

magnitude and to some extent in location across the cyclic quadrant tending to increase in magnitude 

(unlike many other Pd phenomena) against rising potentials. Hence these therefore were clearly 

indicative of dielectric oil discharges. As the captures were all retained for later analysis, further 

examples of dielectric oil conditions were required for comparison. The experimental details 

undertaken are described in section 4.6, chapter4. 
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Fig 5 . 1 4  Target Nodes ( 1 1 1  ! )Vs actual nodes 

The three sets of data captured as described were categorised as c lean oil, soiled, and heavily 

contaminated oil prior to the base filtration method of larger colloidal removal. As three 

classifications were chosen a set of output nodes per class were assigned ranging from 1 1 1 1  (see fig 

5 . 1 4) 0 1 1 0  and 0000 (results in fig 5 . 1 5) respectively assigned against class of condition. For the 

purpose of illustration the output nodes are displayed (noting the adjusted scaling) against levels 

previously displayed representing the most severely contaminated oil ( 1 1 1 1 ). The significant 'bit' of 

the binary target outputs was adjusted by at least two positions, enforcing a clear distinction inasmuch 

as the binary outputs would vary between each class. The files received only minimal pre-processing, 

as objectives of the exercise were to assess that which could feasibly be used. Extending slightly 

further the small scale ANN analysis, training files per class that were applied, reflected a small span 

of variation, hence these were further complimented by an additional class, which bore similarities to 

each respected 'clone' set. As the idea behind this was to initiate a level of tolerance, each training set 

and its counterpart were given the same output nodes respectively, chosen to reflect the magnitude of 

the output values bearing similarities. Applying a further set of data, collated in the same manner as 

the training files, a comparison was made and duly recognised against corresponding data files stored 

in memory, the two most detracted displayed in figs 5 . 1 4/ 1 5 .  Further applying simulated values, 

deliberately chosen so as the values fell  precisely half way between two real training files, the system 

reflected its recognition level, by outputting a half way trade off between potential target nodes. This 

although part suspected (evidence in earlier testing methods had implied such activity) the exercise 

was repeated to further test other training files, and although on each occasion the identification 

proved positive, these were obtained in a random manner, and thus the results were less influenced in 

the authors favour demonstrating the desired AI response. 
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Fig 5 . 1 5  Actual nodes Vs target Nodes (0000). 

With only a minor spread of data magnitude the overzealous desire to keep unduly simplified file 

captures, made it apparent that this was only a modest number of training files with a limited span of 

corresponding data range. This can be observed by noting the desired/actual node values of clean oil 

(0000) of actual against target nodes, again noting the adjusted scaling (for purposes of the illustration 

only). Additional signatures were required by the network, upon which it must decide which of the 

classification samples it feels most associated with. For this application the data captures obtained 

previously were returned to, these visually noted to bare more affinity between increasing captures. 

Target pattern and nodes were again assigned under a supervisory sway, however with larger 

expanse, albeit somewhat limited in scope, threshold levels of acceptance were included to minimise 

divides between the classes. As the network had been retrained, this rendered any prior applied data 

as 'unseen' .  Thus as oil pd data had been collated in the same format, i.e. fi les chosen being of 

appropriate magnitude and duration, these were suited as test files for which an assessment could be 

made. The MLP again correctly identified, with an increased displacement between classifications, 

although retaining non-impartial gathering of the training files, some of which it must be said bore 

close similarities to the earlier non-immersed captures as described. Initial ly this provided 

considerable interest, this mirrored by successfully defining and recognising previously unseen data, 

and from previously unknown sources. 

Based on the captures of figs 4.24 (Chapter4) the benefit of in-house expertise was put to good use, as 

the originator of the MLP architecture used was able to extend to some extent the operational limits of 

the network. Although reservations remained at this option, these not being unjustifiable, a level of 

maximum input range of 250 nodes was set within the architectural software by the originator. 

Despite this being perceived as possibly an obvious option and hence route forward, as described the 

reluctance to undertake this was well substantiated as this is not a straight forward an approach as 

may be perceived. Described in chapter three, each input node of a feature specific signature 

represents to all intent and purpose, a further dimension in feature space. Although beyond 3-D this is 

difficult to visualize and hence was described as a hyper-plane containing a multiplicity of 
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dimensions, clearly limits must remain to how effectively this may be mapped. Equally since the 

memory may contain numerous mappings from the collection of data files collated, it remains vital 

that of the different files mapped, it must still be able to separate the required output from a possible 

'corrupting' overlap of other patterns applied. Further details concerning the complexity of this may 

be sought see [Howlett RJ. 95] . 

Although further approaches towards data reduction techniques based on full captures would be 

deployed, initially the window capture technique would be assessed first. Taken therefore reluctantly 

as a step forward, this concept was based on the principle of maximising the features characteristic of 

oil discharge s ignatures, this as a reminder occupies an expanse larger than previous Pd examples 

analysed to date. Hence the original captures (remaining in full scale format) were re-applied to the 

ANN, after operational limits within the architecture were increased by the originator. In lieu equally 

of the expanded data range used, additional hidden layer nodes were deemed necessary to assist with 

the feature extraction this increased to initially fifteen, reductions or additions thereupon would be 

assessed separately. 

Training of the data arrays indicated a very large error (possibly finding only local minima) and hence 

was interrupted whilst the training rate was adjusted to a smaller scale. This adjustment benefited the 

training period; however this still proved extensive being several magnitudes above that previously 

experienced. Naturally this had been anticipated with the increased number of input nodes 

representing the data and furthermore the increased size of the hidden node layer. However what was 

not anticipated was the levels of successful recognition attained during the recall mode, these at best 

indicating very poor response rates. The response of the network is illustrated overleaf see fig 5 . 1 6  

where three arbitrarily chosen outputs representing each of the four classes assigned (background 

included) are followed by the desired state. 

Despite numerous successful repeats of earlier exercises of both newly acquired and previously 

unseen data, difficulties were encountered with selection and recognition of these newly applied 

signals of extended duration. Many of these (examples of which are indicated within the response of 

fig 5 . 1 5) fell far short of any metaphoric divide line or threshold manner that may be applied other 

than a small number of the four nodal classes assigned. It was duly recognised that the captures were 

obtained in an identical manner and using the same instrumentation, baring significant similarities 

after the reduced nodal count to accommodate the MLP structure. Either way, this was not an 

expected response, imparting an undesired consequence of the trained network. As previously 

described, hidden units or nodes are known to increase power of a network by partitioning the 

dividing space in divergent ways increasing the power of thought within a network [Barwise 89, 

Carling 93] .  Thereby in an effort to address this, an obscure approach of reducing the hidden nodes 

within the training routine were implemented (reduced down to ten) and to further assist, larger 

numbers of training files per class with less selectivity were also included. Expecting a much 
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improved level and speed of descent within the training routine, an unexpected delay in convoluting, 

and observed uncertainty became evident on undertaking this approach. This was reflected in a 

slightly reduced speed of computation and final error resolve, a function illustrated during the training 

process, and on this occasion still remaining far from that desired. However with the implied less 

selectivity and by removing hidden nodes, created adjusted ' levels of divide' within the network 

producing more acceptable results. Although the recognition level could not be faulted for the 

distinction between discharge and non-discharge activity, variations in magnitude and the increasing 

levels of noise experienced with the obtained signals was indicating overlaps as suspected could be 

introduced by the increased data range. 

desired I actual response 

output nodes 
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• Se ries2 

D Series3 

D Series4 

Fig 5 . 16  desired Vs actual response 

Previously (figs 5 . 1 4/ 15) it was distinct that the two most extreme conditions applied (base unsullied 

sample and heavily contaminated sample) illustrated little difficulty in recognition, with high levels > 

0.9 for the MSB and similarly < 0. 1 for the LSB respectively, hence the adjusted scales applied for 

illustrative purposes. It was equally noted that the mid range sample captures indicated some 

difficulty in recognition, half of which bore an affinity to the boundary conditions, whilst the 

remainder attempt an indication of a neighbouring set. Somewhat unusually on this occasion, and 

despite faltering, none of the actual nodes presented a trade-off between two example classes, this 

previously noted in the earlier more preliminary tests. Thus by way of improvement, a further 

initiative based against the poor results of extended scale assessment was implemented in the training 

routine including more localised background noise, this being captured at fractionally above zero 

level applied HV with later plans to include within pd captures. 
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This additional training routine was implemented in between each data capture class as already 

described. In this instance however, rather than have four separate classes for localised and 

background noise, owing to as described the difficulties in classifying noise, one class was retained 

and labelled 0000 containing captures amassing half the combined number of pd signatures, i.e. for 

every two partial discharges a background noise signature was included. See fig 5 . 1 7. 
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0.6 
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Fig 5 . 1 7  Sample of target Vs actual output 

nodes ( l lOO) 

A distinct level of improvement in recognition was attained in this way, however it must be 

emphasised that this was merely distinguishing between Pd and noise. No variations in signature were 

applied and assigned different identifiers (as was undertaken previously) hence this was attempted in 

order to further assess the worthiness of an increased nodal count, and isolate the faltering areas. 

After each assessment routine was applied, the classifying set of partial discharge was replaced with 

its counterpart and again reassessed. No prominent distinction was singled out as being the culprit 

amongst the classes, despite this however the biasing factor of applying more representation for 

system noise showed worthiness. 

Significant within the results listed (see fig 5 . 1 7) a distinct reduction in the success rate was 

evidenced, this now reduced in some cases to a best of only 60%. Concerning however was the level 

of certainty projected in both the MSB and LSB of each actual output file. Prior to introducing 

background noise as a separate classifying group a Boolean ' 1 '  output could expect to command a 

value of 0.9+ during which time its lower end counterpart would expect to yield values under the 

order of 0. 1 .  Although some exceptions were again noted with the outer frontier classes, generally 

speaking Boolean 1 values had dropped in the most extreme cases by two full magnitudes, whilst the 

opposite had occurred to the LSB of many nodes. Despite introducing an acceptance of lower values, 

inasmuch as 0.5 and 0.6 etc. bare closer union to a one rather than a zero, a trend was beginning to set 

in within counterparts of each classification group, i.e. the quadrant nodes in many cases of each 

varied by a small margin. A naive rationale to this implied that the chosen output nodes (0000) 

representing noise at zero HV, was of course too close to the label for all samples at HV inception 

voltage, containing only one numerical value difference thereby sinking the values of counterparts. 
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This partway explained the irrational magnitudes, as some truth certainly was held by this assumption 

but must be stated, did little to offer account for the more successful classes. 

5.4 System noise analysis 

larger numbers of capture classes for each group was averted to, on this occasion including 

background noise localised to the test environment equalling the entire number of Pd capture range, 

previously these were applied as one set only. This it was considered would adjust the sway, 

counteracting the stacked representation of signal ratio, previously standing at 4 :  1 .  

Further numbers of Pd were collected, detracting from the traditional 'text book' signature, 

objectively gathering, Pd with harmonics and distortion; as described in chapter 4 a case of 'the 

noisier, the better' ,  many of these previously disregarded. The distorted signatures presented many 

variations of theme, with low probability of identical captures, this being very typical of raw 

unfiltered Pd. Despite this variation, these captures were mingled in, and duly assigned into the 

existing classifications of pure Pd already used. Background and localised noise occupied only very 

narrow margins of each windowed capture. Therefore with nodal constraints and associated data 

reduction (reminded that the larger expanse of nodes were in use) many of the harmonics were either 

lost or retained a form more akin to noise only captures.  A sample of the results obtained is plotted 

below. 
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Returning output responses that were little short of exceptional, the application of equal background 

captures to match those of signal origin far improved the balance as regards data sharing. Equally 

benefiting this level was the collective grouping of discharge signatures rather than applying 

identifiers and hence forcing a disjoint (needlessly) between classes. 

Accounting for this, the problem was identified as a further increase of noise files, this being 

implemented by reduced node harmonics, and confusion within the group classes. It further appeared 

that of the few Pd captures that retained harmonics, greater clarity existed between these in differing 
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arrays than to the allotted ' clean' pd selected, creating confusion and considerable overlapping of 

groups. Although as a base routine the MLP had demonstrated selectivity between classes, clearly the 

ability to remain unhampered by localised noise and changing system trends remained eluding. A 

preliminary upshot of this resolved, that the increase in data array size was hampering the feature 

extraction, this combined with influences of a supervisory nature, reminded that the author to a 

considerable extent was allocating the group classifiers. The computational demands further 

necessary were becoming prohibitive, and as suspected corrupting overlaps had almost inevitably 

occurred. In order to resolve this either a return to smaller data arrays and hence encourage more 

generalisation was required, or a form of machine orientated grouping to resolve and remove any 

errors of judgement within class allotting would be required. It was clear that this approach was trying 

to encourage a level being far too feature specific focusing on only small trend changes (that being 

mainly of small magnitude) rather than those of significance. Hence of the success in a small number 

of the larger scale testing was attributed to correctly identified signal shifting within the time-domain 

structure implemented. 

Observing the oscillogram i llustration of chapter 4, fig 4.25 it is noted that the signatures representing 

clean oil and aged oil a clear detraction is simply observed most essentially due to lesser discharge 

activity and Corona against the prevalence of activity representing an aged sample. Equally so the 

magnitude and cyclic position extending asymmetrically across the oscillogram becomes more 

indicative of such a condition. As a reminder previously captures (once digitised) were subjected to a 

data reduction technique settling on a sample retaining routine (again this was conducted once levels 

of pre-trigger and tail decay were removed). In applying this again to the captures depicted in fig 4 .26 

however was seen to part (in some case wholly) remove this detracting feature and hence created 

disparity and confusion between otherwise clearly differing discharge signatures.  Although this did 

not remain characteristically common to all of the captures attained in this way (some retaining to 

some extent lesser trends) the 'uniqueness '  sort from the influences of heavy contamination were 

becoming more hampered with increasing test periods. Quite l iterally a trait of the capturing process, 

the osclliatory rings coincided with the data reduction techniques displaying in worse case scenario an 

almost full removal of the decaying trend associated with contaminated oils. Hence again in lieu of 

this the author adopted the approach of concentrating more so on actual magnitude of axis offset 

rather than the disappearing trends subject of data removal. 

As described previously the discharge signatures acquired from the oils as regarded the frequency of 

activity was misjudged. Although renowned to encourage highly oscillatory levels of behaviour, the 

actual extent of this was beyond examples previously obtained despite extending the window of 

capture as described. This was respected immediately to prevent any analysis against previously 

obtained sources from non-immersed environments, despite this however the opportunity to 

distinguish between levels of contaminant presence only remained possible. 
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5 . 5  Capture pre-processing & data-sort 

Owing to the nature of the captures obtained, very little clarity was noted despite operating levels 

remaining. Clearly upon the removal of applied high voltage levels this would extinguish and hence 

in order to encourage a re-occurrence of activity, higher levels were required representing almost 

clean oils owing to the expulsion of the contaminant. As already implied ANN operate on detecting 

underlying trends not visually disjointed as obvious features. Despite a few exceptions, to which the 

author acknowledges were probable system influences, magnitude levels in each respective early 

capture were consistent. In lieu of this a data reduction technique was applied concentrating on the 

magnitude of the 'Buckingham potential ' randomising the decay loci. Although in reality what was 

occurring were altercations between frequency of activity extending the active signal blanketed by an 

averaging technique could be used against previous captures. Applying Mathcad® software to the 

captures, small values representing periods of insignificance were removed by utilising a threshold 

factor, this also further serving to compress the file lengths prior to the previously applied front and 

rear signature removal, briefly summarised see figs 5 . 19-20 

The data-sorting algorithm il lustrated was used to apply respective output nodes to the captures 

applied equally normalising levels to within the operational constraints of the ANN used. As the 

reduction in data captures was significant (averaging the s ignal by using every 5th point) this 

unintentionally removed the mains system noise, but as may be noted still retained the clarity of Pd 

capture. It may of course be argued that such compression techniques could have previously been 

deployed, but as may be noted with earlier examples although clarity was improved, traditional 

recognisable representation was lost. 
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Fig 5 . 1 9  Sample of Mathcad© training file for data reduction and group allocation 

1:= 1 0  . . 60 x:=0 . .  49 g:=0.2 s:=O 
ORIGIN:=O N0:READPRN('Filename ') N 1 :READPRN(' Fi/enamel ') N2:READPRN('Filename2 ') 
N3:READPRN('Filename3 ') 
N0 :READPRN(' Filename n ') Length (N 1 )  =5 1 

XO:=(NO) <O> X l  :=(N l ) <O> X2 :=(N2) <O> X3 :=(N3 ) <O> 
ORIGIN :=O N00:READPRN(' File name ') N 1 0:READPRN(' Fi/enamel ') N20:READPRN(' File ame2 ') 
N30:READPRN('Filename3 ') ..________ 
N00:READPRN('Filename n ') --------

Files read in and associated labels applied 

X4:=(N0c) <O> X5 :=(N l c) <O> X6:=(N2c) <O> X7:=(N3c) <o> 

ORIGIN:=O N0•1:READPRN(' Filename ') N 1•1:READPRN(' Fi/enamel ') N2•t:READPRN7' Filent el') 
N3•1:READPRN( 'Filename3 ') 
N0,r :READPRN('Filename n ') � 
XS :=(NOat) <O> X9 :=(N l at) <O> x 1o:=(N2at) <O> x 1 1 :=(N3 at� 

Additional Files read in 

n l x :=rnd(g)-g/2. n2x :=rnd(g)-g/2. n3x :=rnd(g)-g/2 . n4x :=rnd(g)-g/2 
nnx :=rnd(g)-g/2 

WRTTEPRN(Trainl )  :=XO, 
APPENDPRN(Train l ) :=(n l )  
APPENDPRN(Train l ):=(X I )  
APPENDPRN(Train 1 ) :=(n2) 
APPENDPRN(Train I ):=(X2) 
APPENDPRN(Train l ) :=(n0) 
APPENDPRN(Train I ) :=(Xn) 

..___________ Randomised noise applied and normalisation 

Nt:=READPRN (Train 1 )  b:=length (Nt) z:=! . .b-1 
Nt 48+s :=O 
Nt 49+s :=O 
Nt SO+s := !._______ 
Nt 9B+s :=O 
Nt 99 1, :=O 
Nt 100+8 :=O 
Nt t4s+s :=O 
Nt 149+s ::ov---
Nt J SO+s .- 1 
Nt 19s+s := 
Nt 199+• :=O 
Nt ZOO+s :=O 

Output nodes applied overwriting actual data values (001 Pd captures) 

Output nodes applied overwriting actual data values (OOO noise captures) 

Nt 1 1 984s :=O 
Nt 1 t99+s :=O 
Nt 1 2oo • s  :=O 

Output nodes applied (001 Pd captures) 

Output nodes applied (OOO noise captures) 

Fig 5.20 batched captures of 

polluted oil and system noise 

Ntz o 
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5.6 Oil contamination analysis 

As described previously the captures were oscillatory and contained considerable influences from the 

fundamental frequency noise. Assessments were intended to imbed noise of both increasing and 

attenuation levels, against inversely adjusted magnitudes of the objective signal, hence this had to be 

re-introduced using a random function. Irrespectively this had returned the data arrays to more 

manageable limits, thus almost direct assessments could be made. 

-�00 250 300 

z 

350 400 

Fig 5 .21  Pd captures & 

polluted oil illustrating 

Boolean ' I '  nodes 

As may be noted from the plot of both objective signatures and random noise (see figs 5 .20/2 1 )  the 

output nodes are equally illustrated as 001 (Pd) and OOO( random noise) however owing to scaling only 

the MSB (or 1 )  is vis ible after each Pd signature. Quite deliberately the choice of nodes were applied 

with the very minimum of detractment to force separation from the more attenuating magnitudes 

representing later captures whilst detectable levels of activity were still possible. These were applied 

by overwriting actual data values hence as illustrated the last three data values of each capture are 

replaced with the desired nodes for training purposes. For completeness a repeat exercise was appl ied 

(absent of output nodes) for test purposes applying batched captures to the recall mode. See fig 5 .22. 
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Fig 5.22 MLP results 

OO l (desired) VS actual. 

Under training with four applied hidden layer nodes (this previously seen as optimum) a fast error 

convergence against the data arrays applied was evident of exceptional feature mapping, indicating 
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prior to test or assessment the network had trained wel l .  This was iterated on applying previously 

unseen data producing outstanding results that showed no faltering in any class appl ied. As described 

these were initially applied by class against random noise thence adjusting to the mixed files 

reminded that the nodes appl ied adjusted by only one detracting feature per class. A sample of the 

00 1 set are plotted above producing an overall accuracy (of those assessed) 97 .2% equally the 

neighbouring classes of attenuated magnitudes (set OOl representing SOOppm) produced more 

extraordinary levels of accuracy of 99.9%, 99. 8% & (random noise recognition) producing 99. 1 9% 

recognition. As a rudimentary exercise, both the training and test data arrays were switched, this as 

described overwrites any priori knowledge followed by a further assessment applying the previously 

used training data for test purposes. Equally this produced a most exceptional result faltering by just 

1 % on the previous 'worst result' obtained. 

Owing to the levels of 'detectable' activity and of course variations thereupon, only at ful l  resolution 

would a viable attempt be feasible to assess part way captures i .e .  levels that fell between the classes 

used for training. Thus although the results attained and described above were exceptional, again th is 

was operating on a magnitude +/- principle. To expl icate, a benefit incorporating the mathematical 

software was the normalisation function, this as a reminder was included to ensure the signals fell to 

within the operating constraints of the ANN architecture. Equally however this also allows variations 

to be appl ied (post-capture) hence adjustments were appl ied to a number of signatures to produce 

(artificially) midway captures neither trained nor seen by the prepared ANN. Simi lar roles were also 

appl ied to the random noise generated function, a representative sample of the levels of recognition 

are i l lustrated in fig 5 .23 .  To influence the response s lightly and equally to accommodate for the 

number of differing classes applied (to be determined during testing) additional output nodes were 

appl ied. This was implemented by returning to the parallel software, replacing a number of the actual 

data values with pre-determined nodes requiring the data arrays to be extended slightly to 

accommodate for the lost values. 
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Fig 5.23 MLP results 

OOO I (desired) VS actual. 
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Applying attenuated influences to firstly the heaviest of contaminant levels (SOOppm) a steady 

reduction of 1 0% was applied prior to the files being returned to the network. The ten percent 

variation to the network reduced the accuracy to approximately 90% for which it must be stated still 

represents a more than acceptable level of recognition. Previously levels were applied to the network 

subject of fig 4 .27-3 1 ,  indicating influences of significance at +20% similarly displaying variation at 

-40%. Beforehand base assessments were applied to the middle of the capture sets ( 400ppm) and 

hence the reductions were aimed at directing altered levels of the middle capture towards the 

neighbouring sets of respective increased I attenuated values. The adjusting magnitudes being of 

asymmetric values about the fundamental signature were influenced by the unequal disjoint of 

neighbouring sets. See fig below. 

+20% 
Central capture 

... q'.(J__ _ _  t-::�;.- -1�--  Nearest 
neighbour 

J_O� - � -J - � 

Fig 5 .24 Asymmetric variation of 

i ncreasing I attenuating magnitudes. 

As described two further sets of data were applied, these obtained from source initially but receiving 

'adjustment' to magnitudes encouraging a trade off set of values between those already set. The 

nodes applied were again suited to add only minor influence noting that the random noise equally had 

received variation. As the choice of output nodes had been applied, the author equally extended the 

data arrays slightly to favour this influence. This had been noted to include small levels of behaviour 

that part included oscillatory decay this was previously otherwise lost due to the sampling technique 

producing a traditional 'Buckingham' potential. Formerly a target identified for characterisation 

(other than the obvious magnitude approach) was seen as the oscillatory decay loci, this noted to vary 

but within boundaries considered manageable. After assessments by the author using the 

mathematical software described an additional 1 0  nodes of data array (representing � 20% increased 

target range) was now set at 60 input nodes this seen sufficient to indicate to more significance the 

wavering decay period. Initial testing of the ANN architecture implemented almost as a 'driving 

lesson' had indicated the effective operating range of data arrays, number of nodes and behavioural 

trends. This figure was therefore regarded as sufficiently manageable maintaining minimal address. 
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Fig 5.25 Variation of increasing data 

array capture range. 

Considered that any attempts to undertake recognition exercises of the data signatures obtained other 

than utilising the windowing methods previously described, were for the moment too ambitious an 

undertaking. Hence levels of increasing I attenuating magnitudes remained the area of subject interest. 

Having distinguished to some extent realisable differences between the more extremes of disjointed 

condition and trade-off levels gained, responses for previously unseen examples of what may loosely 

be described as intermediary conditions (applied in error) reflected an indifference that was not a 

subset applied. Almost by serendipity this inspired ideas for more 'intelligent' techniques applying 

Jess of an influencing nature to the ANN training and feature extraction technique. Rather than 

applying all possible subsets as was previously undertaken, a number (although still captured) would 

be remain unseen by the network. The examples of these would be deliberately retained and fall in 

between captures that had been applied to the network. Further levels of these would be extended to 

again assess the point at which either total or part recognition was lost beyond realisable targets. 

Attention to the assigned classifying nodes was applied in order to appropriate sufficient disjoint (this 

being of concern to the training sets only) but equally respecting that too large a detractment would 

unjustly confuse the network. Taking the outermost extreme levels (unsullied and heavily soiled) 

midway levels were required spanning equidistant towards the outer levels. As described, ideally 

captures between levels of ' significance' should be retained from training of the network. Owing to 

the small span of data collected from the oil samples and the levels of disjoint the author had to apply 

in order that this was visually seen were limited. Thus implementing software to vary the applied 

signals 'technically' may be regarded as providing intermediary captures it must be noted that the 

trend of origin would still remain. 

Statistically as regards correlation between the signatures, the main pulse represents the breakdown 

gap remaining to all intent and purpose, ever present. Thus only the decay was actually representative 

of the pollutant levels, which in hindsight more essentially represented that which remained within 

the active areas. This was highlighted after undertaking repeat exercises with increasing and reduced 

levels of influence. The ten percent reduction in magnitude had varied the output responses only 

marginally and hence further multiples were applied until significant losses of feature extraction were 

noted. Random noise files were not actually assessed in this exercise, these having already produced 
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results that were disjointed sufficiently from the Pd captures; however these did remain within the 

training arrays (an oversight ! )  At a staged reduction of twenty percent recognition levels began to tail 

off, at best offering individually �o.6 (60%) levels of certainty against the MSB, the LSB remaining 

relatively unhampered. A further assessment at 30% reduction began to identify subsets and low 

certainty rates of considerable confusion wrongly identifying MSB location. 

1 

0.8 

0.6 

desired/actual response 

output nodes 

II Series1 

• Series2 

D Series3 

D Series4 
S 1  • Series5 

Fig 5 .26 output response 30% signal 

reduction 

This tended to iterate earlier suspicions noting levels of +/- I 0% variation presenting good certainty 

responses, beyond these questions would have to be raised regarding acceptance or otherwise. To a 

large extent this was due to the limited span of captures and hence additional classes were used, 

responding positively to disjointed captures in the previous cases, but focused on large contaminant 

levels only by way of comparison against clean oils. 
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5 .7  Oil contamination (particulate) 

As described in section 5 .7  (chapter4) three contaminant levels were assessed against each other and 

against a clean solution sample obtained briefly before any doping was made to the first solution. The 

files were processed using Mathcad® software to ensure captures were within manageable limits 

applying the relevant output nodes, again four were chosen for each class. 

A distinct advantage in using the MLP chosen is an ease with which mixed captures of varying origin 

can be applied. Hence batching the fi les in mixed arrays (a sample of those obtained from 

1 00/200ppm signatures are illustrated below) variations in magnitude may be noted. 

Owing to working l imits that restrict the data processing and files open, the captures were compiled in 

a series stage representing 20x 200 data points per signature. This was the maximum working level 

that could be used, however once the data arrays were compiled, each program was updated using the 

same algorithm altering the file capture names to allocate correctly the respective nodes to each class. 

An illustration of the series batched files is depicted in fig 5 .28 based on the captures depicted in figs 

4.32-33 adjusted scaling is implemented for visual purposes only (reminded that the latter captures 

are several magnitudes below peak). 

File captures Output node (MSB only) 

192 1 .52 - 1 0 -
3 

/ 
Output node 1 000 

19S 1 .52 - 1 0-
3 

1g6 I } 193 1 .36 - 1 0-
3 

194 1 .04 - 10-
3 

ND = 1-1 9_1_0___ Replacing last 4 data points 
1 98 0 

199 0 

FigS .28 series 

array 10-200 

(ppm) Carbon 

contaminant. 
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Based on previous analysis of moisture content levels, this was noted to cause considerable 

overlapping of features representing the conditions applied and hence causing problems of 

seperabiltiy against assigned identifiers. 

Retaining larger scale capture windows these were reduced slightly (250-200 nodes) as the final 

decay of all signatures was seen to fall below what the author considered as 'un-workable' limits. The 

sample of captures illustrated (see figs 4.32/3) contains mixed files from the lowest and midway 

captures, noting that owing to the small number of l Oppm obtained, a number of 20ppm signatures 

were substituted as l ittle variation was noted. In lieu of previous experience the author applied only 

the earlier captures for each respective set acquired initially disregarding the attenuated signals of 

later arrays. 

The first batch of each set of data arrays was split 50/50 containing 60 samples each, thus retaining 

every other capture for training and thence test purposes alternately. Undertaking this approach 

previously had provided a more fair level of data divide equally enforcing condition variations. A 

sample of the series data array applied (as seen by the neural network and hence magnitudes and axis 

offset only are used) is illustrated below see fig 5 .29 
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FigS.29 series array of 

mixed files varying 

contaminant levels. 

The results obtained indicated excellent discrimination between the captures (the main objective) 

whilst equally indicating harmony between the allocated data arrays applied, despite noted levels of 

variation increasing against test duration. A sample of the results are displayed in fig 5.30 displaying 

actual output nodes each desired output noting the MSB move ranging from OOO l - 1 OOO. 
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FigS.30 Actual output nodes 0001 00 10 

0 100 & 1000 respectively left-right 
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As discussed the results obtained for the earlier sections of each data array produced responses per 

class as listed. In the absence of suitable display media (many of the lesser nodes hidden) the network 

demonstrated an overall average accuracy of � 97% a commendable result. By extending the data 

arrays to take account of latter captures however produced a more modest result indicating that the 

characterised underlying trends were being stretched. This was a phenomenon that was taken account 

of during the testing and signature capture stage, this differing in as much as previously the author 

had to consider fault worsening but not 'condition improved ' scenarios. Equally however and due to 

an oversight by the author, a number of rogue files had been installed in the latter captures (see 

below) creating duplicate labels for very much disjointed files. This was addressed and although some 

improvement (barely worthy of mention) was noted this had little overall net effect, other than to 

impress the importance of data labelling on supervised learning routines. 

Rogue files 

Fig5 .3  l Series data array 

-o.o<-----'---�-�-�'----'----'--�-� 
2000 4000 6000 8000 1•104 l. 2'104 l , 4' 1 04 l ,6' 1 04 0 

L 

5 . 8  Discrete target node appl ication 

In lieu of the training results obtained and to a larger extent the limits of disjoint when applying 

Boolean ' l  's and 'O's, discrete values were applied to encourage a disjoint of all file labels whilst 

equally encouraging acceptable levels of trade-off particularly with moving levels. There are of 

course limits of disjoint particularly when adjusting only one integer per class, therefore the following 

output nodes were applied to the obtained training files. 

Inner classes 

Clean oil 0000 / 
-----· 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2}/ 

J OOppm contaminant ------- 0. 6 0.6 0. 6 0.6 

1 0/20ppm contaminant 

200ppm contaminant ------- 1 1 1 1  

Outermost 
levels 

Fig5 .32 Desired output 

nodes 0000 .2.2.2.2 

.6.6.6.6 & 1 1 1 1  

By implementing the use of both Boolean values for the outer most classes and discrete values for the 

intermediary classes, associates that no two identifying nodes share any common value. Again by 

using the mathematical software depicted previously these were applied in place where necessary 
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(reminded that some Boolean values remained) within each series data array. No further alterations 

were made to the neural network (other than the output nodes) as the author wished to clarify 

suspicions regarding possible overlaps with latter recognition levels. See fig 5 .33 .  
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Fig5.33 Actual output 
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.6.6.6.6 & 1 1 1 1  

Generating a result (despite a small number of faltering recognition) an overall average accuracy of 

90% demonstrates the high levels of recognition produced from the stage outputs 0000- 1 1 1 1 .  Turning 

however to later captures these containing unknown levels of remaining contaminant these equally 

were applied to the same network. The latter section of each subset ranging from 10/20ppm - 200ppm 

was appl ied reminded that these captures were obtained from the same source and apparent same 

conditions. 
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Fig5.34 Actual output nodes 0000 
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Visually the distinction is apparent between the levels of recognition displayed in figs 5.33/4. Less 

than acceptable values of recognition obtained stumbled most essentially within the inner arrays 

demonstrating overlaps but not as the author would assume tending towards a closest neighbour 

scenario. Equally it was noted that the once commendable levels of recognition displayed by the outer 

captures (most disjointed classes) were beginning to falter. A brief exchange of training for test data 

was applied which although produced improved successes an almost mirrored response was obtained 

when tested on early capture subsets. 

As described the number of hidden nodes should be chosen 'representing a subset of the possible 

transformations ' [Carling 92] Therefore if this is taken to consider the possible known classes (in this 

context 4) then the choice initially assessed was sufficient. With the wavering levels of contamination 

however only an assumption could be made to the possible transformations hence the number was 

increased in stages of brief exercises to aid feature mapping of the data files. This approach increased 

learning periods (as expected) and although helped to identify with increased confidence levels 

captures previously returning poor responses, unfortunately the inverse was indicated on the previous 

'better response' areas. This had clearly enforced too much of a feature specific nature to the network, 

showing evidence of concentrating on lesser anomalies at the cost of general underlying trends as 

previously. The author had initially assumed that applying too little detractment between output nodes 

(previously differing by one integer) had to some extent pulled down the results i.e. tending towards 

zero on the MSB. 

In reality however the neural network was actually producing an excellent result when the factors of 

expulsion and the extensive levels of solubility (due to loss of viscosity after the duration of the more 

lengthy tests) are considered. Again in the absence of extensive HPLC or DGA, the actual remaining 

quantities could not be ascertained. What could be estimated from this nonetheless is that owing to 

the matching (or closeness) indicated by the output node response, essential features had been 

characterised in otherwise expected disjointed captures. Therefore as known levels of contamination 

only remained (i.e. comparing large scale contamination to the lower levels) the results obtained as 

they diminished in magnitude were possibly and most likely indicative of the actual remaining levels 

and hence were providing excellent levels of intelligent representative recognition. 

5 . .9 Cable sample discharge monitoring 

At an early stage of the experimental analysis efforts were aimed at field environments and hence 

typical dielectric applications were sort. Although previously a number of attempts were undertaken 

to assess influencing factors, these were applied in attempt to eliminate possible sources of activity 

likely to be present. Described in chapter 4 section 4. 1 2, testing was undertaken on a sample length of 

high voltage cable donated to the University. As the extent of flaws and damage within the sample 

section were unknown, the previous attempts at isolating individual effects (electrode breakdown, oil 
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breakdown etc) would identify actual cable failure against the prevalence of activity from previously 

identified sources. 

Although rudimentary (visually appearing as obvious harmonics) a number of files sampled at 

random were applied as training files to the MLP. In paral lel a number of the previously obtained fi le 

captures from both oils and to some extent earlier electrode configurations were also included in an 

attempt to aid identification. Batched and separated into respected classes, each of the capture types 

applied with output nodes with dual purpose. Firstly this was to force separation between disjointed 

classes whilst secondly those that bore affinity were less distanced to encourage accepted variation 

between comparable captures and identify any underlying characteristics. See plot below 

D Desired 

• Actua l  

D Actua l  

D Actual  

• Actual  

Desired I Actual response 

3 4 

Output node 

Fig 5.35 Desired (foreground) Vs 

actual (background) plot of M LP 

(I OOO) output node response. 

The results obtained from the output nodes of file captures as described represent the actual response 

against a desired response of four respective nodes ( I  OOO) illustrating a more than acceptable 

outcome for the class displayed (positive polarity Pd first instance). Similar results were obtained for 

the further class polarity adjusted (0001 )  producing only small levels of error. 

However a final class of capture (01 00) representing pre-inception level (see fig 5 . 36) produced a 

very different and less acceptable result indicating considerable confusion. Noting the legend of the 

output results, the desired responses are placed in the foreground with actual obtained results to the 

rear. Of those represented, the first class attained three from four correct results with a 'rogue' value 

of 'one' (reminded that desired state was zero). The second node produced two further faulty values 

again to the rear of the plot, whilst the third node produced acceptable values i.e. within the threshold 

boundaries. The final node equally produced a 'rogue' output again detracting fully and not partially 

from the desired state. The applied error introduced prior to training was initially considered to be the 

culprit, however the preceding classes of both corona(s) and oil captures trained under the same 

routine had produced acceptable results indicating possible 'overlays' between the captures used. 
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Equally and inevitably some discrepancy will occur generated most essentially from the interfacing 

hardware, this after all remained common to all the captures taken. The majority of this commonal ity 

was seen to occur from the third node, this being the point only at which all data captures were in 

agreement. See fig 5 .36 
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Fig 5.36 Desired Vs 

actual plot of MLP (0 100) 

node response. 

In order to investigate either way the likelihood of training errors and thus the ineffective output seen, 

previously used batched files were again subjected to training using on this occasion more hidden 

nodes to assist with the s ignal separation and hence classifiers applied. Previously ten hidden nodes 

were deemed sufficient to undertake training, the respective captures containing 96 data points (after 

minimal pre-processing) the applied four-node output yielding a ' round' 1 00 figure per set. Under the 

previous training routine, although a small error was applied (0.0 1 )  this was not actually attained as 

the error achieved (a full magnitude above) took considerable time and indicated l ittle improvement. 

Hence applying more hidden nodes (now increased to 1 5) appeared a viable approach. Initial 

observations of the training routine, indicated promise producing a swift error descent. This however 

was short lived as it attenuated upon a closer approach to that required hence training was interrupted. 

A brief assessment was made against a selection of captures returning exceptionally poor results that 

although well disjointed from undesired 'O'  levels offered little that could prove acceptable against 

the MSB. 

From initial test exercises, the author had retained a large number of point-plane captures having 

successfully characterised a number using a base level MLP. A step forward therefore was taken to 

super-impose the traces of a number of captures onto the discharge signal from the cable chamber. If 

a neural network could be trained to recognise these alone, thence the approach was to select these 

and identify as adjoining or combined classes. These are i llustrated in chapter 4, fig 4.42. 
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The adjacent plot illustrates a worsened case of reducing signal magnitude against the applied PP. 

Noting that in many cases the applied signature from known conditions swamps the overall signatures 

obtained from the cable source. Hence for identification purposes this was adjusted in magnitude 

retaining the capture range for training purposes. A sample window of capture ranges is depicted in 

fig 5 .3 7 taken from chapter 4, fig 4.44. 

N. 
I 

Fig 5 . 3 7  array 

as seen by 

MLP. 

� 1'--������������---'-������-L-�����--' 
0 500 1 OOO I 500 2000 

Previously unused, the third node was applied (00 10) to represent the synthesised captures, these 

were based across the spectrum of captures form point-plane source after pre-processing containing 

magnitudes up to and including twofold those of central origin reducing in scale to 0.5 Xm (where Xm 
represents training file magnitude). The output response (representative sample depicted in fig 5 .36) 

produced poor results that were indicative of a hidden feature existence creating this abnormally. Of 

the samples assessed representing the cable discharges indicated characterisation of both corona( s) of 

positive and negative polarity and equally a number similar to the reverse electrode arrangements 

previously described. Recognition levels of the newly applied class however reduced in an almost 

linear fashion, this assumed a product of distortion within the data captures, and equally so since 

applying more hidden nodes, a consequence of feature extraction tended to favour small aspects of 

each file applied. Equally noted the more recent file captures represented compounded (results that is 

emanating from numerous sources) rather than the sole sources previously obtained. To identify a 

number of the 'hidden' features a number of window captures were adjusted to match the resolution 

of early electrode spacing undertaken in air and oil submersed experiments. These were compared to 

extract individual features that v isually bore recognition again slight adjustments to magnitude were 

applied. 
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Removing classes from the training routine, the MLP was again re-trained concentrating on noise 

captures and captures obtained from the cable sample. Equal numbers of batched files were applied in 

a mixed format of 'every other' routine i.e. first capture representing a pulse including its four node 

label, the second capture system noise and node label, third again a pulse and so on and so forth 

utilising 1 00 captures of both. In this instance a reduced learning rate was applied (at a cost of 

increased training periods) but also the error limit applied was increased by a full magnitude against 

previous tests, whilst fewer hidden nodes were applied in order to compensate. Prior routines had 

successfully returned acceptable limits with this combination of settings. Experience had also shown 

that fewer nodes encourage more generalisation reducing feature extraction levels on this occasion 

with only two well-disjointed file types to distinguish. 

A manual assessment was undertaken on the data files that had produced 'rogue' outputs, and a 

comparison was made (visually) against those already assessed from known conditions. Reminded 

that the cable contained faults of unknown dimensions and hence location (equally creating effects as 

previously described) magnitudes and duration of behaviour were comparable, few indicating clear 

detractment as was previously assumed. Equally it was noted that of the few captures containing 

(prior to data reduction) what could be described as a 'variation' this diminished after pre-processing 

and hence hindered rather than assisted training and test routines causing mapping problems. A 

further contributing factor overlooked was the choice of output nodes i.e. numbers of and more 

importantly the possibility of these being insufficiently detracted between the nodes applied. It had 

previously been noted that using only one node difference between captures had (mostly) proved 

sufficient, but suspicion remained surrounding a small number of ' spurious' results. Addressing this 

' suspicion' therefore the same data files were adjusted to incorporate further diversity respectively. 

Of the captures obtained from the cable sample, these were given output nodes of 1 1 1 1  and equally 

those from known Pd sources were applied with a 0000 label, i .e. all nodes now differing. 
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With no desire to vary the data reduction routine, both file types were applied to the MLP as a crude 

evaluation of the feature extraction between classes previously unattained. As illustrated in fig 5 .39, 

the output nodes produced a very high desired to actual ratio (hence adjusted scale applied) 

illustrating that the network could produce high levels of feature extraction from the data applied (on 

an individual basis) but implied effects from 'same class ' captures had influenced the overall net 

result. A high-level of results was too achieved from the compared data representing activity of 

known sources (not illustrated). To some extent the net result (although more than acceptable) 

indicated considerable reliance on operator intervention, influencing the selectivity of data captures 

and clearly so the output nodes applied. Thus it must be argued that such influences belie the purpose 

and function of automated feature extraction of a neural network and hence must be at least limited if 

aims are to be satisfied. This was not the object of the exercise whilst reliance was being made upon 

an expert system such intervention was unfairly aiding the system. 

Described [Aleksander 95] the success of a perceptron is controlled most essentially by local 

processing undertaken by the association units, these as described [see chapter 3 ]  operating in parallel 

with one-another. Therefore in addition to careful choice of output nodes, evidence suggested that the 

number(s) of hidden nodes applied within a network would have to be carefully controlled in order to 

prove satisfactory. Again it must be added that although the selectivity between classes was 

'disappointing' the feature extraction, concentrating most essentially on partial discharge effectively 

identified Pd pulses irrespective of origin. This indicated (as previously suspected) that the feature 

extraction principle was concentrating more so on underlying trends (unidentified) of the system 

hence accounting for the results obtained. 

Authenticating this, training files obtained previously (emanating from known sources) were applied 

mixed into the data arrays. The interface and monitoring system used remained common to all the 

capture exercises was influential to the signals captured. Small variations to these were noted to vary 

the response (note frequency sensitive interface) and an equivalent number of data captures were 

applied inclusive of the same data reduction and pre-processing exercise. Despite being an 

unorthodox aim, the objective of this exercise was to assess the aforementioned assumption, which if 

correct would part identify the underlying trends encountered and hence influence the feature 

extraction principle. The data captures were applied to the already trained network (training having 

already taken place from the prior captures described. As aims were to ascertain a rejection from the 

MLP network on a one-by-one elimination process, additional training was not deemed necessary, 

unless different data reduction and pre-processing techniques were deployed. As undertaken 

previously the captures were included within the data arrays. 
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Fig 5 .40 Certainty response MSB. 

Observing a random sample of recognition levels representing the MSB, a general decline was noted 

in all captures (regardless of the faltering detail) most essentially a simultaneous decay between 

corona sources. Despite some promise offered by positive corona, and that of pre-inception level (un

tampered) all results were of poor certainty levels no doubt reduced by the inclusion of foreign files. 

This of course as desired identified the areas of faltering captures, but offered nothing towards 

improving data characterisation. To a greater extent it must be noted that a visual analysis of files had 

equally failed to identify sufficient faltering detail assessments based on random captures. Further 

confusing within the results were short periods of recovery indicating small areas of improved 

certainty for which the author may only describe as poorly mapped features containing possible 

overlapping and hence corrupting the results. 

5 . 1 0  Evaluation of train ing errors 

Starting at the mid way capture and working outwards bi-directional, recognition became of a poor 

level whilst an assessment of the overall performance was made visually. In hindsight, and as of the 

writing of this thesis, this would clearly appear as the most logical approach. During experimentation 

however, the variations in both magnitude and shift were underestimated no doubt from testing 

periods, hence earlier success was indebted to a reduced likelihood in significant changes, other than 

small numbers of extraneous captures previously described. Such Problems are linked to the 

interpretation of data within a network and hence the output nodes to some extent, the parameters 

based on either localised or distributed representation. What this implies is that a data set may be 

s ignified by one, or a large number of binary numbers associated to a specific state. As a reminder 

neural networks operate on a feature extraction principle concentrating on identifying underlying 

trends running between training data against which comparisons are made to applied 'test' data. There 

are of course limits to which this remains true, if and only if, the fundamental feature remains static 

and the output function represents this in real value terms. Variations of significance however will 

adjust both, from a seen underlying principle change. Hence in real terms the output can produce 
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meaningless values particularly when the outputs chosen represent a binary interpretation of real 

numbers, i.e. 1 0  signifying '2 '  1 0 1  signifying ' 5 '  so on and so forth. The problem therefore of 

localised or distributed application provides significant influence to the effectiveness or otherwise of 

the network. 

A plot depicting the ANN view (albeit reduced sampling for the benefit of illustration) demonstrates 

the signal loci. See fig 4.46, (chapter 4). To address this and return more so to the realms of AI, all of 

the data files were allocated on a recognition level acceptance scenario (discharge regardless of 

corruption against pre-inception levels). Instead of further re-training methods, the prior results (all of 

which were logged against capture label) were assessed against the recognition level each produced 

respectively from the compounded captures. Understandably levels of recognition were seen to tail 

off sharply in both capture types (with some small exceptions). In order therefore to assess by how 

much this was occurring and at which point this proved critical, an applied level of acceptance was 

chosen prior against which comparisons could be made. On this occasion using the network response 

(already logged) this could indicate acceptance or otherwise and batch accordingly based on midway 

captures, again mapping both the point of acceptance and variation in % terms against level of 

recognition i.e. how successful. 
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Fig 5 .41  Distribution of 

successful recognition 

The choice of testing data from the previous routine was based on the central window of the captures 

attained. As the overall capture array extended to some 300 captures, the central span of numbers 

I 0 1 -200 were targeted as a rough average, brief visual assessments having identified variations of 

shift and magnitude (previously described) considered to be acceptable equidistance. Of no surprise 

feature extraction of underlying trends tailed off symmetrically about the central range producing to 

all intent and purpose a normal or 'Gaussian' distribution. As the central window of captures was 

utilised for training, implying in both cases the pre-trained captures retained initial Pd conditions, 

whereas the post-trained arrays contained fault worsening no doubt containing increased magnitude. 

Hence the arrays closest to the training data had an increased likelihood of proving successful in 
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recognition as depicted in fig 5 .4 1 .  Although indicating a slightly reduced recognition level (despite 

exceeding the threshold) a far wider bandwidth was noted for magnitude variations (both increased 

and attenuated) that satisfied the applied (85%) threshold level, suggesting the network was quite 

tolerant to this type of variable. Falling sharply however after only some 1 0% variation in time 

domain, the network was proving far less tolerant, despite initially indicating very high levels of 

recognition above and beyond those previously attained for pulse magnitude adjustments. The worse 

case scenario of well below threshold level was dominated by variations of both domain shift and 

magnitude, again the sources of which were clearly compounded 

Data captures not satisfying the threshold level had now been 'earmarked' by the network not too 

surprisingly these occupying domains of mainly the earlier and final captures obtained. An additional 

visual assessment was made of the failing captures to ascertain the maximum amount of shift 

permissible prior to below threshold results. Generally speaking the network was far more tolerant 

with magnitude variations correctly identifying variations by up to + 30% and similarly for earlier 

captures -20% suggesting that the network was polarity sensitive, this by default favouring a slight 

imbalance of (applied data) increased levels. As regards the time domain variations this was far less 

tolerant (as previously described) but indicating a more equal displacement about the central axis of 

+/- 1 0% suggesting a shift of only 1 0  data points (reminded that each capture array was 1 00 data 

points in duration). However equally it must be noted that the variations to the time domain shift were 

not all attributable to time worsening conditions, a number of these occurring across the full spectrum 

of captures as a default of; telemetry, data acquisition techniques and multiple discharge sources. 

Hence although it may be deduced that the network was far less tolerant to phasing (despite 

equidistant) other than applying far more complex signal processing techniques (not the object of the 

research exercise) other approaches to encompass variations were required. 

A clear upshot of the results against visual analysis indicated patterns that overlapped and hence 

could not be linearly separable across the feature space whilst time worsening and multiple conditions 

had in essence created sub-sets to those of training purposes. See fig 5 .42 overleaf. As described 

[Beale 90] a condition of local minima can occur when two (or more) assumed disjoint classes by 

default become allotted as the same. Creating levels of poor 'internal representation ', the addition of 

more inner units or nodes permits a better array-plane acting as a feature detector, reducing likelihood 

of an undesired minima condition. The 'erroneous' data arrays overlapping into feature space of 

undefined origin and hence against the same output nodes despite being clearly disjointed, caused the 

poor ' internal representation '  within the neural network. Had the variations experienced expanded in 

a linear manner i.e. both magnitude of pulses and time domain shifting but still within reasonable 

limits (a small number of which were noted) the network assessed individually some acceptable 

levels of recognition. Further applied classes would encompass the variations described, however it 
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remained important to assess against this backdrop the limits at which the MLP could function before 

such a need was required i .e. maximum domain shift and/or magnitude variation either increasing or 

attenuating. To some extent this condition was seen as part recoverable by applying more nodes 

(output) experience had shown this to be indicative of confused regions. Increased hidden layers 

partition the feature space by increased multiples deducing (albeit complex) planes upon which both 

early and final data arrays may lie. As already seen however this increases computational demands 

requiring additional processing time and larger numbers of data captures to provide sufficient a 

divide, assuming variations could be contained to linear expanse only. Alternatively an option 

attempted was to apply a threshold level of acceptance against the number of successful output nodes 

if the number was increased which to some extent (owing to the moving trend) could accommodate 

non-linear and compounded variations. 

Simplified 
feature space 
partitfon � 

Time 

Final co
ordinates 

overlapping 
planes 

Detracted data 
arrays 

Fig 5.42 Feature space partition 

overlapping 

The faults within the cable were of unknown origins hence only assumptions could be made against 

which the training and test groups were allocated, hence insufficient salient features to trigger 

successful individual levels within the ANN. As described previously (see chapter 3)  the MLP energy 

function representing the quantity by which the output varies against the desired output is given by: 

(43) 

Clearly large errors correspond to large energies whereas (not too surprisingly) small errors 

correspond to small energies. The output of the network is determined by the weights between the 

units and the input applied; hence the energy is very much a function of these. However visualising 

the plot of both data arrays and the energies becomes complex the more the weights and hence axis's 

increase. Visualising a s imple two-dimensional plot is relatively simple if the salient features 

representing the data arrays could be determined by a simple partition. As data tends to vary due to a 

whole host of influences (a small number of these have been described) the spread of data becomes 
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more complex extending over boundaries and axis's of neighbouring sets. Of course this feature 

variation is capitalised on to some extent permitting general judgements against previously unseen 

data arrays, but naturally there are limits to acceptance of this behaviour, many of which were 

previously seen. 

Class 'A ' Fig 5.43 Two-dimensional association of data arrays. 

Class 'B ' 

The figure 5 .43 illustrates the spread and variation to behaviour across two-dimensional axis 

depicting the open boundaries within which data classes may lie, permitting the underlying trends 

remain within acceptable threshold levels. As illustrated two sets of data arrays are separated by a 

'hypothetical divide' purely for the purposes of explanation. However equally included (within the 

hash lines) is a rogue data set that although belonging to the capture class of class 'B', actually 

contains underlying trends and salient characteristics that lie within the feature space of class 'A'. 

Naturally this being a part supervised learning algorithm, this creates undesired levels of disjointed 

classes despite being allocated a 'contradictory' class label. Such problems are not uncommon with 

neural networks and hence special care must be applied to minimise cross labelling and data 

allocation. As implied a manner in which this to some extent may be addressed is adjusting hidden 

layer nodes to disjoint the feature space in many different dimensions, either increasing or reducing 

generalisation. This is of course difficult to visualise being above and beyond a more recognisable 

three-dimensional plot. However if we consider this to be more akin to a feature 'landscape' this 

becomes more realisable. Consider that a landscape would of course be composed of valleys and hills, 

wells and ravines, crevices and fissures. Therefore as an analogy the simple ' lay' of the land would 

represent the 'primary' dimensions, the more complex divides within these dimensions thus 

represented by the smaller land formations (wells and ravines etc.) as described. Hence therefore 

these basins of attraction within the feature space (or landscape as now visualised) represent the 

optimum solutions presenting the correct outputs from given inputs. Theoretically this is all well and 

good, however as a reminder in earlier analysis undertaken of oils and contaminants thereof, further 

hidden layer nodes were seen to exasperate the training, frequently returning poor training error 

resolves. Equally the application of further inner nodes was also seen to divide the feature space 
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between like captures with only small variations (again this was an undesired state) implying the 

network had become fastidious due to over-training. Many approaches of neural networks published 

remain inconsistent in describing optimum layer choice, numbers of classes etc. As described 

[Aleksander I 95] there is no one solution maintaining that each problem presents uniqueness in as 

much as requiring (often) a custom solution derived from experimentation alone. In lieu of this 

further attempts in modifying the network were not desired and hence further thought was considered 

more so applying effort to salient features monitoring trend changes. 

5 . 1 1  Synthetic void analysis (epoxy) 

The cable sample contained faults possibly multiples of unknown origin, dimension and numbers. 

Hence the data captures obtained most possibly represented compounded events explaining 

intermittent trend changes aligning the feature space to disjointed data arrays. Despite attempts to 

isolate individual effects by comparing previously obtained captures of known origin baring similar 

characteristics, the author was unable to ascertain the numbers, magnitudes or extraneous faults of 

which likelihood was, deemed present. Despite this many valuable lessons were learned pointing 

towards more attainable approaches that may be undertaken. In order to assess faults regarding voids 

and fissures, it was decided to emulate known dimensions to batches of sample dielectrics and assess 

(if at all) the likelihood of correlation against those previously attempted. 

In addition to applying a 'bottom up' approach regarding the material side of the project (the 

mainstay) alternative approaches would be implemented to aid recognition correlation and ease the 

computational encumbrance. Time-domain captures had yielded considerable detail particularly 

regarding the identification of discharge signatures. However these had also handicapped to some 

extent progress owing to the loss of time reference in all cases and the predominance of phase shifting 

becoming equally burdensome. With the technological advances currently available (some at very 

low cost) a whole spectrum of analysis tools, both hardware and software are available ranging from 

filtering techniques and correlation methodologies to peripheral interfacing circuitry and analysis 

tools, each offering their own relative worth. Although the author respects the merits of each, this 

presents a dichotomy as regards a choice to which communities of high voltage and dielectric physics 

are prepared to accept. Further as was experienced during analysis, the choice of a supervised 

learning technique (MLP) had proved clumsy partially due to the author's choice of data allocation 

and class allotment. Hence as alternatives existed and were available for use, implementing non

supervised techniques (RBF) posed a potential headway. Collectively therefore these approaches 

would be implemented to progress the research, these will be described hereon in. 
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As described a number of assessment routines were appl ied previously to an MLP concentrating on 

the time-domain captures. Although returning acceptable results these were aided by significant levels 

of pre-processing to counteract the loss in many cases of time reference and phase shifting. Turning 

therefore to unsupervised algorithms, the data arrays were applied to a Radial Basis Function (RBF) 

neural network this is described briefly in chapter3 . For further details see [Aleksander 95, Haykin 99 

Beale et al 90] . 

To date all data arrays were hampered by phase shifting and therefore although returning on occasion 

very questionable results, one has to look in depth at the very reasoning for such. Frequency 

assessment routines more traditionally apply to higher dielectric withstand materials most essentially 

the gases SF6 R12, and R22 as described in chapter 3 the discharge behaviour is of a very much 

higher frequency. The possibility therefore of rogue values previously encountered may well have 

uncovered underlying trend alterations, overlooked during visual assessments by the author. This 

therefore would be assessed if for no other purpose to eliminate the influence from experimental 

routines. 

As described there are numerous methods to analyse the frequency spectrum present in signals. 

Commonly many of these involve feeding input s ignals to ranges of band pass filters producing an 

output of magnitude for the respective frequency present. However in many cases this may require an 

inordinate number of filters to produce the high resolution if required, running into excessive cost 

factors. An alternative method greatly reducing costs and further satisfying the HV I dielectric physics 

communities is a method of spectral analysis using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) sometimes 

referred to as Fourier intergrals. Equally as significant levels of data remained stored and ready 

digitised, numbers of earlier captures could be converted to Fourier coefficients. Many methods are 

applicable to derive the Fourier coefficients (Trapezoidal, Simpson's i.e. step integration, 'Walsh

Hadamard' transforms) to name but a few hence often referred to as Fourier Intergrals, but these may 

be seen as slow. Developed in the mid sixties by Tukey and Cooley the FFT algorithm devised, 

dramatically reduced analysis periods of applied digitised time domain waveforms. Fundamental to 

the successful operation of FFT, the number of data points (N) representing a time-domain sample 

used must satisfy the rule N=2m (where m is an integer) whence the samples are taken at sufficiently 

close proximity to entail the highest frequencies likely to be present of whole cycles. Further 

observing the Nyquist critical frequency fc avoids 'aliasing' where fc = D/2 (D obtained from the 

number of digitised samples per second. As cited by Bansal any frequency components greater thanfc 

run the danger of being misinterpreted producing erroneous data in the spectral response. Bansal 

[Bansal 97) introduced anti-aliasing factors to eliminate frequency factors higher than fc finding 

however that this was not entirely representative from considerable influences of noise factors at 

levels beyondfc. not dissimilar from the author, noise factors being considered relative in their merits. 

The order in which computations are undertaken held the key to the FFT algorithm deducing that 
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different strategies were better for different data input sizes, furthering that splitting data arrays 

optimises computational time. Full explanations and analysis may be sort by referencing [Brigham 

74, Bracewell  RN 65]. 

Based equally on limited knowledge the experience gained with the use of time-domain captures and 

the variations witnessed, posed considerable concern, hence non-supervised algorithms to encourage 

more machine-orientated plotting and allocation within a feature space was applied. Motivated by 

locally tuned responses of anthropological neurons, Radial Basis Functions (RBF) was introduced 

into the neural network community by Broomhead and Lowe in the late 1 980's [Schwenker 2000] . 

Radial Basis Functions (RBF) utilise a clustering technique of represented data formations consisting 

of three neural layers. Input neurons or nodes; feed the feature vectors into a network, followed by a 

hidden layer of universal 'approximators' calculate the outcome of basis functions. Finally, a layer of 

output neurons, calculate a linear combination of these basis functions. Differentiating from the 

aforementioned (MLP) applying a supervised learning algorithm (teacher supervised) and as 

previously highlighted prone to errors, the RBF function of training remains unsupervised with 

training procedures of clustering or vector quantitization see fig 5 .44 [schwenker2000]. Incorporating 

radially symmetric processing elements, hidden layer elements combine a Euclidean distance measure 

with a Gaussian activation function [Howlett R 94] . Fig 5.44 MLP open boundary & RBF clustered boundary 
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Use of radial basis functions potentially provides enhanced classification, at improved convergence 

periods of training routines, these as opposed to MLP's forming clustered boundaries in an input 

space, whereas MLP's  tend to create more open regions. Coping with varying expanse of data 

classifications, RBF networks are claimed to be superior [Beale & Jackson 90] being less prone to 

experience local minima problems, the coefficients added in a linear manner, implying the task at 
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hand being more exact providing a guaranteed solution. Thus used independently or as pre-processing 

with lesser routines, may prove advantageous with processing time and accuracy. 

Already detailed, [Bish, Howson, Howlett et al 2001 ] ,  the feed-forward, back-propagation base 

routine network used in prior tests, yielded results that were initially encouraging. Numerous 

publications have in the past described RBF as an effective tool hence the effectiveness of this was 

initially assessed as described using time- domain captures based on the experimental methods 

already described. Although many architectures of AI are commonly in use, the object of the research 

exercise was not to distinguish between differing architectures of which the author appreciates there 

are many. SOM's of a host of variations most essentially Kohonen maps, CMAC, NETalk with an 

equally large number of algorithms for each, however the availability of in-house expertise and home 

written unsupervised paradigm was approached hence the choice of RBF. Although time-domain 

captures had produced considerable success, this targeted most essentially small detail of magnitude 

and pulse duration (again considering the base detail of Buckingham potentials). Equally variations to 

either or both of these were recorded as creating confusion within the networks and hence the reliable 

operation prior to introductory fine-tuning and fiddle factors must be bought into question. The 

figures illustrated in chapter 4 (figs4.53-4) indicated a worse case scenario of batched time-domain 

captures obtained from voided dielectric samples. Visually showing little clarity and hence promise, 

previously success was only attained by the selective but productive supervised training routine of the 

operator. As depicted very few of the captures bore harmony aside of small numbers that were singled 

out. In order to test the effectiveness of this initially, time-domain captures were applied at extended 

scale as illustrated using pre-processing methods as described previously. 

Although minor attempts being made at an earlier stage to manually compress the data files, unduly 

considering only the earlier portions of notable activity, similar ideas, albeit for better intentions have 

indeed been undertaken successfully by other research institutions [Esp et al 98]. Despite awareness 

of importance to retain the greater portion of the captured signals, including discharge decay periods 

of apparently little activity, it was envisaged that numerous phase windows dividing each cycle 

further offers great potential. Separating and allocating the signal into division of phase, each 

representing cyclic quadrant classes was applied prior to training. 

A sample number of first cyclic quadrant taken at random, are depicted in chapter 4 (fig 4. 54) 

illustrating time step variations and typical magnitude adjustments experienced. 

Based on magnitude and pulse duration these were allocated as cluster groups, however unlike MLP 

architectures these should avoid wherever possible far too disjointed arrays. Observing the collection 

of captures illustrated in chapter 4 (fig 4.54) small levels of variation previously deemed well within 
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the realms of acceptance by an MLP (this endorsed by a brief test) was applied with a large activated 

cluster boundary width. As described however, Radial Basis Functions (RBF) do not follow this 

trend, being none supervised they allocate grouping or clustering accordingly. Such a greater 

flexibility in operation, self allocates group clustering based around a 'kernal ' feature, where simple 

extensions of acceptance can be applied by extending the boundaries applied. Returning however 

very mixed responses of it must be said both unseen and training data, implied otherwise problems 

against a correctly identifying MLP response. Described by [Beale & Jackson 90] Radial basis 

functions expand inputs into a higher dimensional space where they become linearly separable, 

"guaranteed to produce a function that fits all the data points". Equally however it is cited that noisy 

or anomalous data causes distortion, thus similar inputs may become pigeonholed to dissimilar 

classes. C learly this had occurred despite the relative similarities overseen by the author, which 

despite showing some improvements from reduced cluster widths, the removal of distorted signatures 

(probable effects of smaller neighbouring site Pd) results fell far short of the gradient descent 

algorithm. Also notable with the assessment routine was the confusion of pre-inception level (0.3i) 

receiving allocation amongst much greater levels of obvious Pd. Again pointing an accusing finger 

further at the salient features and all-important size of data arrays was equally of concern, hence 

rather than break signatures into cyclic components as undertaken reluctantly on an MLP, the author 

averted to frequency elements of activity. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an algorithm that 

enables a computation of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a time series more rapidly than 

other possible algorithms available. Comparisons of the computational savings that are possible by 

use of the FFT are described in [Cochran W., Cooley J. 67]. In addition to a reduction in 

computational demands, the FFT substantially reduces round-off errors. Briefly put, the technique can 

be interpreted in terms of combining the DFT coefficients of individual data samples which are 

combined to ultimately produce the DFT of the complete series of data samples. The coefficients 

produced are portrayed with the use of Mathcad® as Fourier series coefficients producing complex 

waveforms. This is il lustrated from Mathcad® overleaf. See fig 5.45.  
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Fig 5.45.Mathcad processing and conversion of Time-domain to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
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Finding on conversion to the frequency domain of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) essential detail is 

contained within the first few components, noise and harmonics (although equally of interest) 

showing component values at a latter period of the spectrum. More important however was the clarity 

restoration (albeit of opposing poles) representing the most notable salient features. Despite requiring 

address to bring the magnitudes to within the operating realms of AI problems associated with data 

processing (removal of pre-trigger etc as previously required with an MLP) were effectively removed. 

Apparent from fig 5 .45, the components decayed below effectual magnitude after 1 5  data samples. A 

preliminary test of 1 5  input node arbitrary traces was made, a total of just 36 training files were 

applied to an RBF network for training x five classes (ranging from 0-5) as assigned by the network. 

Further capture classes of files of varying mix and proportion, were assessed by the network on large

scale cluster width activation functions, files were equally allocated into polarity classes as described 

previously. The results of this provided a 1 00% success rate in recognition of Pd, rejecting all 

extraneous readings of localised noise and background additionally applied (unseen during the 

training routine). Although improvement was seen to be required however in classification of the 

groups applied, reducing the cluster width of the RBF, increases the level of selectivity the network 

will distinguish, hence this was duly applied. 

By way of introducing the tabular form of RBF assessment routines, allocated classes are produced 

and returned to the operator during training beginning at cluster class 0 ranging � N- 1 (where N 

represents the number of clusters used). An example of the training requirements and training options 

is illustrated below. 

Data sets 
applied 

cluster class 
Class No: 
CO . . . . . .  Cn 

Most 
dominant 
cluster class 

Zero 
recognition 

Neighbouring 
class 

recognition 

(low level} 

Fig 5 .46 Graphical plot of 

RBF class response 
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No of recall sets processed = 5 

FuzOR : Class 0 Score = 83/100 = 83.00% 

FuzOR : Class 5 Score = 1 7/100 = 1 7.00% 

FuzOR : Class 1 Score = 75/100 = 75.00% 

FuzOR : Class 3 Score = 1 2 .5/100 = 1 2.50% 

FuzOR : Class 5 Score = 1 2.5/100 = 1 2.50% 

Sum : Class 0 Score = 83 / 1 00 = 83.00% 

Sum : Class 5 Score = 1 7 / 1 00 = 17 .00% 

Sum : Class 1 Score = 75 / 100 = 75.00% 

Sum : Class 3 Score = 1 2 .5 / 100 = 1 2.50% 

Chapter 5 Experimental analysis 

Table 5 .47 Tabular form ofRBF class response 

There are two output systems employed in the RBF network one using a fuzzy-OR gate and the other 

a summation. The above outputs (both graphical Fig 5 .46 and tabular fig 5 .4 7) illustrates that when 

the fuzzy-OR gate was used, the network estimated that 83% (darkened column) of the points applied 

belonged to class 0, and 1 7% (grey column) to a neighbouring class that of 5 .  Using the summation 

output gate the network estimating equally that 83% belong to class 0 and 1 7% to class 5. Similarly 

moving up recognition levels class zero of the next assessment illustrates 0% (white column) 75% 

class l (greying column) 0% class 2 recognition, 1 2.5% class 3 recognition, so on and so forth. 

As may be observed from the RBF table (see fig 5 .47 above) a classifier is produced for each cluster 

class hence the display indicates all classes against which a percentage level of those assessed and 

hence representative features found is displayed. By way of furthering the process of RBF again an 

example of the results is illustrated below 
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Fig 5.48 Frequency spectra analysis of 

RBF 

A primary assessment depicted above contained mixed batch files (hence the reader will note a staged 

response). Although some reserve must be held for the overlapping class results, illustrating how 

recognition can be divided between classes, noise files (not part of the training routine) were fully 

rejected from the network. Prior however to further discussion and analysis of the results obtained, 

sample FFT spectra files of the classes assessed are illustrated and influences are described below. 
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Fig 5.49 frequency coefficients high voltage 

background (sample present) 

The Fourier coefficients obtained (illustrated heron in for visual purposes only) for a 'perfect' 

dielectric sample (visually this was macroscopic flaw free) produced surprisingly defined levels of Pd 

activity. Essentially this was most likely attributed to the dielectric electrode interface, which despite 

endeavours to apply mechanical force (spring re-enforced gaps) the actual boundary still contained 

areas of faltering contact. In such cases this produces small areas of air or polarised particulate traps 

typically of the order of boundary gaps previously described (see chapter2). Often enveloping by

products of cathodic sputtering these areas become highly active with partial discharge activity, 

creating signatures indicative of surface I corona and inner void breakdown guise. Described by 

[Hilder DA 74) surface activity becomes predominant under such circumstances equally linking a 

reciprocal relationship between inner void breakdown and surface activity. In lieu of the activity 

recorded therefore of an 'unsullied' sample, this level of inception was retained as the comparison 

level against which flawed samples had equally been recorded. 
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Data applied representing each of the discharge classes was initially assessed on an individual basis. 

This was based on the fact that although the coefficients differed between a voided sample and a 

'clear' sample, a number of matching coefficients existed (again probable surface activity) in the 

numbers visually assessed. Therefore taking the most characteristic data array from each class 

(chosen from most number of matching coefficients) remaining files applied to use the ANN for 

cluster allocation rather than the author-applied approach utilised previously. The FFT coefficients 

il lustrated above are again indicative of Pd activity 

As recorded by the author no 'one' batch of data files contained data arrays that were class unique 

each of the obtained capture classes containing approximately a third representative of unknown 

common trends described by Li,Y [Li,Y. Powers D et al 03] as 'blind signal/source separation'. Taken 

as an influence of the source and telemetry this was noted ever present within the entire data range. 

Equally noting that this was an area that although undoubtedly present was not identified (visually) in 

previously undertaken time-domain analysis. To endorse the commonality between all captures a 

brief assessment was made using the RBF this returning positive identification, but equally returned 

levels recognised as being part members of classes as desired, regardless of the common cluster. 
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Fig 5 . 5 1  RBF recognition levels %per 

class. 

Hence outside of the common influence sufficient variations were present that would appropriately 

provide disjointed cluster classes. See fig 5 .  5 1 .  As cited by Hay kin with appropriately chosen centres, 

in a similar manner to further hidden nodes within MLP structures, any function 'theoretically' can be 

achieved. However furthering this, [Kestler and Schwenker 0 1 ]  emphasise that the setting of the 

Kernel width remains a critical issue in the transition to the RBF architecture. In the event of the 

applied kernel width ( cr) {see chapter 3 }  being too large, estimated probability of underlying trends 

may be lost, cautioning that conversely when too small can create an "over-adaptation" to the 

specific data array. Recognising this therefore the recognition level to encourage a disjoint, a reduced 

cluster width was applied to the training data, this gradually staged in full magnitude steps. 
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Fig 5.52 RBF recogn ition levels %per 

class reduced cluster width, 

Against previous results the cluster feature (staged diagonally from first to final cluster) reflected an 

improvement in recognition. Conversely, equal overlaps into adjacent classes reduced in proportion to 

cluster width adjustment. Variations to the data applied from each class were applied equally 

providing very similar responses i.e. exchanging training data-test data. As the overlaps continued 

into neighbouring clusters again, approximate recognition on par with previous, part matched clean 

samples with both voided and multiple voided samples. 

Beyond the RBF analysis, levels of deterioration recorded previously indicated 'visually' matching 

discharge parameters, this particularly noted with the cable analysis. Partway in explanation, 

deterioration of a sample leads to a more porous structure creating intermittent behaviour between 

charge carriers. When extreme, levels of extinction are noted requiring increases in applied voltage to 

re-trigger Pd behaviour. Hence often indicative of treeing and channelling, pulse magnitudes firstly 

decrease trailed by pulse count reductions. Described by [Abdel-Salem & Kha\ifa 00] arc re-ignition 

becomes almost a race of time between rising voltage and de-ionisation of gases within the voids, 

particularly so with channel growth. Levels of deterioration at the electrode-dielectric boundary are 

particularly renowned for this, evidence noted in the earlier classes to remain present see fig 5 . 52.  

Initially reserving judgement towards the response of the RBF increasing evidence suggested that the 

mechanisms of breakdown described previously were indeed present. Firstly on removal of each 

sample, high levels of carbonised tracks were visually evident within the voids artificially applied. 

Secondly removal of the tracks was not possible as a newly formed layer had either sealed in the 

deposits or these had migrated (small levels of treeing) to within the sample. Finally a further reduced 

cluster width was applied to the data captures and re-assessment undertaken confirming from the AI 

analysis that the previous mechanism described represented the predominant trend. See fig 5 . 53 .  
Again further overlaps into the recognition class (2) were recorded with falling levels of expected 

class, equally recording that a further level of overlap (class 3) was equally occurring in-line with the 

diminishing cluster widths applied. 
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Fig 5 . 53 RBF recognition levels %per 

class final reduced cluster width. 

Other than identifying by a process of elimination, to single out an individual event or source of Pd 

had not proved possible. Other than sources of non-Pd activity, data arrays assessed to date had been 

of collective influences shaped and affected by the telemetry and monitoring instrumentation. Despite 

efforts to remove levels of extraneous influence, the author recognises activity from source and 

supply, were to some extent successfully removed. Nonetheless time-domain captures previously 

undertaken indicative of wave shape etc, the components assessed equally would have been 

compounded events that once transferred to frequency spectra, multiple frequencies hence overlaps 

into neighbouring boundary clusters was inevitable. 

5 . 1 2  Pl iable dielectric analysis 

General details have been described regarding the declining level of Pd within sample(s) with respect 

to time. Seasoning of dielectrics is recognised as an occurrence that takes place over time, resulting in 

either further depletion of insulation, or a part ' self-healing' of the floored structure. This was an 

activity that was noted to take place in the smaller samples, to an extent that Pd was in the most 

extreme case thwarted, implying levels of restructuring between die lectric inconsistencies and 

boundaries. In order therefore to assess the effectiveness of pseudo stationary events, a final analysis 

was made by repeating tests on newly manufactured surrogate samples again maintaining identical 

recording techniques. 

Experimental details and analysis undertaken is detailed in section 4. 1 6  chapter 4. Again maintaining 

the frequency spectra approach the dielectric materials assessed were grouped in numbers and 

condition as described. 

( l )Zeroback = Z l -ZSO (high voltage background noise taken at 0.3Vi). 

(2)Voidlg = V l -VSO. 

(3)Mltvoidlg = M l -MSO 

(4)Cleanlg = C l -CSO (5 .0mm samples) 
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(5)Novoid = Nl-N50 ( 12.0mm samples) 

(6)Hvback = H l -H50 (high voltage background noise taken at inception level of sample 

but without sample present) 

(7)Bgvoid = B l -B50 ( 1 2.0mm sample voided) 

The signatures obtained are of the continuous form as described and illustrated previously see fig 

5 .45. Clearly on this occasion sufficient disjoint exists between the data arrays to distinguish 

discharges of source (reminded this is assumed) and those containing influences inherent to source 

and or complimentary dielectric medium. Of the examples outlined the detraction becomes obvious, 

however over the duration of a number of cycles, many of these became intermingled severely 

hindering the data capture process. Previous experience had indicated to a greater extent that the 

majority of activity was still linked to a partial discharge process whether this be surface activity or 

otherwise. In lieu of this the frequency spectra was applied to distinguish these differences see fig 

5 . 54 below 

6 

l r1 4 

1 ±1 
lr1 2 

0
0 5 1 0  1 5  20 25 

Fig 5 .54 frequency-domain captures electrode

bounded dielectric. (From fig 5.45) 

As outlined in both figs 5 .54 & 4.63 (from chapter4) the trace shades remain the same and hence the 

corresponding coefficients and magnitudes are well disjointed particularly as the modulus of the 

terms is now applied. The increased magnitude illustrated in fig 5 . 54 although indicating harmony at 

lower spectrum levels, the influence and adjusting oscillatory decay periods producing higher 

coefficients further across the spectrum. More importantly however is the full disjoint of discharge 

(origin unknown) although considered partisan to the breakdown process, this being absent without a 

sample at an identical holding level. By applying the modulus to the captures applied, removed the 

polarity variations previously encountered, all terms now being positive. Although assumptions could 

of course be made against the signatures obtained, singling out signature against attributed cause 

could not be ascertained. 
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The appearance of scattered values of breakdown strength of any dielectric depends chiefly on the 

homogeneity of the dielectric structure. Hence the breakdown stress is typically determined by the 

average number of test results based over a span of testing. Instantaneous values of breakdown are not 

absolutely definite and therefore cannot be used to compare different samples hence comparison can 

only be made on the basis of long-term and asymptotic results. Of the results obtained, sufficient 

evidence presented this scenario displaying collective variations per sample. This however was not 

seen to impede identification techniques providing the levels did not border into the realms of Pd of 

known sources. To illustrate the disjoint of the unknown source, Fig 5 . 55  displays an extended FFT 

spectrum of the captures 5 .54. 

[ rq[ 4 -

[ rq[ 
lff.jl 2 

200 400 600 

Fig 5 .55 FFT spectra containing 

unknown discharge source. 

800 1 000 

Inevitably small levels of all representative frequencies local to the system of source will most 

essentially transmit influences (proximity of neighbourhood) to the monitored system. See fig 5 . 55  

Hence undoubtedly ever present the coefficients remain (unless representing a very dominant feature) 

of insignificant magnitudes, particularly once lessened to the operational limits of the RBF. Initially 

the data captures were applied against the RBF in collective batches, this having followed the 

approach of training during which periods the data clusters were applied. A preliminary result 

indicated recognition of the data arrays applied, indicating the level of recognition against class whilst 

equally indicating the certainty level of each in terms of %.  The classes applied were initially based 

on a void free sample (previously described) assigned as class 'O ' ,  a single void sample of known 

volumetric containment class ' l '  and a multiple voided sample as class '2'  

Indicating that although sufficient disjoint existed between data types (i.e. classes) insufficient 

harmony coexisted within assumed alike captures. Therefore this hinted at overlaps into neighbouring 

arrays. The previous figure of 5 .55  indicates the frequency spectra as obtained from the first sample. 

Clearly noted from this are coefficients of significant magnitude finding place at both the 300 and 500 

mark (note that the time-reference is lost with FFT). Removing the second trace however which as a 
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reminder represented an unknown source, these diminish to inconsequential levels leaving essentially 

the most significant coefficients within the first few components of the spectrum. 

6 I 

4 -

lff\I 
ltIJI 

2 .... 

I 
200 

I 

I I 
400 

i 

I I Fig 5.56 FFT spectra absent of 

unknown discharge source. 

r I 
600 800 1 000 

With the data applied as described a number of the test routines retained from the network were 

applied for class analysis. Beginning with a large-scale cluster width the groups were assessed firstly 

individually to ensure they retained their identity from the classes of which they were extracted. 

Individually presented the majority of group's  encountered excellent levels in recognition most 

classes correctly identifying a counterpart. Despite this however some faltering areas were rejected by 

their own matching part, this understandably occurring due to influences of matching nature already 

described. It was not considered resourceful to assess every individual class, hence therefore a 

representative sample taken at early, midway and final section of captures was assessed to 

accommodate for any time worsening conditions that may have been overlooked. Reminded that the 

captures were monitored in the time-domain, no significant variations were noted in magnitude of 

activity, and however variations of activity occurred at times extinguishing completely, thence 

returning in greater prevalence. Examples of the FFT obtained for each of the sample conditions are 

illustrated in fig 5 .57. 

The classes were applied corresponding alphabetically to capture class i.e. (Zero background or 

ZZZl .prn) would be last applied against the large cluster width fixed width function. On this occasion 

however the test files were applied in batch format (this in order to identify en mass any faltering 

areas). Of the classes applied the first most notable representing a 'non-voided' clean sample produced 

1 00% success in recognition, all files assessed falling to within the cluster boundaries of the training 

data. For the next two classes however, representing back ground noise and high voltage (sample 

absent) produced a very poor response returning values corresponding to other classes of more 

dominant natures. Once the classes were applied however representing large voided sample and 

multiple voided samples, high certainty responses were again returned. The latter two samples were 

substituted for the faltering classes in order to ensure there was no fault within the architecture, 

previous experience had indicated some midway lapse within an MLP. The data applied was at fault 
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as this served to adjust the failing classes against the temporarily applied cluster class. The classes 

successfully recognised contained coefficients of significant magnitudes and equally for which many 

within each respective class matched to within ± a few %. The same however could not be said for 

the less responsive classes containing a significant variation about no easily identified common axis. 

Hence although this partway explained the poor recognition levels attained in as much as little clarity 

existed, this presented little plausible explanation for the sway of other classes. 

The cluster width applied was halfway reduced and the same training data re-applied. A vast 

improvement was immediately noted with the background classes, each respectively returning 

approximately 50% certainty response with the remainder split. However this was beginning to show 

more favour to one specific class rather than the divide between the remainder previously 

encountered. 
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Lib 
.L.� 
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LJ, 
LJ, 
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l J, 
l__J, 
Lrrl, 
J _ rrd10 

Fig 5.57 FFT coefficients Zero background 

Fig 5.58 FFT coefficients HV background 

A visual analysis of the FFT coefficients although displaying many harmonious characteristics, these 

existing only in representative components whilst faltering in magnitude. This was further iterated by 

undertaking a reduction in cluster width by an additional magnitude. On re-application of the data 

after training each batch of files from which trainers were taken, a full recognition of each capture 

was returned (this previously wavering on midway capture classes). Equally by mixing in known 
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quantities of each, these were re-applied returning full recognition of each type. Although 

rudimentary this was undertaken to assess the architecture of the network was not at fault, unduly 

biasing a successful outcome. 

The range for each class had been extended considerably, now containing 200 captures per class. 

Although the author recognises that climatic conditions had varied, these were not considered 

sufficient to warrant concern; all samples had been stored under oil, most essentially for convenience 

rather than limiting post discharge exposure. 

1�, 
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Fig 5 .59 FFT coefficients Multi-void sample 

Despite initially attaining excellent certainty from corresponding class recognition, prolonged 

exposure (HV discharge) within the reduced breadth voided samples began to waver considerably, 

providing evidence of secondary breakdown mechanisms not previously encountered. See figs 5 . 59-

5 .6 1  

Ln!. 
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l_nli 
LnL 
L.J, 
L� 
l J, 
Ln!. 
Ln!. 
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Fig 5.60 FFT coefficients Large-void sample 

Primarily of concern with the smaller samples this activity was less notable after equivalent exposure 

periods with the larger specimens tested. To a greater extent the larger samples were becoming more 
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akin to the capture range of both the non-voided sample and the absent sample levels in both FFT 

coefficients and magnitude of activity equally baring considerable similarity. See figs 5 .62-63 
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Fig 5 .61  FFT coefficients BigF-void sample 

Fig 5 .62 FFT coefficients Large-Mltvoid sample 

������-.J 

Further finding with the larger samples that activity after the ?1h coefficient was becoming more 

inconsequential. However the magnitude factor must have some baring as the larger Pd's were well 

beyond the operational constraints of the network, hence when all signatures were normalised m 

proportion, the actual magnitude disjoint of the smaller captures were of a minor indifference. 

% 

1 00 
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60 

cluster class 

Overall certainty 
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Fig 5.63 RBF certainty response classes 1 -7 

best Vs worst case 
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Typically this would pose a problem, however previous experience associated with MLP analysis and 

similarly when using RBF algorithms, the generalisation feature required can cause considerable 

confusion when larger errors to promote such, create overlaps. The results attained in fig 5 .63 portray 

results that on the whole were less than satisfactory a number of which fell below the threshold level 

of acceptance in the most dominant classes. Singling out therefore the Fourier components (post

training) see fig 5 .64 the respective classes allocated against cluster group (signified below each 

respective capture) indicates a dominance of the earlier classes particularly that of the first group 

representing the un-voided sample. Reducing the cluster width therefore by a full magnitude posed an 

obvious route this unearthing previously non-recognised components of cluster group 4 breaking the 

dominance of the first cluster group ( 1 ). See figs 5 .64/5. 

F o u rier co m p o n e n ts of pd 
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1 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 
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Fig 5.64 Individual FFT components (first 

reduction) 

Variations to the cluster width achieved an improvement within the certainty levels returned overall 

this was an improvement of only 5%. Levels of certainty individually of the more detracted classes 

returned overall best (at a price to the midway captures) previously returning worst case 20% best 

case 90% improving to worst case 40% best 1 00%. Obviously an improvement in the outer most 

captures must come at a price to improve the overall picture by just 5%. 
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Fig 5.65 Individual FFT components reduced 

cluster width 

The reduced cluster width promoted lesser levels of individual overlap whilst extending the range and 

hence previously unearthed cluster classes were now identified, breaking the trend of dominance. 
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Fig 5 .66 RBF certainty response classes 1-7 

Cluster width 0.01 

Becoming what was looking more like a recurrence of previous encounters the problem was not so 

much a fault of the network but variation in the patterns obtained from the subject itself, Pd. This 

brings in to play a whole host of considerations that anthropologically we are accustomed to, and 

consider mainly the norm, but for which machine orientation still has a very long way to go. 

Generally speaking neural networks operate within a statistical environment whose characteristics 

remain to all intent and purpose stationary. That is not to say that they cannot cope with minor or 

natural variations, this of course being their very underlying principle. See figs 5 .66/7 
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Fig 5.67 RBF certainty response 
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As described once training is undertaken the representative synaptic weights are computed capturing 

the underlying statistical structure the values are as described 'frozen' to recall and exploit previous 

occurrences of priori knowledge. Unfortunately however, many of the environments (and this 'field' 

being no-exception) compose of environments of non-stationary statistical parameters in as much as 

the signals may vary with time. It has already been described how time-worsening conditions have 

been seen to experience effects that follow this nature, but not quite simply increasing in magnitude 

or similar adjustments for which routines have been noted to accommodate quite 'effortlessly'. What 

this implies is that the network needs to be more adaptive, ideally continuously. There are approaches 

in which this can be undertaken known as 'continuous learning' utilising both linear and non-linear 
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adaptive filters monitoring the varying temporal structure [Widrow, B, Stearns, SD 85]. Cited by 

[Hay kin S 99] many of the tasks at hand being non-stationary are considered as an intermediary state 

described as 'pseudo-stationary,' whereby the altercation between states is considered to change slow 

enough across sampling periods, in order for the filter to keep up with the input changes. For 

completeness alone further reading of the l isted references is recommended as the author recognises 

there may be alternative methods, both l isted or otherwise any further approaches are considered to be 

beyond the scope of this Doctoral thesis. 

5 . 1 3  Hybrid ANN architectural Pd analysis 

Collectively in batches, the RBF produced levels of certainty as i l lustrated (see figs 5.64-5.67) that 

were very much divided, based initially on a dominant feature with frequent bordering of lower levels 

into neighbouring classes. This aided levels of identifying faltering files attributed to 'pseudo

stationary' signature captures, some of the causes of which have been described. Of considerable 

benefit, this singled out the features per class most dominant and overlapping neighbouring 

categories. These results were retained against each capture to ascribe 'specific' labels as deduced by 

machine orientated recognition techniques. Of the class nodes supplied by the RBF, these were 

rigidly applied as labels, with just two exceptions to the rule producing certainty levels that were split 

halfway with almost equal weightings for the outputs despite initially disjointed. In lieu of this, these 

files were merged as one using the latter captures attained from both time-worsening states, increased 

correlation noted within these stages. The illustration overleaf (see fig 5 .68) depicts the allocation of 

output nodes as assigned by an initial assessment made, utilising RBF architecture. 
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Typical class outputs as assigned by RBF (unsupervised) Fig 5 .68 RBF/MLP node al location. 

/ 
Fuzz (Or) Class 0 = 6/10 = 60% Sum Class 0 = 6/1 0 = 60% Most dominant feature cluster O 
Fuzz (Or) Class 1 = 0/10 = 0% Sum Class 1 = 0/10 = 0% Zero recognition feature cluster 1 

Fuzz (Or) Class 2 = 2/10 = 20% Sum Class 2 = 2/10 = 20% Lower recognition level cluster 2 
Fuzz (Or) Class 3 = 0/10 = 0% Sum Class 3= 0/10 = 0% Zero recognition feature cluster 3 

Fuzz (Or) Class 4 = 2/10 = 20% Sum Class 4 = 2/10 = 20% 

1 1 1 1 1  00100 01001 1 1 1 00 1111 Desired classes (top row) 

2 1 1 1 1 1  00100 1.Q111 Q1Qll 0001 1 Q11 11 

3 1 1 1 1 1  10100 01 001 1 1 101  0101 1 Q.OQOQ 

4 1 1 1 1 1  10100 1Q101 00000 1 01 00 1010.9_ 

5 1 1 1 1 1  10101 0010Q 1 1 1 11  00011 111 0.9_ 

6 1 1 1 1 1  10101 01011 QQ100 0001 1  1010Q Actual classes (rows 2-10) 

7 1 1 1 1 1  01100 1Q10Q 1 1 1 00 000 1 1  1 11 0Q 

8 1 1 1 1 1  11100 OQ001 1 1 1 00 0001 1  0101 1  

9 1 1 1 1 1  00100 1 001 1  1 1 1 00 0001 1  0100Q 

1 0  1 1 1 1 1  OOQ11 1.Q111 QQ100 1 01 01 Q01 01 

1 1 1 1 1  00100 0 1001 1 1 100 0001 1 1 01 01 

/ 
Similarly results 

~ 
Fuzz (Or) Class 0 = 2/10 = 20% Sum Class 0 = 2/10 = 20% 
Fuzz (Or) Class 1 = 3/10 = 30% Sum Class 1 = 3/10 = 30% 
Fuzz (Or) Class 2 = 5/1 0 =5 0% Sum Class 2 = 5/10 = 50% 
Fuzz (Or) Class 3 = 0/10 = 0% Sum Class 3 = 0/10 = 0% 

Fuzz (Or) Class 4 = 0/10 = 0% Sum Class 4 = 0/10 = 0% 

The illustration above depicts the node allocation as defined by the certainty cluster classes returned 

by the initial RBF analysis, blue figures signifying correct output nodes, red underl i ned incorrect. The 

basis of the idea behind this approach was part influenced by the basic 'Rosenblatt' model as depicted 

in chapter 3 (see fig 3 .2). As described this utilised a 'weightings' scenario of applied values to a two 

dimensional matrix of horizontal and vertical components, the values of which were systematically 

changed against images of alphabetical letters. In this instance however the values rather than being 

chosen by a supervisor (other than choice of cluster class applied to an RBF) were the levels of 

certainty returned, these being 'rounded-up' if levels of significance (above 1 0%) were produced. 

The training undertaken (based on the MLP routines described previously) produced a fast error 

resolve based against just ten input nodes, and further adopting the one third ratio (hidden layer) 
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previously seen as optimum. For the benefit of the above illustration the node responses are rounded 

to nearest binary figures as returned by the MLP, actual values are plotted in figures 5 .69- 5 .  74 

The first results obtained represented the class that throughout always produced dominance regardless 

of cluster width, hence the adjusted scaling factor from near 1 00% success being typically the product 

of sample surface and electrode activity. 
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Fig 5.69 Desired Vs actual nodes 
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The second capture class as assigned by the RBF produced results less convincing as regards such 

high certainty returns, despite rarely faltering on the most significant node amongst the output nodes 

applied. Equally this reflected significant trends as assigned by the unsupervised network of class 'O' 

(the non-voided sample) which as described contained levels of surface discharge and electrode 

surface activity, the only source(s) present that might discharge. Therefore it must be assumed that 

amongst the captures obtained from the 'single-voided' sample equally activity(s) of the previous 

nature were undoubtedly present. See fig 5 .  70 
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The figure below (5 . 7 1 )  contains a composite set of two initially well disjointed captures, which after 

a time-worsening state, bore considerable affinity both visually and as categorised by the RBF 

architecture. From the data sets analysed, this remained the only to receive supervisory intervention, 

these having being merged deliberately to reduce levels of cross-bonding i.e. undue neighbouring 

influence. 
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Fig 5.71 Desired Vs actual nodes 
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Although considered 'unorthodox' as the object was to rely upon machine-orientated categorisation, 

the certainty returned per class (with only minor omissions) proved comparable to more visually 

correlated samples assessed previously. Furthermore as the author accepted that bordering effects 

were still present from surface and electrode effects, the wavering levels of certainty were influenced, 

representing very real 'representative' results. 
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Fig 5 .  72 Desired Vs actual nodes 

(OOO I l )  

Fig 5 .  72 (above) representing the data array of large voided samples, presented only minor faltering 

results with exceptional levels of recognition for the most dominant features. Despite respected that 

the most dominant output nodes coincide with the influential state previously described, most 

influences otherwise were disregarded depicting a clear disjointed data array as assigned by an RBF. 
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The same could not regrettably be stated for the final group of captures, which produced a poor 

response given the nodes applied in both cases. Considerable overlaps occurred into all neighbouring 

sites, thus although appreciated that effects present with all of the captures, these groups being of the 

largest breadth and faults would swamp the discharge array with the effects of void activity alone. In 

an attempt to adjust the favouring therefore on the capture arrays, gradual adjustments (diminishing) 

were made to the cluster width in efforts to favour the route signatures over and above neighbouring 

sites. See fig 5 .  73 
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5 . 1 4  Neighbouring cluster influences 
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The reductions applied were below magnitudes previously deemed necessary, hence coming as quite 

a surprise, not only did the cluster certainty divide amongst the range, but the number of clusters 

falling within the entire range (normally all were returned with some % certainty) began to falter 

considerably. As the final cluster width approached several magnitudes below the values of 

indifference between any data arrays (of per se the said class) this was considered far too feature 

specific, creating a further kernel or epicentre within a cluster returning at worse less than 14% of 

files allocated to any one class. See fig 5. 73. 
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The results of applying the assigned nodes, despite noting the levels of certainty returned, were 

applied to MLP training for amongst other reasons to assess if any improvements could be produced 

despite the early signs indicating otherwise. See fig 5 .74. No clear improvement was noted with this 

approach and although a number of opposing exercises were approached including heavily biased 

' training only' data applied, no enhancement to the recognition (normally achieved in this manner) 

was obtained. 

Evidently a factor affecting the response was the reduced cluster width applied, this having fallen 

below an optimum level, although the actual optimum was never deduced. Generally finding in prior 

testing, the width (once below an order of magnitude) between closest neighbours becomes 

ineffectual. Whether this remained a fault of the network architecture or was feature specific these 

remain to be seen. Moreover the dominance of the first class applied retained an influence on all of 

the capture classes, unless mechanisms of more significant nature and hence far disjointed were 

applied, this remained present in all groups. 

In lieu of the above therefore, a further and final assessment was undertaken removing the most 

dominant class as assigned by the RBF front-end routine. This approach would of course not remove 

the feature fully, but would at the very least remove the overwhelming influence and permit more 

generalisations between the midrange captures. This approach was duly undertaken applying output 

nodes as classified by the return routine of the RBF. On this occasion more selectivity was also 

required in the certainty rate to assign either a '  l '  or a 'O '  output node. See fig 5. 75 below 
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Producing excellent selectivity with no faltering levels of s ignificance, the removal of the ever

present surface discharge signature file (clean no-void) aided generalisation between the classes 
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assessed. Remnants of the influences would of course remain within the captures, however these were 

not presented (unlike previously) as a capture array representing a specific condition. 

1 
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Fig 5.76 Desired Vs actual nodes 
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Out of the separate classes applied to the network containing variations of Pd source including noise, 

a greater divide was noted in classification. A reduction in the cluster width activation function had 

proved successful, obeying the previous findings dividing the classes further (these are illustrated in 

figs 5 .76-5 .79). 
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D Series4 

• Series5 

Fig 5 .77 Desired Vs actual nodes 

(000 1 1 )  

Indicating a high success rate in identification of Pd containing system noise or captures of ineffectual 

Pd magnitude as previously described. A preliminary upshot of this analysis had indicated little 

difficulty in distinguishing Pd from corrupted data or extraneous noise. Questions may of course be 

raised towards the less promising classification of groups, whilst containing a repetitive dominating 

feature, although as already described, underlying trends overlooked by the author as not being 
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sufficiently apparent, existed in the signatures. Thus although the patterns applied were obtained from 

distinctly abstracted sources, such commonality not immediately discernible may indeed exist. 

Having attained excellent discrimination against noise and to some extent improved performance on 

corrupted data, it was still apparent that many of the variations were possibly being overlooked by the 

network between differing classes of Pd capture. Despite this, this did not present too much of a 

dichotomy, after all the essential objective was to identify Pd. However although an underlying trend 

may have existed, oblivious to the authors knowledge, it may additionally imply that insufficient 

neurons were being placed at the central points in the modelling space, this being a consequence of 

poor machine orientated centre selection. As an interim address to this problem, larger data arrays 

were applied to the network, these now containing slightly elongated captures containing slight 

corruption and distortion from localised effects. A further effort additionally included reducing the 

cluster width from 0.05 - 0.0 1 .  Very l ittle of an effectual magnitude was contained in these tail ends, 

however either sufficient of this remained to adjust classification, or the reduced cluster width 

enforced a greater divide between groups. No visible loss to the rejection of noise or erroneous 

signatures was inherent with this extension, and although the previously missed group four allocation 

became active, group one however still remained suspiciously dominant. See fig 5 .  78 

MLP RBF choice response 

1 1 

Actual output 

II Series1 

• Series2 

0 Series3 

0 Series4 

• Series5 

Fig 5.78 Desired Vs actual nodes 

( 1 0 1 0 1 )  

Significant gains in pattern recognition had been attained using this methodology. Initially an obvious 

iterative option would be to assess earlier captures. However few of these could be described as 

pseudo-stationary. Thus although intermittent, most of the earlier captures remained within the 

working limits of more static captures, and hence the approaches already undertaken were 

satisfactory. The main benefits attained with the RBF/MLP approach were the all-important training 

periods linked to the reduced data arrays required. A number of further tests were undertaken using 

only 7 input coefficients from the FFT conversion program which proved equally worthy (although 

faltering slightly) with slight improvements on training periods. The MLP training periods rather than 
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running at best in minutes (typically multiples thereof) was now reduced to seconds after brief 

assessments by an RBF architecture and node allocation based on the routine described in fig 5.68. 

Equally it must be stated that although considered faltering levels in recognition, the machine

orientated approach of node allocation was of a less unduly biasing nature as previously undertaken 

with fully supervised architectures. Although unable to undertake automatic updating features to 

accommodate for the 'pseudo-stationary' signatures, implementing this manually (against visually 

adjusting signatures) proved sufficiently effective to warrant further analysis. The results returned of 

it must be said 'mixed' certainty were indicative of multiple events, and hence were guided therefore 

correctly by the conditions present. Alternative approaches (albeit briefly) were undertaken to 

encourage more of a disjoint thereby returning greater certainty per class using a sliding threshold 

level. A lthough this 'improved' certainty levels of recognition this was adversely influenced by the 

more dominant classes of significant features. Again upon removal of this dominance well recognised 

and categorised by the unsupervised routine, results returned were on par with those previously 

attained. 

A very brief endorsing assessment was undertaken based on the concept of node choice from early 

training of an RBF implementing discrete values. To influence weightings of the class disjoint 

previously encountered (described previously and illustrated figs 5 .32-5 .34) these were applied with 

some success on a supervised MLP. Hence therefore as the front-end architecture (RBF) returned 

certainty levels of 0.2 (20%) 0.3 (30%), so on and so forth, these rather than applying as MSB or 

' I  'were applied from the actual discrete values returned. This approach was considered to aid the 

identification process by identifying faltering and recurrent trends within the data arrays applied. 

Proving inconclusive with the transitory assessments applied, insufficient disjoint was considered 

partisan to the certainty levels returned, suggesting that the rounding up approach as described 

previously was more successful. As an extending method however of the routines already assessed 

and described, this will be investigated further applying variations to architectures better suited to this 

approach (see further work chapter). 

Equally although it is recognised that alternative configurations of network layers, output terms and 

input data per class could possibly attain optimum levels not ascertained, further analysis of these 

natures were considered beyond the working objectives of this Doctoral thesis. 

* * * 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

In retrospect of the work undertaken and detailed within this thesis, the author asserts that progress 

has been attained in the titled areas of interest of this research investigation. Primarily the research 

area concentrated on advancing use of intelligent methods to identify time-domain representations of 

partial discharge (Pd). After undertaking primary assessments based on the initial aims, further in

depth efforts were approached concentrating on identifying less obvious signatures indicative of 

breakdown described in chapter 2. Original contributions to knowledge have been made by the 

author. Prior to extending discussions therefore within these areas a brief summary highlighting these 

are listed below: 

6. 1 Contributions to knowledge 

( 1 .) Identifying 'appropriate' artificial methods for the identification of partial discharge (Pd) within 

extremely electrically noisy environments implementing optimal computing time. 

(2.) Comparing MLP and RBF paradigms to evaluate the relative merits and de-merits against the 

constraints of an environment of the above described natures. 

(3 .) Emulating faults in surrogate dielectric materials and contaminant conditions to synthesise 

typically experienced field conditions, compared against post service hence 'impaired' dielectrics to 

assess correlation and recognition of unknown certainty. 

Whilst undertaking the research a number of parallel observations were made by the author that 

extended the initial objectives and are therefore included as additions for completeness. Hence the 

research field extended to include: 

(4.).The application of data reduction to Pd arrays usmg reducing sampling techniques aimed 

specifically at frequency spectra coefficients (FFT). 

(5.) A hybrid approach combining the better attributes of architecturally differing neural network 

paradigms 

6.2 Review of the work and Conclusions 

Aims of the primary research objectives ( 1 -3 Section 6. 1 )  were accomplished and produced satisfying 

results. These undertakings and findings will be briefly discussed prior to an expansion onto the latter 

inclusions of 4 and 5 (listed above) 
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6.2 1 .  

A n  in-house developed neural network based on MLP architecture has been applied to classify and 

analyse discharge signatures in order to identify Pd presence on high voltage signals. Superimposing 

noise indigenous to a software filtered-subject signature, returned superior levels of certainty against 

noise-free captures despite an in-ocular form. 

The methodology this devised has been demonstrated successfully to Hubbel High Voltage (Burton 

Staffordshire) part of which is planned will be incorporated within Pd analysis equipment for on-line 

assessment techniques. 

6.22 

Comparisons were made between the different architectures of MLP (Supervised) and RBF 

(unsupervised) both of which were aided by Mathcad® software to portray the qualities of either. 

Superimposed and corrupted signals to worsen levels of non-linearity were applied to emulate field 

environments applying reduced SNR. An MLP was seen to exhibit more feature specific recognition 

but was evidently biased by the author's selectivity and categorisation, hence l imiting 'able-ness' to 

identify non-static arrays. Concurrently the RBF architecture on the other hand could not be 

influenced so easily, hence the returned levels of certainty despite faltering against an MLP 

counterpart were deemed by the author as more authentic, particularly considering condition 

worsening behavioural patterns. 

Altercations to the inner neural network node configurations were engaged to optimise better 

certainty levels at reduced periods of resolve. The findings of this attempt remained inconclusive, but 

in part endorsing the hypothesis of Aleksander that these should represent "A subset of the possible 

transformations" .  [Aleksander, I 90] Gauging behavioural patterns that are subject to variations allied 

to source dictates a finite number of variations rendering (even with the powerful computers of today) 

an irremediable accomplishment unless reasonable levels of generality are implemented. Both 

architectures produced more bona-tide certainty levels with an encouraged generalisation conversely 

to the 'feature-specific' approach investigated. 

6.23 

Assessments were undertaken of sample materials based on the discussions of chapters I &2. 

Synthesising as best as was practicable; account of localised noise factors and trends indigenous to 

each subject material were considered. The author drew attention to the nature behind partial 

discharge impulses essentially that the signatures are most likely representations of multiple factors 
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shaped by a host of influences. The staged experimentation of a 'bottom-up' approach, primary 

sources of Corona and Pd to immersed oils, was to address collective behavioural influences isolating 

as best as was possible isolated events. 

As described in as much as the materials differ, hence the applications better suited to liquids or 

similarly pliable materials digress, equally so do indicative stages of pending breakdown. Therefore 

this concluded to the author that despite settling on a commonality (in this case Pd breakdown) if 

isolated these events can be assessed more accurately 

The initial objectives accomplished successfully identified areas that on the whole the author felt 

could be addressed differently. Whilst removing nothing from the success accomplished, it was felt 

that probable alternatives could be approached to endorse or better the findings. Sections 6.24-5 

below discuss these extending areas. 

6.24. 

Time-domain signals of Pd were computationally demanding, but remained essential for the 

classification of signals (see chapter2). As described these were observed to adjust significantly, but 

encouraging more generalisations compensated significantly towards successful recognition. 

Conversion to frequency spectra produced a marked improvement, benefiting not only processing 

periods from smaller data arrays, but restored clarity between respective classes. The latter 

experimental areas by focusing on both approaches (time-domain for classification, whilst frequency 

spectra for analysis) optimised both requirements. This approach also combined use of the modulus of 

the FFT coefficients, thereby reducing data array types (all terms becoming of positive polarity) 

hence lessening the needs by half of required Pd signatures. Further, by eliminating the behavioural 

shifts prevailing with time-domain captures, brings for the first time into the affray discharge 

signatures of both highly oscillatory and high frequency components, previously requiring alternative 

methods. 

6.25. 

Experience gained whilst applying AI assessment techniques disclosed a number of merits the 

successes of which fortuitously compromised neither approach. Attention was applied to both areas 

but maintaining restraint in order to advocate more of an AI influence and be less reliant on 

supervisory intervention. Levels of this with an MLP were observed to unduly bias salient trends 

whilst limiting levels of generalisation hence any network produced would be less adaptive. Both 

these merits are necessary. The very choice of a 'trade-off therefore produces a dichotomy between 

that which is recommended and that by which the trainer wishes to apply to encourage adaptation. Of 

the approaches applied, by far the most beneficial was an RBF front-end to allocate cluster return 

certainty levels duly applied to a second stage as MLP target nodes. In spite of s lightly lesser levels of 
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certainty, trends not visually obvious adjusted levels of success, which it must be said, were observed 

to be far more credible. 

Although many successes have arisen from back-propagation techniques, gradient descent methods 

are not the ultimate resolve for all problems. The method can be intrinsically slow to converge in a 

complex landscape, due to the complexity of the energy surface. Iterating therefore the hypothesis of 

Beale, in general neural networks are good at interpolation but tend to falter at extrapolation 

[Beale. 89]. The merger of two architectures however focusing on the observed merits produced a 

favourable concession. Established by reduced data arrays and a compromise of acceptable levels of 

disjoint whilst maintaining class match; the combination of Machine Orientated Recognition was far 

more tolerant of 'pseudo-stationary' signals, recognised after extensive experimentation as imperative 

to generalised and adaptive methods. 

6.3 

In summary therefore: 

• Appropriate AI condition monitoring must account for distorted and intrinsically noisy signals. 

• Must take account of localised trends (custom trained) to the environment, there is no general 

'universal-for-all' application. 

• Consideration to background non-faulted conditions observing rising/changing trends. 

• Both time-domain and frequency domain elements are required, levels and extent dictated by the 

subject. 

• System must be adaptive to accommodate for 'pseudo-stationary' events. 

• An ease to which updates accounting for 'age-related wear and tear' may be applied. 

• Adapted for non-intrusive telemetry methods, thereby extending more universal use. 

• Multiple factor considerations, isolated Pd events being rare. 

* * * 
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Chapter 7 

7 . 1  Further work 

The author recognises that a number of observations not entirely detracted from the experimental 

work undertaken will set precedence for future projects (locally) with the High-voltage and dielectric 

research laboratories. Specifically extending on the final objectives detailed in chapter 6 further 

investigations will concentrate on self-training routines based on modified ANN architectures. The 

further use of machine-orientated recognition within electrically noisy systems will follow the 

paradigm already described but extend a greater bias to signal processing. 

The use of different architectures not as yet investigated, but whilst time now permits may indicate a 

more optimum approach appropriate to the type of signature(s) relating to general defects. At present 

aims are assigned to the use of self-training regimes combing frequency spectra analysis but 

concentrating on complex representation rather than the modulus undertaken by the author. Evidence 

during experimentation suggested correlating frequency features, however the author was unable to 

isolate individual events. Similarly this will equally remain an area of focus. Unlike many comparable 

approaches of Pd analysis metaphorically 'forsaking the substance for the shadow', this was 

recognised and hence will be further pursued. 

Rather interestingly, Haykin in a epilogue to a recent publication [Haykin S 99] cited that there is 'no 

universal intelligent machine ' but rather there are intelligent machines and processes for specific 

applications. This agreeably gives support to the findings in both the application and the approach(s) 

taken. Further that any path towards a ' intelligent machine ' would only be accomplished by 

incorporating neural networks with other appropriate tools. This fully iterates the findings and beliefs 

of the author. Current objectives are to promote more processing and feature extraction by artificial 

means and expand an application of appropriate tools to enhance present findings. 

* * * 
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